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VANISHING NURSES: DIMINISHING CARE

WEDNESDAY, APRIL 6, 1988

U.S. SENATE,
SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING,

Philadelphia, PA.
The committee met, pursuant to notice, at 9 a.m., at the JamesCrumlish Ceremonial Courtroom, Philadelphia, PA, Senator JohnHeinz presiding.
Present: Senator Heinz.
Staff present: Larry Atkins, minority staff director; KimberlyKasberg, research associate; and Madelyn Glist, communicationsassistant.

OPENING STATEMENT BY SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, PRESIDING
Senator HEINZ. Good morning. My name is Senator John Heinz.This is a hearing of the Special Committee on Aging of the UnitedStates Senate. We welcome you one and all, and I want to say thatI particularly appreciate the witnesses that we have today comingfrom both near and far. I look forward to your testimony, and Iwant to start our hearing with an opening statement.
Recent nurse strikes in Los Angeles, New York and even Butler,Pennsylvania are symptoms of a serious disease festering in ourNation's health care delivery system. At the root of that illness is anurse shortage severe enough to begin endangering the lives of pa-tients. Hospitals, nursing homes and home health agencies can'tfind the nurses they need. The nursing staffs they have are beingstretched thinner and worked harder.
The signs of the nurse shortage are abundant. Over 80 percent ofhospitals and 57 percent of nursing homes have reported that theycan t fill their nursing positions. In 32 percent of the nursinghomes, there are not enough qualified nurses to even meet mini-mum standards. In just the last 4 years, vacancy rates in hospitalnursing posts have more than doubled. Today, the average hospitalis missing 11 percent, about 1 out of 9, of its nursing staff.
Patient care is suffering as a result. Hundreds of protest formsfiled by nurses with New York and Pennsylvania hospitals point toconditions unsafe for patients due to staffing shortages. They talkabout emergency rooms without enough staff to cope with multipleemergencies; specialty wings staffed with inexperienced or un-trained nurses; longer shifts or double shifts to stretch the nursingstaff further; shortened recovery time for patients in specialtyunits; closed hospital beds and even postponed surgeries. Theresult, among other things, are stress, frustration, mistakes, andexhaustion. They are chasing nurses out of these settings and too
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often out of the profession and making it harder to attract new
nurses in.

The irony, of course, is that this nurse shortage comes at a time
when we have more nurses than ever before, and when the nurse-
patient ratio is double what it was 10 years ago. The problem is not
that we have fewer nurses-it is that we need more nurses. More
nurses are needed in hospitals to take care of a patient population
that stays for less time, but is sicker while it's there. More nurses
are needed in nursing homes and home health care agencies to
take care of the growing number of patients being discharged into
these settings, particularly when these patients are sicker than in
the past. More nurses are being used to perform nonmedical func-
tions in the health field, like quality review and insurance claims
adjustment. And all of these various settings are competing for the
limited supply of nurses we have. With fewer and fewer students
choosing to enter the nursing profession, we face the potential for a
long-term shortage of nurses that would be very, very difficult to
correct.

The purpose of our hearing today is to give us an opportunity to
understand the causes of today's nursing shortage and discuss the
solutions that are possible.

This morning we have, as I pointed out, a number of witnesses.
We have a total of eight, two panels, and I'd like to ask the first
panel of Marie. W., Joann B., Dick Loughery, and Patricia Prescott
to please come forward.

Since we have two panels of witnesses, I'm going to urge our pan-
elists to please keep their testimony to 5 minutes, if they can. That
way, there will be an opportunity for me to ask questions. We will
have to conclude this hearing pretty promptly at 11 o'clock, and I
will try and keep my questions as succinct as possible.

I would like to ask Marie W. if she would be our leadoff witness.
Marie.

STATEMENT OF MARIE W., R.N. CCRN, STAFF NURSE/CHARGE
NURSE, INTENSIVE CARE

Ms. W. I would like to express my appreciation for being asked to
come and testify here today about something that is of very great
importance to myself and many of my colleagues, and that is the
effect of the nursing shortage on patient care in the acute care set-
ting.

In my written statement, I've provided a scenario of what it is
that I do, and I won't go through the whole statement because it is
quite lengthy. The purpose of putting that in there is that what is
oftentimes the public image of what a nurse does is very different
from what a nurse really does do. So I would encourage people to
read through my statement to find out what it is that I do in an
intensive care setting.

Senator HEINZ. Without objection, your entire statement will be
a part of our record.

Ms. W. Thank you. The primary reasons that patients are hospi-
talized is to receive nursing care. Many of the tests, the treat-
ments, the medical appointments, et cetera, these are not nursing
care, they can be done on an outpatient basis, so the only reason
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patients are in the hospital and are staying in the hospital is toreceive the nursing care that goes along with these other tests andtreatments.
What happens when there aren't enough nurses? First, nursesestablish priorities based on patients' physical needs, similar to atriaging system which is utilized in emergency rooms. Anythingthat's life threatening gets taken care of first and then in descend-ing priority. Oftentimes though, you don't have the time to dothose things in descending priority. You're just dealing with thelife threatening problems.
What is not getting done? Let's consider the following:
One, monitoring patients as frequently as needed. For example, apatient who has had a head injury should be checked every hour,but may only be checked every 4 hours. During that time, signifi-cant problems can develop and treatment will be delayed whichcould affect the patient's outcome; that is, further physical deterio-ration or even death.
Two, prevention of complications. This is a big focus of nursingcare. Not being able to turn patients as much as they need, getthem out of bed, clean up body fluids that if left on the skin cancause severe skin problems, changing dressings, IV lines and intra-venous sites. Patients can develop life threatening infections ifthese procedures are not performed as needed. And oftentimes theydevelop infections with such superbugs that even the antibioticsthat we do have can't cure the infection.
Three, patient education on discharge. Patient education is also avery big thing that nurses are trained to do, but unfortunately, youdon't get to do much of it at all. It would include aspects of thepatient's illness, what they are in the hospital for and why, ways toidentify medical problems, when to seek medical help, how to pre-vent a recurrence of a problem. Patients do not get much of thisfrom other medical staff, and now they're not getting it from thenursing staff as well. Patients, then, out of ignorance will developmedical problems again and need to be treated again and need tobe hospitalized again. This could be prevented.
Four, emotional support for the patient and the family. Studieshave shown over and over again that stress can have an adverseeffect on the duration and the severity of an illness. Nurses are sobusy dealing with the acute manifestations of illnesses, they havelittle time to talk and provide emotional support for the patientand the family.
Five, this is kind of a catchall category that I created to clear uploose ends. It includes things like reading charts, checking consultforms if they need to be filled out, recommendations, finding outthe different specialties that have consulted on the patient, evalu-ating the need for specific tests and treatment. One of the thingsthat I do as a nurse is to make sure that everything is done for thebenefit of the patient. I don't have time now to run and try andcheck all these things, to look over charts, to see if these tests arebeing run that need to be done, things like that. It's not really myresponsibility, but in the setting that I practice in, I often do this.The end result when I do it is it prevents escalation of costs, helpsthe patient and things like that. Now, we're not doing it, so it iscausing a lot of problems with patient care and costs.
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Much research has documented that if nurses have the time to
provide adequate nursing care, that patients get out of the hospital
faster, they are in a better state of wellness when they do leave,
they do not have as many long-term serious side effects from their
disease, and they have enough information to prevent further re-
currence of their disease, or to minimize potential problems.

How bad is it? I would like to give two examples of problems
with providing safe nursing care in the intensive care unit.,

Problem number one: A nurse was assigned the care of two very
critically ill patients. Both of them had very unstable blood pres-
sures. One patient had a very severe infection, his lungs weren't
functioning, so he was on a respirator. His liver wasn't functioning,
so he was slowly bleeding from many places because his liver
couldn't make the clotting factors necessary to stop him from
bleeding. He was receiving numerous blood transfusions, was on
three different potent kinds of medications to help raise his blood
pressure, which weren't working very well. His blood sugars had to
be checked every hour because they were either too high or too
low.

The other patient was also on two potent medications for his
blood pressure, which also weren't working too well. He was agitat-
ed and kept trying to pull his IVs out, the ones that contained the
blood pressure medications trying to stabilize him.

The patient's room was a pretty fair distance from the other pa-
tient's room, so the nurse had to run back and forth constantly,
check this one patient's blood pressure and run over here and do
something else with the other patient.

Each of these patients should have had one nurse each according
to the nursing care classification system used in the hospital to de-
termine how many nurses are needed for each patient. There were
no other nurses who could help because they were as busy or more
busy than that nurse. No other nursing personnel such as orderlies
or aides were available. The head nurse was out of the unit.

Throughout the day in order to make a decision on what to do
next, the nurse had to decide who would suffer the most harm if a
certain task wasn't done, because it all needed to be done, but it
was impossible to get it all done.

Example number two: Nurse A was responsible for providing
care for two patients who were very critically ill. Nurse B was in
the same area of the unit. She also had two patients who were very
ill. And according to the classification system that I mentioned,
each of these patients should have had one nurse each. Nurse A
spent what little time she had, which wasn't much, taking care of
one of Nurse B's patients, because the other patient was so unsta-
ble for the first 5 hours of the shift that Nurse B couldn't leave
that patient's bedside.

Around 1:30 in the afternoon, Nurse A sent Nurse B out to the
nurse's lounge just to wolf down her lunch in about 10 minutes.
While Nurse B was at lunch, Nurse A had to put back a patient of
Nurse B's in a chair that this patient was tipping over. While she
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was doing that one of the EKG monitor alarms rang. It took a
couple of minutes to get this patient back into the chair, and Nurse
A then went to investigate whose alarm was ringing. It was the
other patient of Nurse B whose heart had stopped, and she had
stopped breathing.

At that time, Nurse A was the only person, nursing, or nonnurs-
ing, present within shouting distance. She had to scream for help
three times before anyone heard her. Needless to say, that patient
didn't survive.

Nurses are in very precarious positions from a legal and ethical
standpoint. They know it. That's one of the reasons that they're
leaving. Patients are suffering more complications, are in the hos-
pital longer, are coming back more and more frequently, and possi-
bly dying because nurses don't have the time to do what they have
the knowledge and skill to do.

Nurses will continue to leave the bedside if day after day they
are placed in situations where they know they are not able to pro-
vide adequate nursing care. They are getting burned out from
doing constant crisis-intervention type of nursing, and they are
constantly afraid of losing their license to practice, because they
know what they are not getting done and the potential for patient
injury.

One of the reasons I chose nursing as a career was that in what-
ever I chose to do, I wanted to make an impact on somebody's life.
I love the challenge and the opportunity that nursing provides me
to do that. I believe that the reasons for the nursing shortage have
been adequately analyzed and processed. I think it's time to go on
with trying to solve the problem and developing and implementing
long-term plans now.

I am listing several recommendations coming from the opinion
that if something isn't done to assist the nurse practicing at the
bedside, the shortage will only get worse. Any changes that are
made need to be long-term changes in the workplace where the
nurse practices nursing.

Recommendation number one: Increased salaries. At present in
the Philadelphia area, starting salaries are increasing fairly well;
but unfortunately, the gap between starting salaries and maximum
salaries is getting smaller and smaller.

I think you need to show the nurses who have put in time, expe-
rience, their own time to get education and certification, and you
need to reward them with higher salaries.

Recommendation number two: Staff nurses make life and death
decisions every day, yet they have little- or no say in the policies
and practices of the institution they work in as it affects the nurse
and the patient. It is long overdue for including staff nurses in all
levels of policy making and in decisions that affect their practice.
This would include flexible working hours, employee benefits,
working with support services to obtain more assistance in patient
care and many, many other things.

Number three is related to the second recommendation. A
change in administrative management styles and structure, the
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ttheories of shared governance and participatory managemiient
should be implemented. Staff nurses are great problem solvers if
they are only given the time and the resources and the proper
management support.

Give us a chance to show what we could do to make patient care
better. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Marie W. follows:]
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TEXT OF TESTIMONY GIVEN TO SENATOR JOHN HEINZ
APRIL 6, 1988
BY MARIE W., RN, CCRN
STAFF NURSE/CHARGE NURSE INTENSIVE CARE

INTRODUCTION

I would like to express my appreciation for being asked to
testify today about a topic that is of great importance to me and many
of my collegues, the effect of the nursing shortage on patient care in
the acute care setting.

WHAT DOES A NURSE DO

In order to fully understand what nursing care services are not
being provided due to lack of nurses, I would like to discuss what it
is that I do as a nurse taking care of patients In an Intensive care
unit. The following scenario is typical of an average workday in an
ICU when there Is enough registered nurses and enough support
personnel to assist the nurse In providing nursing care.

It is 7 AM in the ICU. I have just been assigned to provide care
for two patients, John and Arlen.

For the first half hour of my shift, I receive report from the
nurse who provided care for John and Atlen for the last eight hours.
The nurse starts by relating each patient's medical history; what
their major physical problem is; all other medical and surgical
problems, resolved, and/or unresolved; what tests and treatments the
patients have received or will receive, and how they have responded to
these tests and treatments both physically and emotionally; any family
members that have visited or phoned, and how they are dealing with the
serious Illnesses of their family member; how we are providing the
basic human needs of air, water, nutrition to each patient; any
problems with the complex monitoring systems that we use each day, and.
any other pertinent Information I need that will Influence the nursing
care that I provide.

I then stop in to see 'each patient to make sure they are alive
and not in any acute distress, and let them know I will be back
shortly to Co a more complete exam.

Next I check to see what med ications and Intravenous fluid each
patient Is receiving and when they are scheduled to be given. I look
up any medications that I don't know, for I am responsible for knowing
how each medication works in the body, desired effects, possible
interactions with other medications and foods, and possible mild and
life-threatening complications that could develop. I prepare the
medications and intravenous fluids for each patient and administer
them throughout the day as scheduled.

I check any lab tests or other test that have been performed
recently to analyze the results, and if there are any abnormalities,

and report these to the doctor, and initiate any other nursing actions
that may be needed. For example, If a patient's blood glucose Is 10,
he could in.-edlately develop seizures and die. As soon as I find out
the lab results, I would administer intravenous glucose with or
without a doctor present, because the patient's life is In danger.

I walk into John's room, walk ever to the bed, reach out for his
hand and introduce myself. I then ask John how he was feeling, or how
his night was. During that Interaction with John, I am mentally
looking for and processing alot of verbal and non-verbal information I
am observing, such things as: how does John respond, or does he
respond at all; does he look comfortable, or does he appear restless
or agitated; Is he having trouble breathing; Is his forehead, or the
rest of his body sweaty; Is his skin color as it should be or Is it
pale, blue- or gray-tinged; what is the temperature of his hand and
how does the pulse feel in that hand, if it is there at all. This
interaction could take about 5 minutes or so. If there are any clues
that look abnormal to me at this point I very quickly try to identify
the cause of the abnormality in order to intervene to p-event further
more serious physical problems from developing. If ther. are no
Identifiable problems at this point, I then start a complete physical

exam of the patient being alert for any abnormalities or changes from
previous examinations. After completing the exam I check all the
equiptment in the room to make sure everything is in safe working
order, to prevent Injury to John, and to be prepared for any emergency
that might develop. Durieg this-time, I am also talking to John and
asking questions which will give me an Indication of how much John
knows aboit his Illness, all the tests he has received and will
receive, what treatments he has received and why we are doing them,
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what medications he Is receiving, why he is taking them, and what side
effects he may experience, how he is coping with his llness, and
being In an ICU, and how his family is coping. Last I tell him what he
can expect to happen over the next few. hours, and how he can help If
he is well enough.

Next, I go Into Arlen's room and go through the same routine, but
still being alert for the subtle clinical signs of serious medical and
emotional problems.

After gathering all the information I mentioned, I then formulate
a plan of care for each patient for that day, In collaboration with
the physicians responsible for the medical care of the patients.

The rest of my shift consists of providing nursing care for my
patients, based on the definition that nursing is treating the
patient's total response to his illness, physical, psychological,
emotional, and spiritually. I start Implementing the plan of care
mentioned earlier that will aid In each patient "etting well, adapting
to his illness, and preventing any fnrther complications that could
occur. I would Include plans for assisting John In changing his
position In bed frequently, to help prevent serious complications of
bed rest which Include bed sores, blood clots which can form in the
legs and travel to the lungs, and loss of function In his arms and
legs. I would assist John in getting out of bed for the same reasons.

I would help John with breathing esercinse every one to two hours to
prevent him from developing pneumonia which could prolong John's stay

in the hospital for weeks, or could even cause his death.

All throughout the day as I perform the many skilled tasks that I
do, I am constantly monitoring each patient's condition for changes,
qgod or bad, and I initiate abpropriate treatment as needed.

Sometime durIng the day] I document everything I observed,
everything I did, and the patients responses to all the medical and
nursing interventions performed that day.

At 3 PM I give report on both patients, similar to the one I
received, but also Including my observations, what my plan of care
was, what actions I was able to initiate and what she could do to
continue with that plan. At 3:30 PM I leave the hospital, reflecting
on the busy day that I had, but generally satisf Ied that I was able to
utilize all my knowledge and skills to provide the kind of nursing
care to each of my patients that I can be proud of, and that makes me
glad that I chose nursing as a profession.

NURSING CARE WHEN THERE ISN'T ENOUGH NURSES

What happens when there aren't enough nu-ses? First nurses
establish priorities based on patients physic-l needs, similar to
triaging that Is utilized in emergency rooms. Anything life
threatening gets taken care of first. In many cases the nurse Is only
able to provide this level of care due to the acute illnesses of most
of the patients we treat. What Is not getting done? Consider the
following:

1. Monitoring the patients as frequently as needed- A patient who
has had a head Injury should be checked every hour but may only be
checked every four hours. During that time significant problems can
develop and treatment will be-delayed.

* ~~~~~/
2. Prevention of complications- Not being able to turn patients

as much as they need, get them out of bud, clean up body fluids that
if left on the skin can cause severe skin problems, changing
dressings, intravenous lines and Intravenous sites. Patients can
develop life threatening infections if these proceedures are not
performed as needed.

3. Patient education- on all aspects of the patient's Illness,
hospitalization, ways to identify medical problems, when to seek
medical help, how to prevent a recurrance of the problem. Patients do
not get much of this from most of the medical staff, and now they are
not getting it from the nursine staff as much as needed. Patients then
out of ignorance will develop medical problems again and need to be
treated again.

4. Emotional support for the patient and the family- Studies have
shown over and over again that stress can have an adverse effect on
the duration and the severity of an Illness. Nurses are 50 busy
dealing with the acute manifestations of illnesses, they have little
time to talk and provide emotional support for the patient and the
family

Much research has documented that if nurses have the time to
provide adequate mursiog care that patients get out of the hospital
faster, are In a better state of wellness when they leave, do not have
as many long-term serious side-effects from their disease, aid have
enough information to prevent further reoccurance of their disease, or
to minimize potential problems.
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HOW BAD IS IT

I would like to give some examples of problems with providing
safe nursing care in intensive care units.

#1
A nurse was assigned the care of two critically ill patients.

Bathe of them had very unstable blood pressures. One patient had a
very severe Infection, his lungs weren't functioning , so he was on a
respirator, his liver wasn't functioning, so he was slowly bleeding
from many places because his liver couldn't make the clotting factors
necessary to stop him from bleeding, he received numerous blood
transfusions, was on three different potent medications to help raise
his blood pressure) which weren't working too well), his blood sugars
were being checked every hour because they were either too high or too
low,. The first patient was on two potent medications for his blood
pressure( which also weren't working well). He was agitated and tried
to pull his IVs out( the ones that were administering the blood
pressure medications.) This patient's room was a pretty fair distance
from the other patients requiring alot of running between rooms. Each
of these patients should have had one nurse each according to the
nursing care classification system used to determine how many nurses
are needed for each patient. There were no other nurses who could help
and no other nursing personnel available to assist this nurse.
Throughout the day In order to make a decision on what to do next, the
nurse had to decide who would suffer the most harm If a certain task
or test could not be done, because It all needed to be done, but it
was impossible to get it done.

02
A nurse(A) was responsible for providing care for two patients

who were very critically ill. Another nurse(B) was in the same area of
the unit also had two patients who were very ill. Nurse A spent part
of her time taking care of one of nurse B's patients, because the
other patient was so unstable for the first five hours of the shift.
Nurse B went to the nurses lounge at 1:30 In the afternoon to wolf
down her lunch in ten minutes. While at lunch, Jurse A was putting one
of Nurse B's patients back in the chair she was tipping over, when the
EKG alarm for another patient started to alarm, and continued to alarm
for the two or three minutes it took to put t1- patient back Into the
chair. The nurse then checked to see who was alarming- it was Nurse
B's other patient, whose heart had stopped beating and she had stopped
breathing. At the time of the code Nurse A was the only body present
within shouting distance. She had to scream for help three tines
before anyone heard her. The patient never survived.

CONCLUSIONS

Nurses are In very precarious positions from a legal and ethical
standpoint-they know it-that's one of their reasons for leating.
Patients are suffering more complications, are In the hospital longer,
are coming back more frequently, and possibly dying because nurses
don't have the time to do what they know they have the knowledge and
skill to do, due to inadequate staff.

Nurses will continue to leave the bedside if day after day they
are placed in situations where they know they are not able to provide
adequate nursing care. They are getting burned out from doing constant
crisis-intervention type of nursing, and they are constantly afraid of
losing their licenses to practice, because they know what they can't
get done.

RECOMMENDATIONS

I am listing several recommendations, coming from the opinion
that if something isn't done to assist the nurse practicing at the
bedside, the shortage will only get worse. Any changes that are made
need to be long term changes in the way nurses practice nursing and in
the workplace where they practice nursing.

1. Salary increases: especially increase the small gap between
starting and maximum salaries. Also have some element of merit
increases based on performance, experience, and certification in a
specialty.
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2. Staff nurses make life and death decisions every day, yet they have

little or no say in the policies and practices of the institution they

work in, as it affects the nurse. It is long overdue for including

staff nurses in all levels of policy making, and In decisions that

affect their practice. This would include flexible working hours,

employee benefits, working with support services to obtain more
assistance In patient care.

3. Related to the second recommendation- Change in administrative
management styles and structure- Shared goverance, participatory

management- Nurses are great problem solvers, If only giver, the time

and the resources, and the proper management support.

Thank you.
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Senator HEINZ. Marie, thank you very much. I particularly ap-
preciate you and our next witness for being willing to come and
give us a view of what it's like in the trenches, and you have done
so, and I am deeply grateful to you.

Let me ask our next witness, Joann, to please proceed. Joann.

STATEMENT OF JOANN B., R.N.
Ms. JOANN B. My name is Joann. I've been a registered profes-

sional nurse for almost 12 years. In my current position as a staff
nurse in the IV Therapy Department, .I have the opportunity to
treat patients in all areas of the hospital. Although each patient
care unit lends itself to particular disease entities, a basic problem
is common to all-not enough nurses.

I'm sure everyone is aware that people are living longer and that
this is a result of advanced technology, treatments and complex
medications. But is everyone aware of the impact this has on the
registered nurse in the hospital setting? Approximately half of the
patients we care for are 60 years of age or over. We are seeing
them in acute phases of chronic illness; chronic lung disease, car-
diovascular illness; renal failure, et cetera. These patients do not
have the stamina, the skin integrity or the immune system of indi-
viduals in their 30's or 40's. Therefore, they require more skilled
nursing care than ever before. Ten years ago a nurse could handle
10 to 12 patients. With today's spiral of technology, it can be diffi-
cult to care for 6 patients.

On a typical medical surgical unit, it is not uncommon for a
nurse to have the responsibility for as many as 10 patients. Obvi-
ously, in an 8-hour shift, a nurse cannot give each patient 1 hour of
her time. There is little time, if any, to assess a patient's condition,
read charts, make rounds with physicians, devise a plan of care to
include discharge preparation, let alone implement the plan. Time
for patient and family teaching is at a minimum. With the onset of
DRG's the emphasis is on decreasing the length of hospital stays.
We refer to this as "move'um in, move'um out." The nursing re-
sponsibilities as mentioned become crucial.

A good example of this is the newly diagnosed diabetic patient.
This individual needs nursing intervention. He needs the nurse to
calm his fears, to be assured that although his life style may be
somewhat changed, he can still be as productive as before. He
needs to understand his disease process and the potential complica-
tions of that process. He needs instruction in diet, how to adminis-
ter insulin, how to monitor his blood sugar levels at home, and be
able to adjust his insulin dose accordingly. This is the responsibility
of the registered nurse. Without this nursing intervention, this pa-
tient will have subsequent hospital admissions.

With the current staffing shortage in hospitals, nurses revert to
"no frills" care. Nursing supervision tells us to do the best you can
with the staff available. The adrenalin flows, you quickly set your
priorities and keep plugging. Most often, you cannot provide the
quality of care you'd like to. You try to maintain safe standards.

In a recent discussion with a manager- of risk management, we
were told that if the nursing unit is short staffed on Monday, that
is not dangerous; it is exhaustive. Short again on Tuesday is still
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exhaustive. However, if you're short again on Wednesday, then it
can become dangerous. Further, that if you keep the IV's running,
give the necessary medications and tube feedings on a comatose pa-
tient, but are unable to give bedside physical therapy and the pa-
tient ends up with contractures, that isn't quality, but the patient
is alive, so that's safe. But we ask, did the patient suffer?

Nursing and Hospital Administrators are generally sympathetic
to the nursing shortage. They respond by hiring agency or per
diem nursing. We refer to this as rent-a-nurse, similar to rent-a-
car. The money required to pay these nurses and their respective
agencies is overwhelming. It cuts into already overextended budg-
ets. These agencies are growing rapidly. More and more nurses are
joining them because they choose when and where they work for
anywhere between $22 to $30 per hour. More important, if they
have an overwhelming day today, they won't have to face it again
tomorrow. They are not members of the hospital nursing staff.

I would like to provide you with a few incidents that may further
illustrate what I have presented today.

Picture an emergency room with six critically ill intensive care
patients waiting for intensive care unit beds, which are at this
point unavailable. There are empty beds, but not enough nursing
staff available in those units to care for any more patients at that
time. Four of these patients are on special intravenous drips that
require vital signs to be taken every 5 to 10 minutes. Two of these
patients are on ventilators.

I'd like to add at this point that the four patients who were not
on ventilator beds were pushed into the hallway on portable moni-
tors so that the nurses could see them as they ran by.

Seven patients with assorted problems are there waiting to be
admitted to beds on regular medical surgical units. Some have
been there since the day before.

One code is currently in progress, a patient who is in cardiac
arrest.

Two trauma patients are waiting to go to the operating room,
stab wounds, a gun shot.

A local psychiatric patient keeps coming into the emergency
room and has to be escorted out. She finally gets past security,
runs into a bathroom with a broken piece of glass, cuts her wrists
and is now being chased through the emergency room by the
guards with her blood dripping.

In the midst of all this, there is a line of physicians standing in
the center of the emergency room with their arms folded facing a
group of hospital administrators whose arms are also folded. It
looked like the stand off at the OK Corral. The physicians are de-
manding the emergency room be closed. The administrators are
saying, no. A nurse says "Don't just stand there with your arms
folded. Pitch in and help or go someplace else."

Another trauma rolls in, a child with head injuries. The physi-
cians win, the emergency room is closed. It's 11 o'clock in the
morning.

There were only six nurses. How many vital signs could be
taken, how much documentation could be done, how many medica-
tions were given as ordered?
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Now, picture an intensive care unit, 3 p.m. to 11 p.m. shift. There
are eight patients and five nurses. One nurse has two patients, one
of which should be a "one to one", but staffing doesn't permit.
We'll refer to that patient as Mrs. Smith. The other patient ap-
pears to be more stable. She had surgery that day. We'll call her
Mrs. Jones.

The nurse enters Mrs. Jones' room and hangs an IV antibiotic
and then returns to Mrs. Smith whose condition is deteriorating.
Mrs. Jones begins to flush, her heart rate goes up to 120, she is
having a reaction to the antibiotic, her alarm goes off making her
more frightened. She rings for her nurse, but the nurse is so in-
volved with Mrs. Smith she doesn't see the light. Mrs. Jones begins
to cry out for help. The nurse hears her and runs into the room.
She quickly assesses the situation, discontinues the medication and
calls the physician. Mrs. Jones survived but suffered permanent
damage to her heart muscles.

A basic surgical unit, day shift.
Mr. Brown is a chronically ill cancer patient, back again after

many admissions. He asks the nurse to help him walk to the bath-
room; he is too weak to go alone. The nurse asks if he can wait a
few minutes and then she'll be able to help him. Mr. Brown says
he can wait. The nurse has nine other patients. She prepares one
patient for the operating room, hangs a fresh intravenous on an-
other. She helps another patient on and off the bedpan. She hears
a crash. Mr. Brown didn't wait any longer. He thought he would
try to go himself. He knows his nurse is busy. He fell, and in the
process dislocated his shoulder and fractured his hip.

The IV nurse team.
The IV therapy department has been cut back several times due

to budget restraints. Now there are only four nurses to cover 16
hours a day 7 days a week. Many times there is only one nurse for
an entire 8-hour shift. The team tries to maintain Center for Dis-
ease Control (CDC) standards and hospital protocol changing all pe-
ripheral IV sites every 72 hours to prevent phlebitis, infection, in-
filtration. But with an average of 150 IV's running per day on just
the medical surgical units, it's impossible. The team cannot change
all the IV sites and start new IV lines on the admissions, patients
having tests or surgery, or those needing blood transfusions or
chemotherapy. The team does its best, but many IV sites remain
unchanged, sometimes as long as 6 days instead of the 3 days asrecommended.

Thank you.
[The prepared statement of Joann B., R.N., follows:]
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Text a" Tentimo,)ny ;iven '5
11.S Senate Snecial Committee ii Aging

6, April 168F
by Joartn B., RN

My name is Joann I have been a Registered Professional Nurse
for almost 12 years. In my current position as a staff nurse in
the IV therapy department. I have the opportunity to-treat patients
in all areas of the hospital. Although each patient care unit
lends itself to particular disease entities: a basic problem is
common to all - not enough nurses.

I'm sure everyone is aware that people are living longer and that
this is a result of advanced technology, treatments and complex
medications. But everyone is aware of the impact this has on the
Registered nurse in the hospital setting. Approximately, half of
the patients we care for are 60 years of age and older. We
are seeing them in acute phases of chronic illness; chronic lung
disease, cardiovascular disease, renal failure etc.. These patients
do not have the stamina, the skin integrity or the immune system
of individuals in their 30's or 40's. Therefore they require
more skilled nursing care than ever before. Ten years ago a nurse
could handle 10-12 patients, with today's spiral of technologyit
can be difficult to care for 6 patients.

On a typical medical surgical unit it is not uncommon for a nurse
to have responsibility for as man=- as ten patients. Obviously in
an 8 hour shift a nurse can not give each patient 1 hour of her time.
There is little time if any to assess a patients condition, read
charts, make rounds with physicians, devise a plan of care to include
discharge preparation, let alone implement that plan. Time for patient
and family teaching is at a minimum. With the onset of DRG's the
emphasis is on decreasing the length of hospital stays,(we refer
to this as "move 'um in move 'um. out), the nursing responsibilities
as mentioned become crucial.

A good example of this, is the newly diagnosed diabetic patient.
This individual needs nursing intervention. He needs the nurse to
calm his fears, to be assured that although his life style may be
somewhat changed he can still be as productive as before. He needs
to understand his disease process and the potential complications
of that process. We needs instrution in diet, how to administer
insulin, how to monitor his blood sugar levels at hame, and
be able to adjust his insulin dose accordingly. This is the
resoonsibility of the Registered. nuirse. Without this nursing
intervention this patient will have subsequent hospital admission.,.

With the current staffingt shortage in "ocpital, nurses revert to
"n"o frills" care. Nursin.: sanoerviston tells Is to do the beat Sat
can with tha staff available. Th e adrenalin flows, you oQickly set
your priorities and keep plurggin. Most 'ten you cannot rovida

p;-e a :ty of cure you'd like y, you ' - n maintain "safe" ctnr.da-ds.
'n o lecent.iscs:s3ion W;ith a -ant'- oRin' 'Thriagetant wa war'

l hd t. i: th nairs. pnsl ft-i lh '-: Nday '::
tact danr raua :- Ia oxnabtuti. , . ,½ . .: e;. ':aa: st!1'
exhaustive, however, if yaur are snort agai on Wednesday, then it
can become dangerous. Further that if you keep the IV's running,
give the necessary medications and tube feedings on a conatose
patient, but are unable to give bedside physical therapy and the
patient ends up with contractores, that isn't cujaltiy bult the patient
is alive so that's safe. But we as, did the patient suffer?

Nursing and Hospital Administrators are generally sympathic to the
nursing shortage. They respor.d by hiring agency or perdiem nursing
We refer to this as "rent an nurse", similare to rent-a-car. The
money required to pay these nurses and their respective agencies
is overwhelaing. It cuts into already over extended budgets. These
agencies are growing rapidly. More and more nurses are joining them,
because they choose when and where they work for anywhere between
$22.00 to $30.00 per hour.. MOre important, if they have an overwhelming
day today, they won't have to face ti again tommorrow. They are
not members of the hospital nursing staff.

I would like to provide you with a few incidents that may further
illustrate what I have presented today.
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Picture an emergency room with:

6 critically ill intensive care patients waiting for intensive care
unit beds, which are at this point unavailable. (There are
empty beds - but not enough nursing staff available in those units
to care for anymore patients at that time). 4 of these patients
are on special intravenous drips that require vital sighs to be taken
every five to ten minutes, two of these patients are on ventilators.

7 patients with assorted problems are ther-e ,waiting to be admitted
to beds on regular medical surgical.unIts - some have been ther since
the day before.

1 code is currently in progress - a patient who is in cardiac arrest.

2 trauma patients waiting to go to the operating room, stab wounds, a
gun shot.

A local psychiatric patient keeps coming into the emergency room
and has to be escorted out. She finally gets past security, runs
into a bathroom with a broken piece of glass, cuts her wrist and
is now being chased through the emergency room by the guards with
her blood dripping.

In the midst of all this there is a line of physicians standing in
the center of the emergency roo nith there arms folded, it looked
like the stand off at the "OK corral." The Physicians are demandin
the emergency room be closed the administrators are saving no. A
nurse says "don't just stand there with your arms folded nitch in
and help or go someplace else."

Another trauma rolls in, a child w-ith head Inluries. The physicians
win, the emergency room is clc3ed. It's 11:00 in th- momnin
There were mnl; 6 nurses. :ow many vital siqns col:d be taken, howmuch documentation could be done, how many medications were given
as ordered?

Now picture an intensive care unit 3pm to 11pm shift. There are
8 patients and 5 nurces. One nurse has 2 natients, one of which
should be a "one to one" but staffing doesn't permit, we'll refer
to that patient as Mrs. .Sith. The other patient appears to be more
stable she had surgery that day, we'll call her Mrs. Jones. The
nurse enters Mrs. Jones room and hangs an IV antibiotic then returns
to Mrs. Smith whose condition is deteriorating. Mrs. Jones berin5to flush. her heart rate rones uD to 120, she is having a reactton
to the antibiotic, her alarm goes off making her more frightening
she rings for her nurse, but the nurse is so involved with Mrs. Smith
she doesn't see the light. Mrs. Jones begins to cry out for help.
The nurse hears her and runs into the room. She quickly accesses
the situation, discontinues the medication and calls the physician.
Mrs. Jones survived but suffered permanent damage to her heart muscles.

A basic surgical unit - day shift -

Mr "Brown" is chronically ill cancer patient, back again after many
admissions. He asks the nurse to help him walk to the bathroom,
he is too weak to go alone. The nurse asks if he can wait a few
minutes and then she'll be able to help him. Mr. Brown says he can
wait. 'The nurse has 9 other patients. She prepares one patient
for the operating room, hangs a fresh intravenous on another. She'
helps another patient on and off the bedpan, she hears a crash.
Mr. grown didn't wait any longer he though he would try to go him-
self, he knows hir nurse is busy. He fell, and in-the process dis-
located his shoulder and fractured his hip.

The IV nurse team:

The IV therapy department has been cut back several times due to
budget restraints. Now thereare only four nurses to cover 16 hours
a day, 7 days a week. Many times therMis only one nurse for an entire
8 hour shift. The team tries to maintain Center for Disease Control
(CDC) standards and hospital protocal changing all peripheral IV'
sites every 72 hours to prevent phlebitiS, infection, infiltration.
But with an average of 150 IV's running per day on Just the medical-
surgical units it's impossible. The team cannot change all the IV
sites, and start new IV lines on the admissions, patients having
tests or surgery, or those needing blood transfussions or chemotherapy.
The team does it's best, but many Il sites remain unchanged, some-
±imes as long as 6 days instead of the 3 days as recommended.
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Senator HEINZ. Thank you, Joann.
That sounds like a very tough day at the office. Thank you for

those insights. I will have questions for both you and Marie in a
few minutes, but I want to hear from the rest of our first panel.
. Dick Loughery is special assistant to the Secretary of Health and
Human Services. And Dick, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF RICHARD LOUGHERY, SPECIAL ASSISTANT TO
THE SECRETARY, DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN
SERVICES
Mr. LOUGHERY. My name is Richard Loughery. From 1946 until

1985, I worked in the private sector in the field of hospital manage-
ment. In January 1986 when Secretary Otis Bowen came to Wash-
ington, he asked me to join his staff as a special assistant. Since
the mid-1980's, I have been hearing from many of my former col-
leagues all across the country who were noting the difficulty of
nurse staffing in their hospitals. Some previously published nation-
al reports stated that all things being equal, there would be an
ever-increasing number of nurses up until the year 2000. Thus,
many people would not accept the concern of nursing employers
that vacancies seem to be increasing and harder to fill than in past
years.

Investigations show that all things were not equal, and there
were primary reasons for the situation.

One was the supply of new graduates from the schools of nursing
is reducing in numbers; and second, the number of nurses needed
to take care of hospital patients has increased markedly for several
years.

There are several other reasons which exacerbate these two
prime factors. I'd like to take this opportunity to bring you up to
date on where the department stands in addressing these issues.

Senator HEINZ. Dick, if I might interrupt at this point.
Mr. LOUGHERY. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. It was your idea that the Secretary form a Com-

mission on Nursing; is that not right?
Mr. LOUGHERY. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. And you are very involved with that Commission,

you are looking into that question, and you anticipate making a
report later this year?

Mr. LOUGHERY. Yes, sir. It would be an interim report in May
and a final in December.

Senator HEINZ. Very well, I just wanted to get that clear on the
record. Thank you. Please proceed.

Mr. LOUGHERY. Since some observers believe that Federal health
care financing policies, particularly prospective payment in hospi-
tals, have an impact on the nursing situation, the Secretary has
asked that our two major agencies, HCFA and Public Health Serv-
ice, need to examine the relationships between Medicare reim-
bursement and the nursing shortage.

The department will continue the nursing student loan program
which provides loans at reduced interest rates for nursing students
who have great financial need.
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In August we redistributed $10 million to new and existingschools in need of additional loan capital. In total there's $18 mil-lion available for student loans.
The department also will continue to conduct research and col-lect data on nursing issues. For example, the National Center onNursing Research, which is the newest institute at NIH, sponsoreda national invitational workshop on the nursing shortage this Feb-ruary, and is sponsoring another survey this year of all registerednurses.
In addition, the Health Care Financing Administration hasfunded the studies which examine the relationship between nurs-ing care requirements and the Medicare payment system.
As a final point, and of great significance, the Secretary did con-vene a group of national nurse leaders and employers last Septem-ber. The consensus was that there needed to be a study made of thereason for the shortage and recommendations which would lead tothe correction of the problems. They additionally agreed that theimplementation should be a public/private responsibility. Thereaf-ter, the Secretary formed the Commission with public and privatemembership to provide advice and recommendations. The Secre-tary's Commission meets in Washington every month, has heldhearings in Chicago, San Francisco, and yesterday in New Orleans.The Commission has yet to provide the Secretary with the pre-liminary report on the issues, and the department has not had theopportunity to review the findings. Upon receipt of the Commis-sion's preliminary report sometime in May, we will evaluate thefindings and any recommendations.

We certainly appreciate the Congress' interest in this area. How-ever, we do caution against seeking a simple solution to a very,very complex issue. Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you, very much, Mr. Loughery. We appre-ciate-were you in New Orleans yesterday?
Mr. LOUGHERY. No, sir. I was trying to get here and missed mytrain.
Senator HEINZ. Thank you for coming, and I'm sorry you missedyour train. From Washington or from New Orleans?
Mr. LOUGHERY. No. From Washington, oddly enough.[The prepared statement of Mr. Loughery follows:]
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"VANISHING NURSES - DIMINISHING CARE"

HEARING BEFORE U.S. SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGING

SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, RANKING MEMBER - PRESIDING

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA - APRIL 6, 1988

MY NAME IS RICHARD LOUGHERY. FROM 1946 UNTIL 1985 I WORKED IN

THE PRIVATE SECTOR IN THE FIELD OF HOSPITAL MANAGEMENT. IN

JANUARY OF 1986, DR. OTIS BOWEN, THE SECRETARY OF HEALTH AND

HUMAN SERVICES ASKED ME TO JOIN HIS STAFF AS A SPECIAL ASSISTANT.

SINCE THE MID 1980G, I HAVE BEEN HEARING FROM MANY OF MY FORMER

COLLEAGUES -ALL ACROSS THE COUNTRY WHO NOTED THE DIFFICULTY OF

NURSE STAFFING IN THEIR HOSPITALS. SOME PREVIOUSLY PUBLISHED

REPORTS STATED THAT, ALL THINGS BEING EQUAL, THERE WOULD BE AN

EVER INCREASING NUMBER OF NURSES UP UNTIL THE YEAR 2000. THUS,

MANY PEOPLE WOULD NOT ACCEPT THE CONCERN OF NURSE EMPLOYERS THAT

VACANCIES SEEMED TO BE INCREASING AND HARDER TO FILL THAN IN PAST

YEARS. INVESTIGATION SHOWED THAT ALL THINGS WERE NOT EQUAL AND

THERE ARE TWO PRIMARY REASONS FOR THE SITUATION. ONE WAS THAT

THE SUPPLY OF NEW GRADUATES FROM SCHOOLS OF NURSING IS REDUCING

IN NUMBER, AND SECOND, THE NUMBER OF NURSES NEEDED TO TAKE CARE

OF HOSPITAL PATIENTS HAS INCREASED MARKEDLY FROM SEVERAL YEARS

AGO. THERE ARE SEVERAL OTHER REASONS WHICH EXACERBATE THESE TWO

PRIME FACTORS.

I WOULD LIKE TO TAKE THIS OPPORTUNITY TO BRING YOU UP TO DATE ON

WHERE WE NOW STAND IN ADDRESSING THESE ISSUES.

SINCE SOME OBSERVERS BELIEVE THAT FEDERAL HEALTH CARE FINANCING

POLICIES -- PARTICULARLY PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT FOR HOSPITALS-

HAVE AN IMPACT ON THE NURSING SITUATION, THE SECRETARY HAS ASKED

THAT OUR TWO MAJOR HEALTH AGENCIES, THE HEALTH CARE FINANCING

ADMINISTRATION AND THE PUBLIC HEALTH SERVICE, EXAMINE THE

RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN MEDICARE REIMBURSEMENT AND NURSING

SHORTAGES.

THE DEPARTMENT WILL CONTINUE THE NURSING STUDENT LOAN PROGRAM,

WHICH PROVIDES LOANS AT REDUCED INTEREST RATES FOR NURSING

STUDENTS OF EXCEPTIONAL FINANCIAL NEED. WE REDISTRIBUTED $10

MILLION TO NEW AND EXISTING SCHOOLS IN NEED OF ADDITIONAL LOAN

CAPITAL. IN TOTAL, APPROXIMATELY $18 MILLION IS AVAILABLE FOR

NURSING STUDENT LOANS.
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THE DEPARTMENT ALSO WILL CONTINUE TO CONDUCT RESEARCH AND COLLECT

DATA ON NURSING ISSUES. FOR EXAMPLE, THE NATIONAL CENTER ON

NURSING RESEARCH SPONSORED A NATIONAL INVITATIONAL WORKSHOP ON

THE NURSING SHORTAGE IN FEBRUARY, AND IS SPONSORING A NATIONAL

SURVEY THIS YEAR OF REGISTERED NURSES. IN ADDITION, THE HEALTH

CARE FINANCING ADMINISTRATION HAS FUNDED STUDIES WHICH EXAMINE

THE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN NURSING CARE REQUIREMENTS AND THE

MEDICARE PAYMENT SYSTEM.

AS A FINAL POINT, BUT OF THE GREATEST SIGNIFICANCE, SECRETARY

BOWEN CONVENED A GROUP OF NATIONAL NURSE LEADERS AND EMPLOYERS

LAST SEPTEMBER. THE CONSENSUS WAS THAT THERE NEEDED TO BE A

STUDY MADE OF THE REASONS FOR THE SHORTAGE AND RECOMMENDATIONS

MADE WHICH WOULD LEAD TO THE CORRECTION OF THE PROBLEMS. THEY

ADDITIONALLY AGREED THAT IMPLEMENTATION OF THE RECOMMENDATIONS

SHOULD BE A PUBLIC-PRIVATE RESPONSIBILITY.

THEREAFTER, THE SECRETARY FORMED A SPECIAL COMMISSION ON NURSING

WITH PUBLIC AND PRIVATE MEMBERSHIP TO PROVIDE ADVICE AND

RECOMMENDATIONS ON THE NURSING SITUATION. THE SECRETARY'S

COMMISSION MEETS IN WASHINGTON EVERY MONTH, HAS HELD HEARINGS IN

CHICAGO, SAN FRANCISCO, AND YESTERDAY IN NEW ORLEANS. AN INTERIM

REPORT IS DUE TO THE SECRETARY IN HAY AND A FINAL IN DECEMBER OF

THIS YEAR.

THE COMMISSION HAS YET TO PROVIDE THE SECRETARY WITH A

PRELIMINARY REPORT ON THIS ISSUE AND THE DEPARTMENT HAS NOT HAD

THE OPPORTUNITY TO REVIEW THESE FINDINGS. UPON RECEIPT OF THE

COMMISSION'S PRELIMINARY REPORT, DUE SOMETIME IN MAY, WE WILL

EVALUATE THE FINDINGS AND ANY ACCOMPANYING RECOMMENDATIONS.

WE APPRECIATE THE CONGRESS' INTEREST IN THIS AREA; HOWEVER, WE

CAUTION AGAINST SEEKING A SIMPLE SOLUTION TO THIS VERY COMPLEX

ISSIE, -
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Senator HEINZ. Our last witness on this panel is Patricia Pres-
cott. Patricia is a nurse educator from the University of Maryland.
Patricia, please proceed.

STATEMENT OF PATRICIA PRESCOTT, BSN, PH.D., UNIVERSITY
HOSPITAL, UNIVERSITY OF MARYLAND

Ms. PRESCOrr. Thank you.
Nursing shortages are a cyclic and chronic problem. Data suggest

the current shortage is much the same as that in the early 1980's
except for one critical difference, falling nursing school enroll-
ments. Enrollments have been decreasing since 1983-84, and these
declines, 5.3 percent in 1984, 8.1 percent in 1985, 11.1 percent in
1987, are expected to accelerate in the foreseeable future.

Falling enrollments and declining ability levels of those entering
nursing indicate there will be substantially fewer nurses and they
will have less rather than more ability than do those in the exist-
ing pool.

In the present situation, we are moving toward a dynamic labor
market shortage where the falling enrollments, if they continue,
will produce an imbalance in supply and demand.

There are two types of shortage, equilibrium and dynamic, and
nursing has experienced both. Equilibrium shortages, such as we
experienced in 1980, result when nurse labor markets are not fully
competitive; that is, they are oligopsonistic. In oligopsonistic mar-
kets, a few employers, in this case hospitals, dominate the market,
and wages do not freely rise to balance supply and demand. Em-
ployers often want a greater supply of nurses than prevailing
wages will purchase.

Although economic theory suggests different responses toward
different types of shortage, the Federal posture toward nursing
shortages has been the same regardless of whether the shortage
was of the dynamic or equilibrium type. Efforts to address the
problem have been through money to subsidize nursing education
with the intent of increasing the supply of nurses entering the
labor market.

While nursing education is in need of Federal support to increase
the proportion of basic practitioners prepared at the Baccalaureate
level and increase the percentage of nurses with graduate educa-
tion, subsidizing basic nursing education has not solved shortage
problems in the past. In fact, when the shortage is primarily of an
equilibrium type with artificially constricted salary levels, a focus
on increasing the supply may actually make the problem worse by
further suppressing wages, which in a properly functioning market
would rise to attract new recruits to the occupation.

To correct equilibrium shortages, wages must be allowed to rise
freely to balance supply and demand. To correct dynamic short-
ages, such as the one that may be developing as a result of falling
enrollments, wages also must rise so that nursing is an attractive
occupational choice relative to other' options. With the declining
pool of 18-year-olds and the ever-increasing number of attractive
career options open to young people today in business, computer
technology, law and medicine, the economic and psychic rewards of
nursing will have to increase dramatically if we are to have an
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adequate supply of nurses prepared to function in the technologi-
cally complex health care system.

Federal policies which encourage hospitals, as the dominant em-
ployers of 70 percent of the Registered nurses, to increase the eco-
nomic and psychic rewards for nurses are needed. Rather than ad-
dress the shortage primarily through the educational system, poli-
cies directly influencing the hospital labor market are needed.
Given the concerns for cost containment, hospitals must be encour-
aged to internally reallocate resources.

At the present, many hospitals continue to lump nursing costs
together with other costs in a room and board rate; and conse-
quently, they have no clear understanding of how much nursing
even costs. Identifying nursing costs as distinct from the room and
board cost of hospitals is a needed step so that hospitals can insti-
tute variable billing for nursing services, and payors can identify
the nursing care component in reimbursable services.

HCFA should be encouraged to require hospitals to collect and
report data on nursing intensity and hours of nursing care deliv-
ered so that a national data base to establish nursing care costs
can be developed. Identifying the true costs of nursing should lead
to more efficient use of nurses in hospitals.

Encouraging hospitals to develop differentiated wage structures
which reward nurses based on education and experience, and staff-
ing patterns which use and pay nurses based on their level of prac-
tice, would address both the economic and psychic rewards for
nursing. Major role restructuring of nursing within hospitals, with
economic incentives attached to that restructuring is badly needed.

Today the differential between a beginning and an experienced
nurse-remains very thin, with staff nurses in practice 5 years or
less averaging approximately $22,000 per year and nurses with 6 to
10 years experience averaging $25,000 a year and gaining very
little thereafter.

Partial funding for these changes can be found by making the in-
direct costs associated with nursing educational programs eligible
for Medicare passthrough support. At this time, indirect costs are
allowed for medical but not for nursing education. While the total
amount of Medicare passthrough support for nursing education is
essentially unknown, it is thought to be approximately in the $200
to $300 million range.

According to the Congressional Budget Office, in fiscal 1987 med-
ical education received $1.1 billion in direct and indirect subsidy.
Given that the Nation has an established physician surplus and
that nursing is moving toward a serious dynamic shortage, a more
equitable distribution of passthrough moneys in support of nursing
is warranted. Such moneys should be used to support graduate
nursing education and to encourage a differentiated wage structure
tied to education and experience and designed to increase hospital
retention of nurses. Supporting nursing at the level of the hospital
as well as through subsidy of nursing education will help correct
problems in the delivery system which contribute to nursing short-
ages. In particular, use of Medicare Passthrough funds to encour-
age a differentiated wage structure will help assure that nurses
with 10 years experience earn more than the new graduate.
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Future trends point to an aging population with increasinglycomplex health care needs. The technology of care and its speciali-zation are also increasing. Today's general hospitals are like the in-tensive care areas of 20 years ago, and the acuity level of patientsin nursing homes now approximates that previously seen in hospi-tals. Data indicate that the number of intensive care days is on the,increase while the number of routine care days is declining.To competently meet future patient care needs, nurses requiremore and better focused education. In many acute care settings,nurses' aides and licensed practical nurses are not utilized becausethey do not have the skills needed. Currently many LPN's arebeing encouraged to seek the additional education needed to obtainregistered nurse licensure. Federal support for such programs isneeded until existing practitioners are upgraded.
However, retraining is more costly and less efficient than is ini-tial training at entry level, and Federal support, especially for mi-norities, to enter nursing at the registered nurse level is needed.Currently approximately 8 percent of Registered nurses are minori-ties, predominantly black, and 18 percent of LPN's are from minor-ity groups. Federal support for minorities to enter nursing as regis-tered nurses will help prevent them from being sidelined into non-promotable positions at the bottom of wage scales.
In closing, the existing pool of nurses is on the decline. The aver-age age of licensed registered nurses is 39 years, and within thenext 20 years, a large number of these nurses can be expected toretire. At this time, the number of new recruits entering nursing isdecreasing in number and ability. Unless substantial changes withlong-range impact on wages and working conditions are made tomake nursing attractive in comparison with other occupationalchoices, there will be fewer nurses to care for an aging populationwith increasingly complex health care needs.
I'd like to add a more personal observation. For years hospitalshave treated nurses much like disposable supplies rather than likea valuable resource to be developed and nurtured. Nurses havebeen underpaid, overworked, and their contribution to patient carehas been devalued. Hospitals have used up nurses replacing burnt-out staff with bright new recruits each year. Nurses have toleratedthese conditions in large part because they had few alternative op-tions. That's no longer true. And to meaningfully address the rootsof the nursing shortage, hospitals have to decide it's time to stopabusing nurses.
[The prepared statement of Patricia Prescott follows:]
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State.of the Science

Another Round of Nurse Shortage
Patricia A. Prescott

Im nirst in inadequate nore salling of Inspital s oa.nsd
Tcot, and yet saffing opi-a. ts he a chrier pnul-es.
This perisent and often e nrr abonfalt in she f usslsr ssf
oursn sohs rceivnd consinderbe attentin eiin ci tai k sot,

penPrisccs: eo ic and nuring Ell'ors in rncil ste cI o
nonk and pofcninnal vien. of rnuing hoer b-nn f instrati n
pi becaue of shi nosplen end fuidoinentolly diferet m -nrp-
InaIsnations of she problem and is. solutons Prenis
spyrnacitn 50 inlsbving ahoriagna have relked IK aniy on recruitlLmeni ofurenus fnom a large poo of on graduates. Tbis tcilgnc
on enerheisoni sebboni simttltoncnns noncnrn (or etoition Oclu
dly m-y havec ontribnted only to seeig s.'oifjn'a worue

This paper snelss so highlighlt she rinss of ihr eonsossIic atcl
nuring pe fcetives and in Anply hny concepts (mm coel aon
an undersiundiog of the nurse sIbutuge in Isuspitols The eurreut1
siu-aion i plad in bhe cnten r poneious ahonages- aId-si
consquences of silretd clfiurt to deal tidt nuring ltraqe ii
hnsypial ar diuussed.

Economic Perspectives on Nurse Shortage
A shortage ecists when the demand foe -enoitig er1. hs
ppIy nailabl at a specific moehe prce (YVt. 1975). The key

terms- ar supply." demand." nd prnice, each or uhiel
hun a pn cie moaning in conomki. Supply. r nuaml. refers
to the number or sa-ilable oehr.: demand is difrentae
(em wone or need and refers thy e-playc's silliegnet t
purulsa a quantiy o( worhers oe srrice at a preailing w-ge
or prie. Dmand for huspial nuning srics oftn it titasused
a budgted, unfilled poniions (or whih an empluyvr a actively
ecitndg.

Baic to the oconumic prpec- ar e.. usrptiona ,gatrtitt
how ntrets opnrae. with price Iing inersoly elt-ed so sul.
ply and with supply. demaud, pric and etploytnen -U I
sa.-nsy adjusing somard equililtrium in a cowyctitiec tta rkbe

plan. Thenr anr nusvu.s -,cnsic easdul thus deMpistlle,
and other factors predictive of oboe fuece lsa-siei-ti
(FId-snin. 1979: Shra-m, 1982: Slttan. 1975: SluIa &
Richupan. 1975: Yets. 1975).

Is h. been urgtsd that the oprtiun u nurse ah rncamkts is
ens unl nuplained by venosnoi model. Thern a a ssuur "f

eans fur this Or pniarilar it on-ce so ierpring itsal.
ances in supply and dewand is s1ie ina shut she tonrt lal-esr
ke is no fully compettive bcei_ elstuouppay ur tligtltvy.
M.lonopsunisic or oligu-sosic sark.e ctdiditteist clt t
there ar -it few erltyes stt sI. isulse- sseatingflo wt g.'..t....
petiion. U ndvr thet on litiuonsu -gs r .rsilis ihlly
rstrained. and shry do not nlwr-te so bslassc supltty t t
demand as in f reely cosnyixtinev mashesrk . IIn srnpei ta
kbs when dnmand increase rZ do mages to ahead site neeltl
sapply. In an oligopsenissic -rkeh however. mages ar nets
Ciully so and do not reely ris in repone so changeu in

dmand. As Yest (1975) ha. demonurased under thoe condi-
twns nmp ynrs will .P-.s demand in eInre of bhe supply shot
the p-reiling wage will pahae; that is. thy mould like so hire

mor5e a es, but dty *re sns miling wo rie mg sufficntdy
to do o. Th.e neCens demnd i6 nop-ared a. vasont pouhiknu that

slsreos-dnys miultes tt lill at tlte Wt,;voiling woge. Wltu full
-w-insun chiIsis 5Iln,........t..... i. Iwytnul ste, ws-qw ctf sItis

1. it- ; ;i ane lic, in ste, fa:t s1lso -aat potisiiott say be
in pars n nssifoes rsfstsscs esalisissu, matwr -h- n tsn1 isdick.

YVst (1971) tlse6riles sect -yl-o If nurse sltnage: ' essilib.
nnstt ntltihig (oust sigal-snnsiu'i' Coushe -tucit cs-sms. atsd
"t.lyssosttn. -sulsittg (nec iss.l.tiatte betweess tupsply att
klanatsd. 'lhi- sli-tis-tiss is itsqntr-asst huaues1t- e a1ltcipase
odaBuns fits to dursa.g dqesssn i le sin st typt of sartage.
Inu o eqniliuiut11 ype cf sler age. ste, lgieal sluiatt iu so
nessne mu' s'tssacoins as wit~at risittg wages will belace suppi
and deesal Vest egnoI titu, s I, d -disiOs" appyach so raling
ite surc deul-Yi tot housed stiasukhely tie isnceaisg se saup

ply ttfs ensues enterng sie stoshet. TIsis oppr-dvh ssac uCl
ally Isace i.ncales tdte produsst by futhee ludissg ds 'ages.
wlih ...... Ay mould be rop-cteslo cri nelaie so usher wages
It srIcs nm r strsr into she latmemarkce (Aikse & Blessins
15\1111: 7'etsu. sl75

Ositers ;ugtautt. Hi-sn & Jelfers,. 174: Sheen &
Rieisajsast. s75) lItaceo gusl ds-t she nuritsg sitrsage is
retess1-sed uisssarily by dep-eesl 'aes because af nligupson.
iusi tstrkbn Iosseos, dltey attrihsbse isv duo-oge to geugruphis
maldistritevut. the ftieiniong af rnel r-hee s't national

saess. st. ielati" ensues' stfsie nurse nurbrk anti desna'
greahir iee" rrtulisi of lalss tIsIe py.riipait.

Svititittsrntosttttttc n'aro'essit' Ott tourn' tst:ttotss'ee slstre an'
atariss .a .kl.s...nlit. st. '-pitVhi---uilare coneerednitt

tuptptly. t an-. tecie attds1 sIiIssity of gtvIa atslrtsst- oices.
iteIs st s, uss:sstslsigunss ssststlsssiassu st1:s catt hle draett.
Wisesse, no sits' ssss's tIs:srklst' it tligttltrettissie. ,'-t'osssiut
haslsc oviI.- zx tl w.tttettu as tt e on ;rkbs it itel:sstis Sla:,st
& Riisa.y 1!175) Sstttt w.Io sugg-st thiua nurs starkts ar
ittelatti tr- tittt ittreosing -1g,'s Inn nttrteu only drivs. dneI
tdlt tlu.,itt tstl tatturst-' :tr willisg teu sshk. ITit e pL.
sazttsuts 6s -t

1
Isn s1its argusstest d-sa !Its sttru tsskoe is rein.

ticely inno.tee Its wstge changet linelostl (ltlsnssatt. Ili
& jeibre. tel It 11onhaif tnon sb-st ensues desertone tie ensrttt
otheir peetitIrninst in s1ie I:blase Itee s-nr in 'cIfst usspcie
ttn .n s t'lshibld-. rest Islte sait.I~ne grnphir laceIst
steI|f then- ,s " tertucstil' macues.

l),5 ti,..i|retelis'enrs'es. t-etttttusttts itst',' ;t s,'Cltit:ti i~rsercin'-sss
sits risl-1 tst:ggrt'cttt' littvsittnitc ,f sacelre tt'tl~rete list

iv'euiv'vts .z istlutrt:ttt ft'rs1 tlt'tt'ettittitg utlirse. l is!:z
.55u~u 1 .01" xs'cu|ttttt sit t'tt1 ttttt'tt1tt 555tuelz sits .N'ss.,

s.1 IsV settsiflioiss, coning 'int':ttit a uls ,

'stitirx1- t21lslzti Rs'gistt'os'l Nttvn' s'tttt'risg its' ttt:trlst
IA.1,111Y ,fR s'lsI tN --' 1 1is tttlvtttesitt,,'tt;ts.

lessees un ,oi1fssl St ae ttlersu:tsslisg sIn' sslresssisss s; I
sna*rbts 0; et: hifs its slte :ggrsg:zi supply asdtssr dtstztsld. lT,.
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cries and st tod s k devI ped u i ng cue unt h of ua.y.. , tiute ruc e
arene . ow directly traserah to sothr unit tf ... lysis

(Burnstie, 1980; Hnnti 1911: Herm- & Halin. 1972; Rub-
ess & BHretia, 1980. Ruumau. 1982). Thus pedics of
labor for panwsipsiu - th lend no individual huapitul may
* n e n. eful io n ntuttdi.ng puree shotag a ler h rk a of

alyis-uch u - sit aggregae sealonul lend. For exampl..
surnuver among nunes is ohen cited ua saute of enring shore'
ages. By defintitn, this is tre a ' the ittaitain -ul lore sinee
oune who esign ceate rucuet pusitius ut thut huspit. Al the
uggregate led, however, uennover dues so espain nueing
shoeuges unleun eunos whu kane ehoir puidiou in a psnicular
hoapital *1o h-re the l-bor f.ee fr ulher cuptuiotts or juil
the inactive puul uf euna nd knoe wihdraw ree the market.

.Turnover duet Suggest that hc lre majority of nu-ec who
.uve choir jo89 u tint=le o II uniug: mther they tube a similr
..h in sother hoptital, auslly ine cetame lcand eune market

(Aikn, 1982: Wein u B, 1982; Weismun. Aleuhdcr & Chsue,
1981) Supponing .hia view oe du- Crew a study onductIed
frem 19bO to 1984. Saff nurs who resignd fom selted
patient cle soin f in 15phitsn various geographic regions ef

eoumtryweer intrviewed by phoue.i*d askd to eomplc tbrief questonosire regarding both their resuna (or resigning

ed their cumnlt employmenl sttius. Of the nones who tppnicdputed, 89 percnt (No Ill) were employed in omme capacty in

sooher hngpital. nd 8 perent wer employed outsidk of the
hopsl hue wore tdll in n rusiug and hene were not lost to thelubor market (Preuwt & Hwooen, 1987). This shows thst turn-

over funetines renek like u revonling dour at the uggregut level

sed theeenn is non Canes of ehunugo se thut kvel, as it nottitutiont.
Thia luck of icumorphism of theorin (rem oneo soit of snlysia

pInnother is imponst obuus-e administrtn sod olherssletmptieg so deal with institutiononalsutgne ofhen have spylird

huv pursued. In punienar, m n uny nnrcad hospital dmieis-
sestus have ususuwd that turoneer is hoth ievitublo sed
hoyond the ontwl of hospitals hcsusc nuneF' decisions aheut

participation in the shoe forc are determined largely by

sciedemogrphk fators beyon d the hospital's omrol. This
su ptioit hat totterd "supply side" edutinne en she ohesge
in hho pitalt u el1 soot he ni.onakl nTh. The inev-iehliy ef
tlreovr u auption is played ut y fbo osin g huspital e ffo.ts o
erueoreit o f new onrec rather th.n on r to of vist
staff onenhes flat indi however, h-o , thma .h turouver is
nl t ieivbei ; hunus tu-dy an mlyge more work-
relatd tsn nnwo ork-l d reuodrso r fur their res ignrti. Mos t
fiemqnty .menti-d -w schedaliog ffotos-dnys, shihts and
hun of week O Otlhr b anton in descen din g o rde r of impoetunr
wer prwbloma with edwminisetr espeily head nurse aI
luck of stimulsto ad di.s.t.s iwh the practie o f nurs -
ing; oudeqosn sury; puce nup rs s g; the des ire fu ne
sperion : and plemshinlews i start inerpelona ei thip

(l'resone & Bw en, 1987) .
The s nerees of th uppreu-h that. psies eei over

r oenotioents Ce four bur ditios: (a) a stosdily -ailahle sed
incrsing spply nf ce ou; (b) nce(e conomicon-dieics that
wh le it ly to repbe - y luer r her thn t in stff; (( ) theussuwytontino thuts easnssentiall*repiareh-toohnge-ble

employees: nod (d) eke .ussuptiun thut adding new II--- to fill
mosunt esitina w ill olve the huspiel enning hnuge. befr e
discussion no the vibility of the sm it is im-Pnl est to
enre to the nursing Hitor so nI oi h the pe spetie with
which n ns ing v iews she hngeb pblem

Nunin g Periapecdvgs on Nure Shortage
FFe Ihe p.ere p esins , -c n g, she on a! se t m

slIuriutle is cqi t iittlit .. . ..... .1 . vii
patients at ssw' ynttsii~dttzitly liteiiihie~d let.1 ..C citeentim
This definittec is quite tttiwlii letto it-ni oiseit il; vns..
beaum is indoleds she d us a end sad wuet.
sududed in (he neoowk definition. 'Ire Kutunig pettile
sensiden mow of eK canto It.or idnifid ib tII reo

.iw sc - wages ued knefits, but, gien the brnal dwfinit,,
of shonage iwpliily usd in nursing diusiotes, i i.s. t soc.
plisng that this persttive tttikutes lo nagetuswit trut ssI
oditinos nelietiog jub dissatsticit. While dilfil-et -utli.',
order factors --ewhttu diffcetdy. here i- 6ertarkAlt ctisis.
teny in their lists whillc tlay tko geped into tIec goit.ral Ie.
egris: (u) salary ned beofies, (b) -nunt.l 00cr ubsk wrrkii
renditions (o.g.. tours, daya siftbs sed nits sed dequato .
bhr und the -oreet mie of euing ond supper perwetl aiti(t) profouesincl sears (irelatting conotre ever onesing er-aitee
udequste astonowy fur ptievi ouro. respeta froti others. osp-
dully physiciuns und sdwieistrtor. sed cylwnatttio i'e
growth sed prm tion). A fourth funear foatid in Iele sltonug-
dioueiuns is chuege in tospitl dotnand fur t .hnrsiitaarnstglof inoesaingly cueplen tecittalugy, ivenasing potinet ureit.
and ,hunginS puret dewogruphis eapociuly uge (Aikhnt l1tt2:
Amerirac Ho pitut Assoni-tinet )AHAA. 1981, 1987: Ateri"
Nun-s Assoiation ANA), 1983; Fagic, 1980: l 'iitfute of hln
non, 1981: J-coe. 1982: Prscot. Doneis, Cres-ic & l& wIet
1985).

In geeral must of thy f.a.een cite i the titeratnee hta- ,i it.
with why nones are diutisied with teir p.n.ielar jitis I n
pitole. Thes fUctor are eceeIt to uitdrsttti..idig stnigtr it
the instituonal .e.ol h-hugli tin tick hetwc j jcbdasctitfati
urd tIrncvee siecr oures leave pueienlar hospitals b o-rttne titerare diesatiefird. Hooroor. us Ineg as thry simpvawyty ams
awoeg employers sd do tot fhetge tieds wiein teo -rity
lese the hceuputio. ologeier job diss-tisfartitte tiad -oer
do not r pI-in nure shortae at gte a( -egcte ll t.f faenytis.

Interestingly. ihh.ugh Ito pnrfssal l lieratur ties retisit
peirerily on the ins itoiun-l levol cud hot identified job dissitt.
furto , the action strategis of iedividu.l hospitals wes |etes
eenereod w ith slati..s drawn fro-t the agg .eie .ee ...iidperspceniirineneassig the n orte supply via reereitutettt-ottt
are on ly neendurily Ineeroed cult ad id.essitg the jtb dlissai-factinor, on reroti. Wuhile three cr eneeptiec. cod civicrfurts en iwoipo e working viditi et paiit fee dctetuire.
woot uen soon thebicn hr fret tf Iticile uehlutiteig teyics. drirt

eet of-er ladder aod the like. e enesen the tfi wine he.
not hone moer aeinasly uddea is a eonueie (Stitete. 19751. Ti
eupluib . it is ncessa ry Ic andeeoe d the n -ctteer tfttriiu
costs sed ho thy ot...noI i e suy aid enefit d-eliei.rc
*A huepitat with entyty nurse pctsiio to fill tee tine rteiiics hcan easie tinurstg salaries ib i tie turot er ofz utretii tinse itits i

thyl husitel or i uti sk pee itietit- ; aistanre iii'.
nurssuneve ovateitil wrery basis. k. ohi-. get t he uteedr1 solupmental nurses.hsbl hospitals hare detie lien escuodil apoarl i-
though they h -cy yay lce oo enie t he heady r ate paid
regultarf stuff teewbors.Itie t Ii epll nei Ise....r. ...
osts less fur t he hosp ital to t i,,e highly paid terrir ittaitti
.. Id to rise the wages of all ne glie ,gutlarll sta t ,l
level roqoied to it es to till ea-thn t niutitics tin a. .

tbasis. Cactidr a tiytht ial wtpit cu1l 2 itie
potitinos sod 50 utsIf tet 1wraeY eeiere wei in filt
the 50 s..c.eie s the nes foe ou right-hour s hib witf taII
ourso hing paid 510/hh plas 20% fringe heetit ui afeirt
n e ing paid WA/e to hetefits aen a20% u*er feel

-woid he 121.600. If i.osead tlte hospitl s the nu rsin wane
150 11.50 sed tid eo re it 50 nes she p ee shut rot

-te dld. he 22,0.Th.s. glln the Wnditios of ehiu nrpk.
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long at t1e hospital fillt ess than 20 rcent of i s30
with she ineron ponstee tsilrttpooos shle mazrginal lalstr co~st
-il bh Inn than if she wage rote of sie ornatons stair nc tltets

ere risd (Pre , 1982). Hs ste eass a nd k.lo c-oly
-Malsg oemody may we so incraso he lcos-nsss prblam by

hbeding dose stoe' aga. Unton the sentrFry rvokes
bring isscenad compositkio to the hspital dnue m rck, ond
soksa che higher maget paid hes nones srsnslae into higher
m-gest or permanent rtnploys. y ho agencis ntoy cotttriltse to
she dynamic shorage raher than scene a cok in it wlain.

There se nomecos ther aeinos ahkn by hospital itt
attempdng so cope with she none shortagn ashe stiti..on.l
klv. Unftonondy many of them hone boon cosmet and not
aimed at seriont long-range tolaons so he majo jpb dissti.s
facions Cliin0at ldd- are o papalor enopleK of hat is oten
a cosmec ehange. The clinial ladder is designed to eccooeage
nones so stay in dinical noning by pnoviding protniontl
npptonikis to mwood clinical speikne-e sod/on adcncand ado
ation. Unfortanately, in mony statioot adesn.eeent op she
rongs of she ladder ohen m-e-s that the hnnx is hed nspnsihbke
kr moe _ork which is not reoded wih meaningfal salary
inenoas. Today she dilferential between a bginnieg sod so
c.periened none remains ory slim, mih stafr nones in pea-
sie S peon or less acraging oppm-imatdy $22 0011 per yar.
and nores wth 6 to 10 yeon' noperienee aerging 125.000 and
gaining ittl the-rafier ("Nuning Pay.' 1985).

Many of the ohe- actons taken by hosphials to now wnl hltc
none shorage .asally makr the pebhim mono l'rltapc the
heos -oamph of this is what has hecn teemed she negatie stolftog
eye. This caiss -hen by ehoic or necess-iy a hospital attempts
so fnction as osad in she faee of o horage of none. to this si-
nion she enistig saff momb-n moth harde, lnogng acd more
oft.n and ar responsible foe mo e; this Iods to sh.t has been
dabbed "boe-t" which is torn cods so t-o-ee among the
pema-nen slf me-thert (P-wn , Dennis, C si.a & lawns,
1985). This pne d--anees ina ssodily domomand spiral ntil
she hospital finds itef no longer able to attact eon oekers.
Cating s-pper saff membert "floaing" none- to otiee areas
of the hospita, and failing o dos beds or wh-nrise, ed-e
dnmand foe soring enics are other namppls of actions that
may octoolly worsn ihe nuting shorage at an instit.tional
evd. Is general, a ehon-r-ge steoegins tha inre.ase tieands on
sistieg sta membes coopld wih acions dlta toId dttmn

woges of the poe-mnent staff membens .o.ld seent to monk
against any long-term seotion to shotages at the hs~titlh kev.
Before disessing this point frhee on might fi-n oitte thte
ecu s none ho-sge and comparing it mih that noperi-ced itt
the lae 1970, Ond cody 1980s.

The Current Shortage Versus The Past
Supply

In compa-ing thn supply of nurx in togs mith tha ttf 1980
and 1978 it it d-ear tht the number f nons has gtwo and
that ihe n.... sopply has gnown faser than has the gottenal ptit.
loion (Aiken, 1987) (soc Table 1). The ontbrrn ,t -nrtrs

1 p Inld ''' -,e c n, ' ' . .. … I.. i. ..
'I alt-n loner ,rw 1 ......... ..t. .. ..t. I .-' ..

72.7 -et tt. itt 1977 tt. 71; 7 1Ie -. .1 3,;. !
nttese- - hot ,ttre' tlc, an m'L, ' 

1
. -

pns).

Rsgltsnsrd

H.,s.s Pat FTE Pst
Total 100g007 1800000

Ysat Emplned N-ss Popatatlon Poepition
1985 t,531t200 64t 533
190 1 t22,900 5Xd 478
1tO t 12320 506 *25
SOURCE. Americn Ntcnn Antocia fin bn . et-) FoIns oc Nas.
leg. lla...aa City, MO0: Th. ANA.

The tttajrity of morking nones sn employod by hospitals.
Dkspise nhen-heaed s.a.etnet. shbo how nones ow hei tg
drot uif into the Atthstory cam sor the peeneage ul

tones tnplwyed in hosptals has inrenasd (into 61.4 pereentn
1977 toM pewent i 1984 (DicisinnfNoniog, 19KG).
Alt nf -nnzern 1ten ennsderitrg the nuex sopptly ar- thos

nones tntlyed -ositl ef nordni5. those anem-tloyd hot took-
ing pctaitios in, norsing ant tltsr anctplnyed antd not Iotki.

foyr etny ,Ttymnt. Th 1- .ccntafr ,tf Iioel-d n.n-s onlnyctl
cottitle ortniog is low - Itl essentially tlte saton asit 1977. N-rt'

arlzlolzl roes rnetoi latw inl t'nny."iwnl snit ascrayt
fontale onolmploytoent and slightly hlmee wltro cotoeparingS IS;7
with 1984 (sc Tabl 2).

nflchanaet stis nf the inoetic pool one i tlo-eatit wlhtc
enaloaingthg e none sopply. While tflte has been considerabl
attroi-t ginen to refrcsl tcncnnws atttl other ttteatts to dean'
nons into th lohne b o e j ohnsonl (1980) poi ttd onot that a
sobstontial Iwnion of the itteie pol con sists afitlwicid-loa cot
likhly to seek Ihosyitl stf carte ." otions. Fonr ntyle. in 1977.
30 2 -Otwc-ot not etnyl1ytel in nsing mere 60 rears of oc
ur -c ein 1984. 36r5 oentn --fthctenorsem 60 yeasf o
age or ocer; oday neon fewer of the itte-i-e pool or likly to
retnen tn teh la.l t force fl icisitki ol Nttrtt'Of 1986).

The sopply ol' nrses licen sd ottd acoilabk far mark btat
a11 titn high. In 1982 Aiken .ctIth;ded that the h rtitt ahovnge
in the early 190ds was ti hitritallM Iaw lends. as tett ed bh
the largen wbenrt Kfres ld Inw lrclsn ' hoyital --nacroir
Tb' esitatitte now intlictwes 't c- l, Irgon -t-se aityic. That
the eanwotly porietteetl thotfoll in hospital norses canea be
ate-iboted to o fall in the notbee of ntns asibbltle to work.
Nor con it bhe oteibote to nones leeing hospitals or other
heathh care n ort fe Ate ttee eltls ttfdctnl 4 yttltnt

Tlse ittsstteliot fotte Ito n loccr. sttggettt q"'te aclitfrent pie
tore tlat titatlssc seetlcrio tte C l'| t s9'1ts'! etnic Iftiltls It s clea
ho shenoctlwnfoflnveset eo-nnthcLthact¢Lor keth1ibtshrl'ot

declitn' (( ecen. 1907) Etta'lltttettts I1 t.'c Intenl dtee tsin
8

sinc
198-19114 aI;m tite' tklcs 197W3 it 19hr N.1i it, t10S

A .... gs
Not Sanhlng Rgltstt..d A...ags

Nonaleg Posillon Nol Empiayrd NHrs Un.mploymant
Emplopyd lotw Sskhlg t ot Emptynd Unamploysnn RaIn Woman

Pate Colsida Nors.ng uonIng Po-lla Nol tookinng Rala 25-54 Y.at
1977 4~4 3.0 27.2 2. 8.
1084 4.8 J1. 14.6 2.0 3
SOURCE O/n1fnn ofeN- 0 (,gmo OTto englalsod ana popotatlom FIndings 1m th natlon-l sampla so""y of RN"'s No bat 9114
(AosaloncNo HPPR 08930), NttloaalTethmakl Innlormalo Saio, US. O nnlbp Spolnglald, VA 221t1.
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7.5% in 1985) hav begun to intlucec l l f
=rdudng, wtidh d e Aed 2.5 perCe it 1985'1986. the-

dataenitare ;copeetnO to aenvlerate lih(ho near future (R atec
bk~d, 2985).
During the perid of ndeed appon (or nunaig adaattn.

nOne ontimoots oead atediily Now with dedino in the
fderal ubidit for, noning dduvno., it i. likdy that none

ntlieenttm i he morn - nniie to oah eorhet Corne, at Ia
aly, tith or ens deniniog in perinda of small oinry gmOwd
and akerating in pvrinds Of relativey iargr salary inervasa i1t
1980 and 1981, mte thy anne hrtage mat prletld at Icing
ante in hokais, salaries ittcrasd snbtstantally, ar mpared

o tit onrnahse moo in rite 19700 (Aiken 1982. 1987). These
inerrat me- elno1end by inerc-ses in (hr 1982-1983 trtll-

ervs, which tapend of at the salary ienaxsesslntd ill It
19d3 t0198 peiod.

The hionrinal vend of a atendily inrating sapply o vorte
geming worn rapidly thao the populuion pnobhbly is aver.

E.l[n...e data uggea that the nopply of -e nones it in a
modesly dedniniogajtory nod n he enprtd -otinon far

as kna the nest fior or five yar as the smaller dates mark
thdr may throogh thn educatinal systrm and rmtr the lahbr
market.

D'mrand
letrrpr-tng availa-he data abhut the demand far nu..s is

mare difficul than vnalnatig the anne supply heeaus there is
less rliability and naidity of the data and their mvi nivg are Ist
cear Dnmaad fCa haspital ruting iereics iR gentrally Ica-
sand in wvms nf nac psitinns-a measure that is In than

idal. V-anacis may he arifact. ny -trited market canditians
rathr than (me indinatan Of Ienu- drmand elative t supply.
H.plhals ar nat disinteested parit in the definina Of Inrnc
sopply and dnoand becane thy benefit fr-m palicit that make
saficie numben Of vanes available at risingmwagr rats ;and
hospitals may optess their dnti-no need fee carter rathee than

"demand" in the ne.onmic sce by erponing vacuct pasuitna
fer mhinh they hate an available fonda (a is (hr ease whee

yfman pesitins" ave vpared vacai). Thse factare

influence the stateet Of nane dnmand whkh may he an
andnenstt.ut or ovrenstimate; vacancy statistct must he iner-
preted cannusly.

Nune v.ancy ratna peaked in the eary 19O- mhnn hopitolo
repine da aefi more than 23 vacaveirs pee 100 budg-te
poitinn. In rspans, sal-ries rasv rapidly (twice af a 1 tt c dil

thane of teach-e and femak pnOf.ssinnal nr tnehvieal and kilt
deed marken) and thy supply of nones innc-eard at bheh bher
fiore pariciptdion ad nuning shboal rnvlmenvts increasn
(Aiken. 1982). During rho 1970i s ages fIl behind comparahr
genaps as vii as tIe rate Of inflaion and by the end f the den-
ate hesphaa again -enc npoating nacanc catcs in hr range df

13 penen. The cylde rpeated itslf, wih saaIie rising reli-ve
ta nthrr neenpadonet bmreo- 1980 and 192d and vacancy rates
dacinivg a appo.imar-Iy 8 percen. Hcginnieg in 1982 tIl
cntitloing in 1983. demand foe nursng seicr mat curtailed ill
panby Ihe gvveral ecoenmie dnmt.r.nfd that perirel nod it, l
by mite appe-n tn hav- been utticipati.n by the hotpitor t hlf
littancial iapact oprospective IFichurv-ent Fren 1911: -ttril
1986 mhry increasen even Ia (under 57e) (''DRC's Slyt;ie
Wngn 1987), and vancy rates rmained lam un6t 1986 ohten
they incesd to 13 p-eem-the same Intel eported a dre-ad
ago (AHA, 1987). The i-ncrad dnmsnd for nones anprent
by the currnt 13 pvent vacancy rate may he in par the resol
o ahstitotin of Rngisvrnd N.n-s far otber ienr skilled per-

and a phenaomenon shut -non mheo the maps of Registered
Nan, ave low re1larn sa thc wage of LPNs and Aida (Aiken.
1982). Hospisds may ala ho euing Regia-eed Nanes ina vari'

itteflre settlatte anttyll .tt..... ,.,,I1z z

htnttinl taetynney rntta nstttattted bl~lttn m s~l~.
mt keIls (69% ia 1985 Yt 77% in 1982) it ir ditlit.

andentand tbeinc tovas demald r.t, enittl service,
Uaieg noravy eaten as tuittatars nf t ier blg wioa rsesltt .t-

age is pvierldantw nine iccUK ottf lnk af coleamtoc regardinlg 1r1t
im.1ma-- W~ . gi-, 1- 4ec ---vlsny. F-r -- FwplciF, lt1

mhren tr- h.n 28lltrt 1 fr lnt-poy ha.d .vac-nt RN Ioi-
tiot: :9 lwIcnet ltcit 3ooeetvt:J4 peeeotlt1 etllacvce
l1 ..d 19 aln-netgs an ht teetining ISlrer-e had 211 a

no ........ loiis-he v:cey ra-. .- r ilsq--ilnlel 1
oesas indicattgarnne .ttvl nkt*d ipreotl dtertage (hioltetlle.

Ilyr & Wheheatt. 1982). Siitildy. tIte AA (187) cerrtly
rewrtt thet 59 perent of lltttitlt .e1wr Iltt fener tIan- 18 w cr-

rcte nyt heir watitien are v:e~nntt totz tlte neerage eacace vle .1
13.6 penet it inter-1 tret :sa n a age. Ci-et dle vice of tt,.t
uriog ric depatnt Ita tatlbcr of meant titteittl

tle majarity tsf honpituls ottult ttnt seem an rttotttve sdei

nurdin5smazlcr. ae*nd ie ltietttrenl germs Ite Itetyial t-oe~tt-c:
eates mer tte sme in 1977-19(78. oh.en earovee r:tes meet :a

13 I--1ces.
'aient ac~ity and eI.teging i aterat g f patiet cgre are

f -etnes asettiated with detattl tr he-norees. Clearly. ttett
amity tat, i a lw. at h, It age nft'le etyulatita t, ',

teclievlegicall taltltittie:atitto ttf Itte treatilett.ilateeteevc. .:l
tacitng tn

1
.i dtlanpe ning ect tnt dc-tlanid (e.g.. a IteIitteit.

ea leheeafhltaysittltt cl- lttlttrattlftr ef vinltc evictz let itt atjl
ltory, lnttte can , set.rs) t lot hbidetiIf-It. Iglelttt (1987)

auggrat l Iltt Itle ha. C-t a d-IrIe-t deelint itt deIttt.tItl d
no 46.7 tlillt Itn. li r nilelliot dicYs in 1986.
1980). delinieg hlspitodl tl:lttoey rote (75.9 itt 1980 teJ4 Iii
1986). aotl elttere orf 414 Ittleqttttt (;-eatin feir t Itt ot

56.628 '-t). Aikn ( 19871 actentl tdat I la I gI-t -rate tttie .l

terse. H......r. Itt inltikldee ae , ttaeti .1e e cl.lie :1..tl::
fee the cercttt enprauta ttftlet~,tttd.

Cineetlteearrentnttylttlt etetaxd and a-age aitcetitttt..:x
rae be evotludetl ahonal Itt tarrnet nnrse sltortagr. 'to ettttt1 t

bith that ef 19811? Iv tt ggrctrtt votiaval tarkete the t0..tagg
ttle altar Ittece ts larger tlt-;t tlttt in 1980. \Vhilt iltt tttitIt
itt, etietdtl dillitlt.e itt metttititt atttlftrvetaitlttt It N.

yiItyees eitl .I cgltet ,a , t Itcttr , aiataodt t d:.l

riu,,I IFl ns-Illj,,g ImIl m ~lk.. .. I Iolinll .ul .... sesl d'.g:,
freetg-erti Iteldi-vrilettictetf vIane a1 t1it aggeegtt 1

'rh,-.. .....lsiliw secll d',,i a11 :1 ie :si di :ahl.l 10

ye.,roatgtt hitlt tote tern trtttt :d dIferever: the deehlvet ttt~su

I tttst : wiei-t-t "t1'tI

illl~~~~l .1. .,, ,,,.,11.....

lit. -et icsn

etI et v ttlttlettvliatststtgte lt I......-...

i gl'~' t.1 1.' ltSl.b.l . .......... I... ................ .Al., 11 : ~ .IIIl~IIi.. ............ ... ...... ..

IlSl|li 1.... ..... vI ittii~il, Bi-:*1l9 llael 1:Z................... is li 1

'Ft- .II

o ltt1tlil (gretg,~ttleL~ le:n e til m1te liez cite, rae. In-

moons ,ettekina t.-tzttlttt .........' - *eii- lF .tt...t kaitntttltette
aOgqrats Itt te rertnclzel fztrao lyttatttt shartagn as co .dall
freely eamo ttttaie tttarkt ,l tml op cafes tt tite Incti tlta.t eel.,-

_117Vol.nO 19. Namber 4. Winoo 1987.
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r-t .nh.,e anepassnast nusigbemie atenteI itdi`Iid- .r6ysri Er -It. ht, Ien ., E.--rr
a6 leking narn d-itnc Addhitinnaly. - aidnlennt and their -Ienily a. inctarir -.ieasi.r.s..... rdatririra; rerra2.
paml mende onapaisnea apin .ssisig ,ed! hare so lak daaIn. rtrd..Jabiiijn neriedt care

-p i i inparsmn sheyetl -.wed as -availabl in and maany eded in stall taenet ola
hastns. aw* teditnn nd np seatinty I stfftng nye in.6.rtntodinging detads. This s.nevsr

dinnd - eseeiporata ae ante eltonial mr ner
Fa-ar with * pa-inially pnst

4
e4 Cl-n na the ean ply ad spriataa an unncanlteas rti lie

nicha that aise salaries hmgh -abmehd as. enllrein ehanguttla.
barainng r tnpemetatanof ulay eals bse noenspar- anydik tntns ttateans saniar mtt tiratthttrrr

kin -. hl eluta tdisa iu st.i~mnit enveiin g htacestuy partially En~ it, iniltnait nIitirnt lThs
Comeitostmlte y sar m uher employer as lee binds nf horage nnly nan .which sestrersl at diii.

well -1mm lege-sale prnhasee at health ca.it fr' mae aly in filling nanan panitina (IPraeis es ci.. hil). Iti~ rala
nars-p-nided sedesin. anasraiei sn aensl hre- iaaettaie eetr rmta niae t n~~il

ean-plyers see In hane had ..Iasanient impaca the nu-ai etst e edtet ed nea o it set
nusmrr line their higher -eagr =anhbd lk.itteefete1e11- 1 ttan ue flied. 7~intsirinages -ers

magina Laha sant asani-d wish permanen employees and P-Ih.e.."s resnitig Isatt-i j as1 lrstr clr;trges itt iPaets.i.t. r
hospitals hare diseuntin.ed their serices with ary ftheniog in tal absnce., -1ating nurses and use sr itraslmt..sty siltis
demad. As shin time knapisl hare inreaned their -otre acre -eep-ricoce staff ...esti-sr in irtae ef I--nnee sirs "till,;
she ear -maks and unti this changes is Iuel.iknly shut ale- thes P.dd.-s acre slf.ithn ah at. ti.. hey mer Iriret

naiv eployers will p-eida, m~iin-n mmpeim to hid op ePecially inl neat sling large s-idslsraa sr.1 p~icis t
wages. snesehers~~~~~~~~~~~~~. L an .citt with relaicey unstable pasi--a &hc hici

ag-eaephases of health cur may erat a demand tar shr -eswr regniady murrg etsparsei; "is wiciir
nurses in -theirsearlia s-fetc health care This hulidays, and eff thift. uh-e stallig is attes a,sltatrss...s....
i Mmaned.demadis onl.y a pusenial; historicaly nuse haa not Iccel. Sareainqabartahgeste - tt -,ke, Etc tir srtr,rt s
muk-sd their seri-e r attahed elear cost sa them .Icrasd eltn at nay husyiral -i~yn wecesct ah~ ii..

uerdemand tar uring serice maId inras ure -yraic... seia-srvce ird histrkecqrisr. lPuttrcse sdr i.s......
renoicvau in haspitas, thereby hanirg a pesitir impact an reul n, ailcear.ing stt-ec as~ t-ie u....g...r.

ae.Hwce, tar skis so happe, nursing woud bane a uit Snhee patient aur neds.' lisis, kitsd_ sritssrag icsttt
beom ar inibn andariauein definingnrsn servies, p-ed. piunnad and preti-sahi usr. c hs-wss allt

their -ain so patient -a and their casts petitions ar fitted sish sit eIght issi cI sh iltert ,.. cIseir
Parer with a pesensialy gahie efort on the ear supply Kpeule. tite siseply ac r- rrrirtturtestftatrrsrrr

inalude sh sqarpl o physiins sod she continuing and i--ens The pi,,bte rea peitie. h-ssrag Ira, tres aggr ..m.e....I
tying moie tr cs cnaimn in huspisla. The su rplus at year hy site planned Melsrei itrin. ire.41 -Inut rirltrs
physiniacs hat hen well dorurecte and is preictd a knee cdte urting supi.e pereracet
lastig effect well inse the ssnrcy-hess ..e..uy. The as-n Each a

1
rsn- ti-na... -.s -recitef- h

tanen- uimmn withini wich the beulb Sire industy ease in pe~acic. in casitiswtit aitit tither sm-n. lire -h
lanesi.. PIac-- hespiscIa us greater fiseal rb than is had Pe- particuady if the iuis is nlltswed a. ccitt trr a,,, tsrtcit
viastaly. As thes pressue intenity, so so will umpetisian peeld, is ocsueninad burn nut el cisrig .isas Isrrrcr
among kaspisals as they attept so pnniti-nh-msi-r la-bly Patinas eas alc is kanwo re suItes becaus shs nurse art-
with in she prspetir payment system. The effec tshese Pres- diligent in sace 1itain patient. P-ecetitr rec- arre

san aernsae ill he, nearc.6 and, us preiousy sae shoring. Cucricuisy f- ecre , a .esIter. gren rdserrrslimit-rr
wage uppeesian s a wjar tnrarin the creuiun at manpewr at hccnge.

.hursage. Cl..ady. tsar at he icatitrittAt tiara,e-etiS t sititt
Onblacth :erch tar as-effeeti health eas shnid fitling cucan p-titirte. whir stry irra.rt. I-a-eiti .rtrae

lae uring Cmmsh peint rt ,i- at mplyers consmer gatesuply flues __.. Hewnr .a trac . ..... stre i itsI
aud her payers. Ta reaisehis pnsetia. hewecr'. nuring wil can be_-ues directy in asyrra trailing Icricici r, -1
har In sparat its seieta those u ohers, pric share chageable and under the turre esisitr hst brittr I
rerires d-mastat their -alu and macbe them. Sueceas in adminisras II--- peihiere tater nsiietcii
thes ende.c.rs sheuld -rcta- into enticig newpeple iot nire an eeritmecs' etes nte5- fahr ae-- rn.i

sh-acpasiu. While the labor tase poninipasice f she enistig jab ditarfietns rnitiet its strh rarr ieatternrr
nus suply is a, historicaly high cents, the.n e with f-iu tie --ciirr tr dj~wtliitt..i..t.t.net
ice ireing she supply al new -erirs is crtcltWh tmn- niir. iacart stlltct-ene intri,tI
tine ul she d ynamic shcage anticipated as the aggregate Iece. rein, ant -rircnnc the saltrsrttfnb

Inrn than. she aggregate lcce. Fur haspirai, re-i--mens ." enstletier:erry. Seritr..its ..i 'Jt ila.

mean attactng papicoh aer lredy in the ecepus apn eirsnni SneIittitai wilt re r atttrit i.
wark inpariulecaiui-, ..ad ic she Pas. hesccs ef, the j psiuctbie ihiusigrs ir ecssrrgten-i es. rIt

remsmn pymah has been in a larg degw depen.des enahpyi ithih fur iminirroidl insititiIIit, m- II
moiuigspply of te grdna...s. Bus she supply atef helt[h care cat.

nun -i o on the, dedin,. making reineo rnimn Heiding dawn nuring wages in anehT.si. heal ..i..esr ..r.t
Maneslest acceslul tratgy sh.a in preimis yers. The ne- timn pressres out sta.ke riteln-ntsiieaetrttrt

si- foIfn-I e o reseetsa s he ..ha --neismeu baeet- an Since increae- autcsser alne eEaei itr
keen 9,mt. Sloa (2175) baa soA that mpla tn mass hare so payers. insttuton will ha.s- cilaeiterriytr
knee iasepee.. - mini In the marina labo im-s mandated inceesing hospital bedges. By uhoos any esimate.errs- r
wish etaling staf members While ,f -n neso tarstha, shn -rina area heapltals hos bargein. represent-inig -en il Pt- -

J'Alt I m ArM. J_-1 W N-iv .1 Ad"'Aip
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new of hopital ch.re. 1t is tIme tlo t I ospital. recltgctc zt
reward rather than bunne out the sooree ofthishargain.

Making the hopital pieasant place to soot in the fulles
ens. (i-e ieptnning basi tewoking watditios, paying tci"'-

tine wages and heaesn&. p-nniding oppottonitis See g dl
stimnlstion ned dsnoeseot And poiielvdy naloing she mnti
bhdton o corse to pa tien cam), ssttes mi.t h.. been n f-ereel
an o he mn hopitals, he pls thha hkae lithe dilli-
raly in rniilicg and retining coning staff(ANA 1983). Scri
not attenion to mahiog hospitals better plces to work aheuld
rnslate into Cretingchio e
eassidering nursing a on occue on. A fSas on tntion o
noissang stalmembers by redress of he sources ofjob diranaisfuc-
doneC en elm7 play an impnarss reln in sde lung-term mncritatrcttt
of cew csn.

The prehcms associatd with nurse staffing in hlnsPiluls
are complen sod long sanding. The.e prbhems arc test
Addeesand by A eombic-ainn d ahr -eonio aed carting pr-
sp-caiZcs wfih a niew toward lbeg-term ndfcidnr.s. And elf-
iecey f she healh care sysem. Nene len.der w no. d should

play an impotnt kle in asieg bolh pe-pecic- and i.t.geaieg
thdi ciews to encourage a bhlccd appro.ch to rciset and

\retrn ioc o dnorws es. l..

kits. L. beads.. .(ltattI l satised a",,s sna~r.eattasrl Jaur.sl

17719-895'
A~les. L. iIlet TWn esne 1 rmapith cajirt! Ara Os lltata) srs at

Asseras esslas)T Asaeista eal cotnnad Asasarissas a. OaaEsar tssrsrneUdrailts iasrts7(10a. fbrrsse: AHA

a "k ~.. bfi;.., C--~w ~ HANA

tai.g Mk.,: taAn.AAmaekrtrHe erns Aseetnnl4t~l saTe visspttst Is cosas sa d asts.1a
A;".- Ni.r Tpl.. A-HA

prsiaasas -sarsasiss Cise UOC Aseaa Aradrare st nams ANk
Asasrese l

t
ars Annon i e eanrl. ras _aata. Knsasr Cir.iMO: 1'T.

ANA.

..= HJ ~m. L (1b T l. I n-ukl dbn mJ Istd a H._ aa. C. -M.)
Raseso L (Il~el Th > rbe nsad dos adslss rasasni sad ..t1

a k C I,-n rM eA-a sS rsws i. eda---- lcd 51
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Senator HEINZ. Patricia, thank you very much.
I must say that you've all painted-those of you who are from

the nursing profession particularly-have painted quite a startling,
to me shocking and alarming picture. Alarming for many reasons.
One reason is that you, Marie, and you, Joann, have seen and testi-fied to the practical consequences in everyday life of being shortstaffed where nurses are concerned. And although you have givenus examples from your own specific experience, I suspect thatwhere there are nursing shortages, and the national statistics
show, that there are, the consequences are not at all dissimilar
from what you have described. Those consequences are not only
dangerous but can, be life-threatening and even fatal.

Patricia, what you have testified to is an overview of some of theroots and sources of the problem, which if not attended to, willcreate even worse problems as more nurses leave the profession.
And certainly, it's true that there are many more options open towomen of all ages today who are seeking professional opportuni-ties, than there were 10 or even 8 years ago in 1980.

My question to the Department of Health and Human Services
and to Dick Loughery is this: First, do you generally perceive theconsequences of the nurse shortage to be significant and serious
and to have the grounds of very adverse or potentially very adverse
impact on patients as has just been testified to?

Mr. LOUGHERY. With no question.
Senator HEINZ. With no question. I commend you for being notonly farsighted but clear-eyed, Dick.
Mr. LOUGHERY. I have two daughters and a daughter-in-law whoare nurses. I've also had a cardiac catheterization and coronary

artery bypass graft and a couple of other illnesses. So I've both pro-vided the profession some recruits as well as using them.
Senator HEINZ. You have not only put fresh people in the trench-

es, you have been operated on in the trenches.
Mr. LOUGHERY. Right.
Senator HEINZ. Now, Patricia indicated that there is a difference

between, this nursing shortage and the other kind of shortage, theone that existed previously. She made the distinction between a dy-namic shortage and an equilibrium shortage, and I'm particularly
trying to recall my Economics 10 and 20 to recollect the difference
between those two. But as she described the equilibrium shortage,
the main question there was the provision of adequate wages by afairly tightly organized hospital community. She says that we're ina dynamic shortage today-although, Dick, I must tell you I'm notquite clear on what the definition of a dynamic shortage is-but
would you generally agree that this is a different kind of shortage?

Mr. LOUGHERY. Yes. I won't argue the economic terms, because Ihad a heck of a time with 101. But I think what Ms. Prescott issaying is that what I would call task compression, and that is push-ing more work off onto nurses, as my colleagues and former col-leagues and hospital administrators have cut staff. They've cut thehousekeeping staff and the other support services and have pushedthose jobs onto nurses, who are at the same time confronted withthe same things that these ladies have recited of more work withsicker patients, and at the same time having to be smarter with
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the technology. All of these are horrendous portions pushing on
fewer people.

Senator HEINZ. Now, explain a little bit more where these chores
are being pushed from.

Mr. LOUGHERY. Well, as one gets near the caps of the DRG's, the
diagnostic-the diagnostic related groups of Medicare patients, and
as they inherit by virtue of good art and science more and more
Medicare patients, because the elderly population is growing, the
economics of keeping the institutionalized become more acute.

Senator HEINZ. I just want to be clear on something. We all un-
derstand the impact of a graying America and DRG's. We under-
stand the DRG's compresses the amount of time the patient is
going to be in a given health care setting, in this case a hospital,
and that that patient is going to be in a relatively sicker mode
partly because of age, partly because we're much more careful
about the admissions, and we understand that that means that the
nursing is going to be much more intense.

Mr. LOUGHERY. Right.
Senator HEINZ. Or demanding. That's one factor, and that has

been well understood. The other comment you made that I want to
be clear about is that certain tasks that had been performed by
somebody else are now being performed by the RN.

Mr. LOUGHERY. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. Who were the somebody elses?
Mr. LOUGHERY. Housekeeping, dietary, central service, all of the

so-called support departments.
Senator HEINZ. And they are performed by the RN because hos-

pital administrators are making those decisions, or is it justifiably
happening?

Mr. LOUGHERY. No. It's not just happening. It's because they
have to cut expense in order to stay within the DRG caps. You're
familiar with that?

Senator HEINZ. Oh, yes.
Mr. LOUGHERY. So--
Senator HEINZ. Are you familiar with the term sicker and

quicker?
Mr. LOUGHERY. Indeed. We both read the same green sheet, I

think.
Senator HEINZ. I claim authorship of those.
Mr. LOUGHERY. That's great.
Senator HEINZ. I don't claim authorship of them individually,

however.
Mr. LOUGHERY. But in an effort to stay within the economic limi-

tations, support staff is being cut, and their responsibilities are
being shoved off.

Senator HEINZ. Let me ask Marie and Joann. In your testimony
you described how both of you were or saw other nurses perform a
variety of functions. The ones you described seem to me-because
I'm an untutored observer perhaps-not to be so much support
functions as absolutely essential functions. There just weren't
enough nurses in intensive care or critical care or doing IV ther-
apy. But is what Mr. Loughery testified to, have you seen support
tasks of the kind that he has indicated being put on you or your
colleagues, Marie?
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Ms. W. I have two examples. An institution recently-within thecity of Philadelphia, three institutions have laid off support person-
nel in order to decrease their budget because of the money that
they are not getting from the DRG system. What they do is cuthousekeeping and dietary and stuff like that.

In one institution the nurses were asked to start sorting laundry,
heavy laundry which would include pillows, towels and blankets,
put that in one receptacle, and put the sheets and the light stuff inanother. And that's because they had to lay off some housekeeping
staff and some people that were doing the linen. In that institution
the nurses refused to do it, because they all stuck together. Butthese are the kind of things they were being asked to do.

We're being asked to give out dietary trays. We are being asked
to take orders for things. Where there used to be clerks and dietary
people to do this, we are now doing that in addition to the care
that we're supposed to be giving.

Senator HEINZ. Joann, what are you seeing?
Ms. JOANN B. I guess I can add a little to what Marie had to say.

Nursing has always been-can I phrase this-we could do every-
body's job, but nobody could do ours. So as the cutbacks have come
in and the ancillary staff has been cut back, we just automatically
have to pick these tasks up. Someone has to do them, and whobetter to do them than the nurse? You know, she can do it. Let herdo it.

We run all of the errands, run to the labs, run to the blood bank.The big thing that I'm dealing with now is wiping up the floor, be-cause there's not enough housekeeping people. So if there's vomit
on the floor or some other product, we have to wipe up the floor.
Then the housekeeper will mop the floor.

When we have an emergency with a patient and there are pack-ages and containers all over the room, I mean, it just looks like acyclone went through, we have to completely clean the entireroom, and then the housekeeper will come in and mop the floor.
Senator HEINZ. Now, is that a significant change from, say, aslittle as 5 years ago?
Ms. JOANN B. Oh, definitely.
Senator HEINZ. Would you say that adds 10 percent or 20 percent

more to your duties and time, or is it more or less than that?
Ms. JOANN B. Absolutely. And it takes an hour to clean up aroom after a medical emergency for the nurse, approximately anhour.
Senator HEINZ. Patricia, do you have any insights on this issue tothe extent to which nurses are now being required to perform tasks

that were performed by lower level personnel before?
Ms. PREscorr. Yes. I think from an economic viewpoint, the sub-

stitution of registered nurses for other workers is characteristic ofwhat you see in a market where wages are very depressed, and theregistered nurse relatively is a bargain compared to the people
she's replacing. She's a much more versatile employee, so you see adownward substitution going on in hospitals.

There is also some data that suggests the registered nurse time isso taken up with the support of other departments in the hospitalthat as little as 25 percent of the nurse's time is spent delivering
direct nursing care to patients.
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Senator HEINZ. We all know that the salaries of nurses are very
compressed. What's the interim salary for a nurse in a typical
market area compared to the total employment cost of a nurse
compared to the total employment cost of some of the support
people who are being laid off? Can you make a comparison there?
Is it $22,000 versus $17,000? I have no idea.

Ms. PREscorr. I don't have the current LPN starting salary fig-
ures in my head, so I can't give it to you, but it is much narrower
than it has been in other eras.

Senator HEINZ. A comment on that?
Mr. LOUGHERY. Yes, sir. I think it's kind of a national figure. It's

comparing youngsters starting in four different careers, advertis-
ing, business office/secretarial type, computer programmers and
engineers, on a 6-year span, nurses come out terrible. They start at
about 23, and they will finish at about 25 or 26. Now, that doesn't
account for San Francisco where they start 38½/2 and end up at 48.
But it so happens that the garbage collectors still make $2.25 an
hour more, so all things are relative.

But the engineers do better, and the computer programmers do
better. Office and clerical does better. And that's one of the things
that Ms. Prescott was referring to. These are things that are at-
tracting young people away from nursing. The opportunities are
far better, getting away from all of the frustrations these folks are
talking about.

Senator HEINZ. Now, just to interrupt at that point. You said
that there are several other reasons which exacerbate the two
prime factors which you mentioned in your testimony. Are you
citing some of the Commission's findings?

Mr. LOUGHERY. Well, that happens to be one of them, yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. What are the others? Could you give us a pic-

ture?
Mr. LOUGHERY. I think the chronic shortage of registered nurses,

and this, I know, is one of your favorite subjects, in nursing homes
is being further aggravated, exacerbated, worsened by the overall
nursing shortage. Home health care, that use to be kind of a kind
old soul who came in and helped the wife have the baby. Now
these people are working evenings, nights, weekends, are high tech,
render all medications. They have very sophisticated folks now.

AIDS epidemic coming along requiring more and more nurses.
And our own hospital, the National Institute of Health and Clini-
cal Center can't even open a unit. PHS is short 400 nurses between
Public Health Services and NIH. The Army is short 30,000 Re-
serves, Air Force and Navy are also short. Minorities and men are
badly underrepresented, but it's going to stay that way until
there's something for them that they can support a family on.

One that hasn't been mentioned; that is the supply of nurses
that are prepared for leadership positions, clinical practice and ad-
ministration, education and research, don't meet current require-
ments, and there are not enough of them in graduate programs or
sufficiently experienced to satisfy the needs for some really gung-
ho leadership.

I think I've covered them all. One, which I will condemn my own
types, is that the changes in the employment patterns of women
require a more aggressive response by employers of nurses.
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Senator HEINZ. Why do you suppose hospitals don't see what is,
at least as you paint it, a very clear picture? At least to this observ-
er a hospital is a place to work which either burns you out or di-
minishes your professional satisfaction, underpays you, or all three
at a time. This is all happening when there are better opportuni-
ties for women generally and professional women in particular?

Is that an accurate picture, and if it is, why doesn't the leader-
ship of the hospital understand the problem and attempt to do
something about it? Are they simply hamstrung because of lack of
money, or is it that hospital administrators are more concerned
with the physician issues than the nurse issues? What is the
reason? Anybody want to talk to that?

Mr. LOUGHERY. Somebody has said that 11 percent is too much of
the GNP to spend on health. The problem starts from there and
goes down.

Ms. PREscorr. I wouldn't agree with that, because hospitals are
making profits, and physician income is doing quite well. The dis-
crepancy between nurse income at approximately $20,000 and aver-
age physician income at somewhere between $100,000 and $150,000
is widening, that gap is widening. I think what we need is a redis-
tribution of the pie. Let me just--

Senator HEINZ. Were you about to say something you were going
to regret?

Ms. PRESCOrT. No, I forgot the last part of your question.
Senator HEINZ. Well, the question was, is it just a question of

money, or hospital administrators, are they constrained in some
way to addressing nursing? Don't they want to? Are they ignorant
to the problems? You know, I'm not trying to -be mean to hospitals
administrators or hospital boards, but they have the responsibility
for which they have many legal liabilities should they fail to meet
those responsibilities. To the extent that people are falling down
and breaking their hips and dislocating their shoulders or having
their heart stop and die or suffering damage to their heart mus-
cles, to name three specific instances that are testified to here
today; most hospitals, I think, try to run themselves well. The
people try to be conscientious. If I was a board member or a hospi-
tal administrator and I knew about those problems, I would be
very concerned. So I assume that there either are terrible con-
straints, or there's a lack of knowledge.

One, constraint certainly is money. We understand that. Are
there others?

Ms. PRESCOTr. I don't think hospitals have had to worry about
the long-term effect of this in terms of nursing staff, because they
have historically had a large continuing supply of new recruits
each year entering the labor force at the June graduations to re-
place those people that have chosen to leave.

In some institutions frequently referred to in the profession as
magnet hospitals, administrators have learned that it's in their
own enlightened self-interest to have a strong and valued nursing
staff. In those institutions there is no shortage. In fact, in some of
them there are waiting lists of nurses wanting to work there. It is
possible to provide effective nursing service within the reality of
the current cost containment environment, but it takes a funda-
mental reordering of priorities and the valuing on the service that
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has not been there. Hospitals have not needed to do that, and eco-
nomically it has been to their advantage to replace rather than
retain. That is going to change now as the supply dwindles.

Senator HEINZ. And it will also change as skill levels based on
experience become more important.

I really have two more questions. One is, what are the character-
istics of these institutions, and if you care to name a few that do a
good job in retaining, attracting nurses? Are they teaching hospi-
tals? Are they rural hospitals? Are there any common denomina-
tors, and if so, what are they, or are they just isolated instances of
brilliant problem solving?

Ms. PREscoTr. Well, I think there are some common denomina-
tors, and one of the most fundamental ones is in the attitudinal set
that puts a premium on the value of nursing. Similar to what
Marie said, when you walk into an institution and have the CEO
tell you that a hospital is a place to deliver nursing service, it's the
premier service of the institution, and everything is organized to
facilitate that delivery--

Senator HEINZ. Is that opposed to an operating theory?
Ms. PREscoTr. That is opposed to nursing as a support service for

everybody else.
Senator HEINZ. Oh.
Ms. PRESCOTr. You see a whole different organizational structure

where the attitude is, how can we facilitate your delivering nursing
services?

Senator HEINZ. Why are some hospitals that way and most not?
Is it the attitude of the CEO? Is it the mission conceived for the
hospital by the board, or is it some-is it luck? I mean, what is it?
Anybody want to take a crack at that?

Ms. W. I think it has a lot to do with management structure.
What's going on in the business nationwide with changing atti-
tudes on how to deal with workers and getting workers involved in
decision-making processes is the same problem in hospitals, which I
think it dies harder in hospitals than it does in business.

One of my recommendations was managerial style. Not the old
Army type style.

Senator HEINZ. Actually, your second and third recommendations
I -thought, lmade the same point which is change the way you think
about nurses and realize that they are the heart of the institution.

Ms. W. In the packet that I gave your staff yesterday, there's
three articles. One talks about the magnet hospitals and the char-
acteristics of them. One just shows you a real big scenario of what
it's like to be a nurse. And the third one talks about four hospitals
that are doing something new and innovative with the shared gov-
ernance and participation between management and why they are
succeeding at it.

Senator HEINZ. Are they doing better at keeping their nurses?
Ms. W. They are doing better-the really good thing, I think

New England Clinic is doing it-they are saving the hospital's
money. The patients are getting out faster. They are getting out
better, because nursing is controlling how their services are provid-
ed, and that is the end result. We want the patients to get better.
We want them to get out faster, and they are saving the hospital
money.
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Senator HEINZ. I hope the audience is filled with hospital admin-
istrators and board members who hear all of this. Yes?

Mr. LOUGHERY. One other point, and that's the recognition of the
chief nurse, going by any number of titles, as being in the same
peer level of the management hierarchy, particularly the financial
guy, the operations person, and most importantly, the chief of the
medical staff. That's one of the reasons for New England's success,
the chief, the administrator is a physician. He buys the top ranking
nurse, and thus the peer level is there. That gives all of the other
nurses one shot of adrenalin, I tell you.

Ms. W. Many hospitals don't have that. The chief of the nursing
service is way down the line.

Senator HEINZ. There's a lesson from the military here, which is
that, the officers can issue all of the orders that they want, but
unless there's a chief master sergeant who is really good, nothing
really works. And the nurses are the chief master sergeants of the
health care profession, and without them, nothing really works.

Let me ask this. In terms of options for Federal policies, Patricia,
you indicated that you thought that-and made it quite clear in
saying that this is both a public and a private responsibility. For
obvious reasons it has to be. You made very specific recommenda-
tions about how Medicare should consider restructuring its indirect
and medical payment component to take specifically into account
the provision of nursing services in a way that it would, I suppose,
shock the controllers and accountants at every hospital. We don't
have that information. I gather that is a problem, hospital account-
ing systems would probably take some time to be able to be respon-
sive to that kind of change; is that right?

Ms. PRESCOTT. Very few hospitals currently bill for nursing serv-
ices on a regular basis. The ability to do it is there. There needs to
be some motivation to encourage more hospitals to do that and do
it in a uniform way so that the data can be collected to form a na-
tional data base, which we do not have.

Senator HEINZ. Let me ask Mr. Loughery, what do you think the
chief options that we should be thinking about are as we look for-
ward to your May report? Can you genuinely approach that topic
without letting the cats out of the bag? Of course though, that's
what I want you to do.

Mr. LOUGHERY. The options that are going to come will have to
have a lot of refinement, the thing you were just discussing. Now,
HCFA is beginning to work on that, and I think it's very impor-
tant, at least the four of us and some of the other panels will know
of projects that have gone on to try to determine what is the nurs-
ing care portion of any disease. Now, when that can be recognized
and paid for, just like paying physicians for procedures and treat-
ments, that will go a heck of a long way, because we all feel that it
will push enough money that is for nurses. You sure as heck can't
give it to the dishwashers.

Senator HEINZ. Is what we've heard today, an argument for re-
doubling our efforts to develop a severity of illness index for
DRG's?

Mr. LOUGHERY. No question, yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. How are we doing on that?
Mr. LOUGHERY. Slowly. But it is extremely complicated.
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Senator HEINZ. I understand that. I saw briefly over the weekend
a little reprieve on the Manhattan project where they sent Dr. Op-
penheimer out to New Mexico in 1943, and they just kept sending
more Nobel Prize winners out there until they got the job done,
which was a mushroom cloud over the desert about 18 months or
so later.

Now, it would seem to me that if we can-solve that kind of ab-
solutely earthshaking issue in 18 months, by applying enough
brain power we ought to be able to get at the severity of illness
index in something shorter than the 2 or 3 years since I held the
first hearing on that subject. The idea had been kicked around
Johns Hopkins for a few years before that. I can't believe that if we
said we really have to have this that we couldn't get it in a year.

Mr. LOUGHERY. I would hope that it would not be a year, Sena-
tor. Maybe a year to develop it and publish the thing and gather
experience with it, but for goodness sakes, let's don't do it like we
did the prospective payment program before we knew what the ex-
perience might result in. We need to have it without question, but
when we do get a model, let's try it for a while.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I'm not opposed to that.
Mr. LOUGHERY. We can't do both in a year, is what I'm saying.
Senator HEINZ. No, but where we are, we are not even in a posi-

tion to try anything right now, and it's 3 years later.
Mr. LOUGHERY. Although there is, I believe, a lady who has just

joined the University of Pennsylvania staff who has had some ex-
perience.

Senator HEINZ. Well, I'm certain--
Mr. LOUGHERY. Am I correct?
Senator HEINZ. But the point is, we have not got a single Federal

demonstration project on the severity of illness.
Mr. LOUGHERY. I do not know the answer, whether we have or

have not.
Senator HEINZ. I hope that will be a very important part of your

recommendations. It's not the only answer, but it seems to me to
be an essential component of the answer. Otherwise, we'll just be
arguing about reallocating. You know, there will not be the proper
base on which to allocate money for nursing or anything else.

Well, are there any concluding comments any of you would like
to make? Patricia?

Ms. PRESCOTT. One thing I would lke to say is that there has
been a study commissioned by HHS and conducted by Applied
Management Sciences to identify the direct nursing and Medicare
passthrough dollars. That study has not been released and it would
be very helpful to have it released.

Senator HEINZ. Let me ask one last question. Would it be useful
to target training funds and provide loan forgiveness for RN's who
will agree to practice in the most difficult and least desirable spe-
cialty setting, or would that be only a continuing of the same old
methods?

Mr. LOUGHERY. We've done it before. We did it, oh, about 10 or
12 years ago.

Senator HEINZ. Is it the relevant thing to do today?
Mr. LOUGHERY. You do it with doctors. National Health Service

Corps works that way.
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Senator HEINZ. So that's a yes?
Mr. LOUGHERY. Yes, sir, just as an example we have done it inthe past with nurses and we continue to do it except in an increas-ing number with physicians. It's an indenture type thing, but it's apretty cheap way for a person to get a medical education.
Senator HEINZ. Any comments on that question, Marie or Patri-cia or Joann?
Ms. JOANN B. My gut feeling is that is like a band-aid type ofsolution, not fixing the workplace which is where the problem is.Now, I think if you fix the workplace enough, the nurses are goingto stay and they are going to be drawn to that. It's definitely a verygood option for somebody to go into if the salary is there, if the per-sonal and professional satisfaction is there you're going to draw thenurses in.
Senator HEINZ. Very well. May I thank all four of you. You'vebeen an absolutely spectacular panel of witnesses, and I appreciateyour laying out, I think extremely clearly, what problems we face,what the consequences of those problems unresolved are and howthey will get worse if we don't do something about it. Thank youall, very much.
Mr. LOUGHERY. Thank you.
Senator HEINZ. I'd like to call our next panel of witnesses, Mr.Perry Pepper, Dr. Mary Naylor, Dr. Paul Willging, and Dr. GeorgeMcNeal representing, respectively, the Hospital Association ofPennsylvania, the Pennsylvania Nurses Association, the AmericanHealth Care Association, which are principally the proprietarynursing homes, and the Veterans' Administration Medical Center.And I'd like to say a special word about Mary Naylor who we'vebeen privileged to have working with the Aging Committee staffduring an all-too-brief 6-month fellowship, special assignmentwhere we were able to benefit from her knowledge and views backin what, 1986?
Ms. NAYLOR. I worked with the committee in 1985 and 1986during the hearings on the "Impact of PPS on Quality of Care"hearings. I thoroughly enjoyed this experience. I'm pleased to havethe opportunity to testify before this committee today.Senator HEINZ. Let me ask Mr. Pepper representing the HealthCare Association of Pennsylvania to please proceed.

STATEMENT OF PERRY PEPPER, PRESIDENT, CHESTER COUNTY
HOSPITAL, CHAIRMAN OF THE BOARD, HOSPITAL ASSOCIA-
TION OF PENNSYLVANIA, AND DELEGATE, AMERICAN HOSPI-
TAL ASSOCIATION
Mr. PEPPER. Thank you, Senator; my name is Perry Pepper. Ishould correct the record. I am not a physician. My family has aseries of physicians and senators, but I'm not a physician. I'mpurely a hospital administrator.
I am president of the Chester County Hospital in West Chester,PA. I'm chairman of the board of the Hospital Association of Penn-sylvania and a delegate to the American Hospital Association. It isin these capacities that I wish to thank you and your committee forthe opportunity to appear here today to offer our industry's per-spective on the very important issues surrounding the current
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nursing shortage and its effect on the hospital community. I have
presented to your staff two separate statements, one prepared by
our State Hospital Association and one prepared by the American
Hospital Association.

Senator HEINZ. Without objection, both of those statements will
be part of the record.

Mr. PEPPER. Thank you, sir.
Each are worthy of being read in their entirety, and I hope that

you and your staff both have the opportunity to review them, be-
cause they represent many months of important collecting data
and analyzing it. Together I believe they will give you a better un-
derstanding of the various factors which make up the supply and
demand equation which ultimately leads to the patient's bedside.

Because I recognize your time here today is somewhat limited, I
submit these documents for your review, but I would also like to
give you a distillation of these statements highlighting those areas
which are our greatest concern.

Unlike previous shortages, we are convinced that this one is not
likely to ease in the foreseeable future. Major changes in the
health care environment as well as rapid changes in our country
have drastically increased the demand for nurses. While at the
same time reduced their supply.

We have well documented the components of this problem both
in your State and across the country. It is not a shortage due to
uneven distribution, nor is it because nurses are leaving the field of
nursing. It is in its most elemental form a problem related directly
to the prospective payment system and the seriousness of unfore-
seen consequences which occurred when Congress created incen-
tives for hospitals to condense the care of hospitalized patients to
shorter and more intense episodes.

Shorter lengths of stay and sicker patients has meant an in-
creased demand for nurses evidenced by staffing ratios which- have
gone from 50 nurses per 100 patients in the 1970's to 91 nurses per
100 patients in 1986. This increased demand not only comes at a
time when there are fewer young women available to enter the
profession-and I say "women" because it is still a profession that
attracts mostly women-but also it comes at a time when the pro-
fessional choices available to female students are much greater
than they've ever been before. Consequently, enrollments at all
levels of nursing education have sharply declined. It is clear we
need to make this profession more an attractive choice than it is
today.

Hospitals in your State and across the country have been innova-
tive in developing nurse recruitment and retention programs. Most
are exploring new ways to enrich the nursing experience, provide
upward mobility within the profession, and attract students to a
nursing career. Unfortunately, since we now know that over 80
percent of Registered nurses are actively employed, short-term so-
lutions will be limited as there is already a very high labor force
participation.

In the end, there is only one solution which would eventually re-
verse this trend, nurses will have to be paid, not only for competi-
tive starting salaries but also be able to seek continued salary
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growth over their career before we can expect to attract greater
numbers to the profession.

It is somewhat ironic that the very payment system which has
led to the increased demand for nurses will also prevent hospitals
from paying the nurses more competitive salaries. Hospitals today
are being inadequately paid by Medicare for the care delivered for
the older population. The prospective payment system has not kept
pace with the cost of goods and services which our hospitals must
purchase. Most analysts today, including the Prospective Payment

-Assessment Commission, project hospitals fiscal year 1988 PPS pay-
ments to be below costs for negative margins in the aggregate.

Just as ironic is the fact that the hospital Medicare trust fund is
more than adequately funded to provide additional moneys to help
solve this problem. Congress could make a major contribution to
the resolution of the nursing shortage by insuring that hospitals re-
ceive accurate Medicare and Medicaid payments and that nursing
students at all levels of nursing education receive better Federal
support.

Finally, I am of the opinion that in the long run we must pre-
pare our Registered nurses to supervise care given by those who
have fewer years of education. There are many things that alterna-
tive nursing personnel could do with the supervision if we were to
analyze the scope of nursing practice. In other words, nurses are
also part of the solution. The primary nursing care model should
not mean that a patient's total care be given by a single one but
rather that his care be managed by someone with primary respon-
sibility.

This change in philosophy will allow greater upward mobility for
nurses as they acquire new management responsibilities. It would
permit greater participation in nursing care by non-RN's, and it
would allow hospitals to pay a relatively smaller number of RN's
in a more competitive salary.

In Pennsylvania educators and providers are beginning to sit
down together to explore such solutions with the help of their hos-
pital associations.

Senator, I think that you should be proud of the leadership role
the Pennsylvania hospitals have taken in understanding this prob-
lem and being innovative in seeking solutions. I might also add in
Pennsylvania, unlike many other States, we are developing a sever-
ity program under the Medis Group [sic] system, and you shortly
will have a good deal of data upon which you could base the na-
tional solutions.

But we cannot solve the shortage without adequate resources.
Pennsylvania hospitals as well as all of our Nation's hospitals join
me in thanking you for this opportunity to share our concerns, and
we hope that your committee and staff will have the time to read
our more detailed statements.

Of course I'll be pleased, time permitting, to try and answer any
questions you may have.

[The prepared statement of Mr. Pepper follows:]
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Senator Heinz, my name is Perry Pepper and I am president of Chester

County Hospital in West Chester, Pennsylvania, and Chairman of the Board

of The Hospital Association of Pennsylvania. The Association represents

some 260 general acute care and specialty hospitals in the Commonwealth.

Pennsylvania's hospitals appreciate this opportunity to appear before

you and the committee to offer our perspective on the nursing shortage in

the Commonwealth of Pennsylvania and steps that Pennsylvania's hospitals

are taking to address the shortage.

Pennsylvania is particularly important in this study because we are

the third largest educator of nurses in the nation. There currently are

31 baccalaureate programs, 22 associate degree programs (with approval

granted for two more to open), 35 diploma school programs, and SD

practical nursing programs.

Unfortunately, despite our leadership role in nursing education, we

are unable to keep pace with the demand. The Pennsylvania Department of

Labor and Industry projects that for the decade of the 1980s, the

Commonwealth will have an annual demand for 6,051 nurses. In 1987,

however, the number of registered nurses endorsed into Pennsylvania was

2,112 while the number endorsed out of Pennsylvania was SA,90.

Pennsylvania nursing schools each year graduate fewer nurses than the

number needed for Pennsylvania alone. Then, many of these nurses choose

to practice in other states, reducing the number available to take

positions in Pennsylvania still more. This out-migration is hurting

Pennsylvania considerably as it tries to staff its health care facilities

sufficiently.
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National studies have indicated three main reasons for the nation's

nurse shortage: (1) fewer applicants to nursing schools; (2) staff

turnover in hospitals; and (3) an increased demand for registered nurses

inside and outside of hospitals.

Much of our understanding of the situation in Pennsylvania comes from

a statewide nursing study completed in 1987 by the Hospital Research

Foundation, an affiliate of The Hospital Association of Pennsylvania.

The study was designed to collect data in three areas--nursing

education, nurse supply and demand characteristics, and attitudes of

licensed nurses toward the nursing profession.

I'll give you some of the highlights of this study and then comment on

steps being taken to address its findings and their implications for the

short- and long-term.

The survey indicated that full-time student enrollments have declined

for the past two academic years for all four levels of nursing

education--baccalaureate, diploma, associate degree, and practical nursing

program. Declines also were recorded for part-time students in diploma,

associate degree, and practical nursing programs, while baccalaureate

programs experienced increasing enrollments for part-time students.

These findings indicate a problem that will continue for the

foreseeable future.

The statewide nursing study found vacant positions for registered

nurses and practical nurses across three employer categories that together

employ the vast majority of nurses: acute care and specialty hospitals,

long-term care facilities, and home health agencies. A 6.4 percent

vacancy rate was demonstrated for registered nurses and a 2 percent rate

for practical nurses.

In each of the three employer categories, vacancy rates for registered

nurses were demonstrated; 6.8 percent for acute care and specialty

hospitals, 3.8 percent for long-term care facilities, and 3.5 percent for

home health agencies. Vacancies for practical nurses were experienced

only by acute care and specialty hospitals.

The greatest need was demonstrated on medical-surgical services within

acute care and specialty hospitals, which experienced an 18.9 percent

vacancy rate for registered nurses. The next greatest need is in critical

care units of acute care and specialty hospitals.

A survey conducted two months ago by the Hospital Council of Western

Pennsylvania indicated a registered nurse shortage of 5.4 percent in 53

hospitals which responded to the survey. The vacancy rate was 9.8 percent

within the city of Pittsburgh, just over two percent in the surrounding

counties, two percent in the Johnstown-Altoona area, and less than five

percent in the northwest corner of the state.
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Some 68 percent of registered nurses employed in Pennsylvania are in

health care institutions. The demand for nurses is increasing partly as a

result of changing practice patterns in hospitals brought about by the

prospective payment system for Medicare and its influence over treatment

of all patients.

As a result of financial pressures to increase efficiency, only

patients who require the level of skilled care provided in hospitals

remain hospitalized. Thus, today's hospitalized patient is much more

severely ill than in the past and sicker patients require more intensive

nursing care. Virtually the same amount of nursing care must be

compressed into a shorter period of hospitalization.

The increasing demand for outpatient care also is feeding the demand

for registered nurses and taking nurses away from inpatient service sites.

Having defined and analyzed the extent of the problem in the

Commonwealth, Pennsylvania's hospitals are undertaking measures to reduce

the shortage.

For example, hospitals which are associated with the Delaware Valley

Hospital Council have started three programs to bolster nurse recruitment:

a registered nurse job bank, a student nurse tuition loan program, and a

high school recruitment campaign.

The job bank is to provide a centralized information source of all

registered nurse vacancies at participating hospitals. The job bank is to

be advertised regularly in the major local newspaper and in nursing

journals. Forty-three hospitals contributed more than $200,000 to fund

the program. The money will be used primarily for advertising.

The tuition loan-forgiveness program will be for students who attend

any existing entry level nursing education program in southeastern

Pennsylvania. Students may either repay their loan or earn

loan-forgiveness credits by working at a participating hospital following

graduation. The program is designed to provide assistance to financially

needy students who are completing the last two years of an educational

program preparing them for registered nurse licensure eligibility.

The high school recruitment campaign is to be carried out by hospitals

"adopting" an area high school and providing up-to-date information on

nursing career opportunities to students, parents, guidance counselors,

and teachers. Nursing schools will provide data on the number of

applicants they receive so the effectiveness of the program can be

tracked. There are plans to expand the effort to junior high schools.

In addition to the regional efforts by the Delaware Valley Hospital

Council, many individual hospitals are undertaking innovative programs to

recruit and retain nurses.
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Western Pennsylvania Hospital in Pittsburgh offers nurses 40 hours'

pay for 24 hours of weekend work. Nurses can either work 40 hours Monday

through Friday and have every weekend off or they can work 12-hour shifts

on Saturdays and Sundays and receive the same pay. Ironically, solutions

such as this one are creating new problems. Nurses teaching in nursing

schools are seeing that they can earn more money and spend more time with

their families by leaving their teaching and working weekends at a

hospital. This is having an adverse impact on the ability of nursing

schools to retain good instructors.

Pittsburgh's Shadyside Hospital has developed a "clinical ladder" to

address the problem of wage compression, maximum salaries after years of

service that often are as little as 30 to 50 percent over a starting

salary.

Shadyside took its basic job description and divided it into four

different descriptions, each clinically focused. There are four levels,

ranging from novice to expert, and salary increases are given for each of

the levels.

At Mercy Hospital of Pittsburgh, nurses are given responsibility

through a "primary nursing" approach. Each patient is assigned a primary

nurse who acts as the coordinator of that patient's care from admission to

discharge. The primary nurse works closely with the patient, family, and

physician to tailor the treatment plan to the patient's needs and wishes.

The nurse also makes sure those on other shifts know of decisions made

concerning the patient.

Mercy also is developing a clinical ladder for payment purposes and

uses a variety of employee recognition techniques, including cash bonuses.

Abington Memorial Hospital uses a variety of techniques to keep more

nurses on staff than needed. These include nursing recognition programs,

awards, flex-time options, and use of a relief staff that works every

other weekend. Another factor cited by the hospital is the atmosphere and

commitment to nursing excellence from the hospital board and medical

staff.

Finally, at my own hospital, our board has taken a particular interest

in our school of nursing and has assigned a committee to guide the

nursing education program. This involvement has led to enhanced student

recruitment. We also hire licensed practical nurses and help them with

the transition to registered nursing. Our LPNs have three grades, each

with its own salary level in recognition of increased responsibilities.

Once at the highest level, LPNs have an opportunity to take a test and, if

they score 80 percent or higher, become eligible for our diploma school.

If graduates of our school remain on staff for at least two years after

graduating, we reimburse them for their last year of schooling.
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Another cooperative effort is a nurse training demonstration project

being put together by the National Union of Hospital and Health Care

Employees and a group of cooperating hospital executives and nursing home

operators. The intention of the project is to: increase available nurse

training positions, focus training efforts on people who will stay within

the local health care industry, increase the retention rate within nursing

education, stabilize the nursing home work force by creating a clear

career ladder, retrain and reemploy some of the thousands of health care

workers laid off in the past three years, increase the opportunity for

current health care workers to become nurses, and make nursing a more

attractive occupation.

This effort will particularly focus on current health care workers and

on minority applicants.

At the state level, The Hospital Association of Pennsylvania has

conducted a successful Be A Nurse campaign for several years. This effort

provides information and recruitment materials to hospitals to use and

also directly to school guidance counselors.

The most exciting statewide response to the problem is the nursing

educational alliance proposal which came out of the Hospital Research

Foundation's statewide nursing study.

It has been proposed that a nursing educational alliance be created

through which the primary players having an impact on the supply of and

demand for nurses would be operationally linked, specifically, an alliance

of educators and employers.

The operational characteristics foreseen for the alliance include: (1)

a vertically integrated educational network accounting for the various

levels of nursing education; (2) employer participation through faculty

supply and support, student clinical experience opportunities, curriculum

development, employment opportunities, financial support, faculty research

opportunities, etc.; (3) centralized administration; and (4) decentralized

educational sites.

The Hospital Association of Pennsylvania has named four work groups to

address aspects of the statewide nursing study--education/administration;

recruitment/retention strategies; scope of nursing practice

interpretation/evaluation; and collaborative support for nursing

education.

While these solutions will take longer to implement and to produce

results, we believe they are likewise much more likely to be permanent

solutions rather than temporary palliatives.

Because there have been many suggestions regarding using increased

nursing salaries as a solution, I want to share with the committee an
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analysis which has been done of a proposal to have a minimum salary for a

registered nurse of $30,000 and a maximum salary of $50,000 by 1990. This

proposal has become known as the 30-50-90 proposal.

The 30-50-90 proposal was analyzed by the Hospital Research Foundation

using statewide nursing study data that indicates that 90 percent of the

full-time equivalent registered nurses employed in Pennsylvania hospitals

earn an annual income of less than $30.000. The remaining 10 percent earn

more than $30,000 but less than $50,000.

It is estimated that the increase in the payroll expense for

registered nurses as a result of paying them the difference between their

current salary and the wage deemed appropriate in this proposal would be

$486 million above and beyond current labor expenditures.

If the number of registered nurses employed in hospitals in

Pennsylvania increases five percent (the level of last year's increase)

and the current salary distribution is applied to the 30-50-90 proposal,

the estimated new dollars required increases to $511 million. If the

number of registered nurses decreases by five percent and the salary

distribution remains the same, the estimated additional funds required

would be $462 million.

In summary, the salary increase associated with the 30-50-90 proposal

is approximately 11 percent of total hospital expenses. Historically, the

increase in total operating expenses has been eight to nine percent; the

30-50-90 proposal would add another 11 percent to the rate of increase in

hospital expenses, if everything else remained constant.

While Pennsylvania hospitals support the use of financial incentives

as a means of attracting and retaining nurses, there simply are not funds

available to do anything like the 30-50-90 proposal.

It should be noted, also, that the 30-50-90 would have a ripple effect

through the hospital if implemented. It would be impossible to make such

a drastic increase in nurses salaries without also increasing salaries of

other classes of employees comparably. The financial burden on hospitals

would be immense, particularly in light of restricted Medicare payments.

As you are aware, Pennsylvania is now third in the nation in terms of the

Elderly population and thus adequacy of Medicare payment is an extremely-

important issue for Pennsylvania's hospitals. With our costs, including

the cost of labor, rising at a significantly higher rate than increases in

payments, hospitals are severely restricted in their opportunity to

respond to issues such as the crisis in nursing. The question is not

whether we want to respond, but rather whether we have the necessary
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income to enable us to respond. And the answer is that today we do not

have adequate reimbursement to allow us to do everything that should be

done.

There is another aspect of the financial problem which is particularly

affecting hospitals in the Delaware Valley. In the Delaware Valley, there

are private agencies in business to supply registered nurses to hospitals

and these agencies have no financial restrictions on them similar to the

financial restrictions facing hospitals. The result is that many nurses

resign hospital positions to work for the agencies since they can offer

them higher salaries than the hospitals can. Agencies then force

hospitals into bidding wars for nurses. I cannot propose a solution at

this time, but I can tell you that many hospitals in this area are

concerned about what seems like unfair and inequitable competition.

Through the statewide nursing study, the four work groups which came

out of it, and the proposal for a nursing educational alliance, as well as

initiatives being taken by individual hospitals and hospitals working

cooperatively together, Pennsylvania's hospitals are taking a sound

approach to the nursing shortage problem by carefully defining the issues

and then seeking acceptable solutions for both the short- and long-term.

Our ability to carry out these solutions will depend in large measure on

the development of a Medicare payment program which adequately reimburses

hospitals for their costs and allows them to plan for the future.

On behalf of Pennsylvania's hospitals, I appreciate this opportunity

to address you today and I will be pleased to answer any questions you may

have.
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The American Hospital Association, on behalf of Its eore than 5,1oo

Institutional and 45,000 personal members, welcomes this opportunity to

present its views on the current nursing shortage. Few Issues are more vital

to the hospital community.

Hospitals are employing more nurses than ever -- 25 percent more than they did

before Impiementatlon of the prospective pricing system -- and patients are

benefiting from a higher nurse-to-patient ratio. Yet, hospitals continue to

seek more highly skilled nurses than are currently available. This has

happened because hospitals and the nurses working within therA are treating

sicker patients and affording a wider range of services than they were five

years ago. The current nurse shortage is only I Iktly to worsen because fewer

people are going Into nursing than before, In addition; with less federal

support for nursing students and schools, fewer nurses can acquire the

advanced training they need to fulfill the complex demands of today's hospital

environment.

Hospitals and their medical staffs are under pressure from all payers,

Including Medicare, to cut back on Inpatient hospital admissions, and to use

resources and provide services more efficiently. The unusually high demand

for nurses ay be a byproduct of this urge to economize. Fewer admissions and

shorter lengths of hospital stay swan that the average patient In the hospital

is sicker now than In the past, and requires more, and more highly trained,

nurses to care for them. In addition, with shorter recuperative periods

during which to prepare the patient for return to the community, hospitals

have devoted more nursing resources to patient care planning, discharge

preparation, and discharge placement.

If hospitals are to manage the challenges of caring for sicker patients In

less time, of improving patient satisfaction during hospitalization, and of
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improving the work environment for nurses to keep them on the job, they must

have adequate resources. To these ends, Congress should ensure that Medicare

payment bears a reasonable relationship to the cost of treating Medicare

patients. There is no question that hospitals can respond to positive

Incentives, and there Is also no question that continued Medicare payment rate

deficiencies will eventually impair the quality of care available to Medicare

beneficiaries and the public at large.

The following sections describe why the AMA believes there is a real and

growing shortage of nurses in this country; what we think some of the causes

are; what sone hospitals are doing to minimize the effects of the shortage on

their Institutions; and what Congress can do to keep the shortage from growing

to crisis proportions and to assure that hospitals can deal with the shortage

effectively and without compronising patient care.

CAUSES OF THE SHORTAGE

Because nursing shortages have occurred periodically in the past, some believe

that they are nothing more than temporary disturbances In the nursing labor

market. But the shortage facing hospitals today seems to be different and

harder to comprehend. More nurses are working than ever before. The supply

of registered nurses reached an all time peak In 1985. Contrary to popular

perception, few of these nurses are leaving the profession. Almost 80

percent of registered nurses are actively employed either full- or part-time

as nurses, a very high rate of labor force participation among women-dominated

professions. Of those not employed as nurses, only about 6 percent abandoned

the profession, and few of the rest are looking for work. Nurses are not

leaving hospitals for other settings in great numbers, either. The proportion

of all working nurses who are employed by hospitals -- a little over

two-thirds -- has been relatively constant for the past 30 years.

At the same time, the demand for nurses continues to exceed available supply.

Recent data from the AlA's most recent Nursing Oemand Survey, which was

conducted during the winter of 1987, reveals that the perception among

hospitals of a shortage of skilled nurses remains firm. Average hospital

vacancy rates for registered nurses rose silghtly between 1986 and 1987, to

11.3 percent nationally, and one-fourth of all hospitals report vacancy rates

In excess of 15 percent. While there was a slight decline In those reporting

a severe shortage of nurses through 1987, there were also fewer reporting "no

shortage," and an Increase In the proportion of hospitals reporting at least

some shortage. Most hospitals claim difficulty recruiting nurses for most

positions. Most hospitals were seeking medical/surgical nurses and skilled
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registered nurses for intensive care units. More than two months are

generally needed to fill these positions.

Some comson assumptions about causes of the shortage are not borne out by

current research. Although It is popularly believed that many nurses are

being siphoned off to other settings or are leaving nursing for other

professional career options, this does not seen to be the case. The shortage

also Is not merely a product of poor geographic distribution of nurses,

because the unmet demand for nurses cuts across all geographic areas. In

fact, though the supply of nurses relative to population tends to be higher In

urban areas, more urban area hospitals report severe shortages. Neither is

the shortage explained by a high turnover rate in hospitals. Because most

nurses remain in nursing and continue to work In hospitals, turnover would

affect vacancy rates but not the aggregate supply of nurses. Moreover, If

to- over were the only determining feature of the shortage, hospitals would

not report such difficulty filling positions.

REASONS UNDERLYING THE NURSE SHORTAGE

The AJA believes there are two factors contributing to the current shortage.

First, hospitals are employing more nurses to do a wider variety of functions

than In the past. Hospitals employ far more registered nurses relative to

other staff than they did when PPS was Implemented in 1983. When Congress

created Incentives for greater efficiency In the production of patient

services, hospitals responded with cuts In their labor force, the single

largest component of hospital variable costs. These cuts were made In the

best possible places, where they were least likely to affect patient care.

Hospitals employ about 100,000 fewer people than they did in 1983, but almost

40,000 more nurses. Nurse-to-patient ratios have risen from SO per 100

patients In 1970 to 91 nurses per 100 In 1986. Hospitals now have a much

higher ratio of nurses to other hospital personnel, and, among the nurses, a

higher proportion of registered nurses to licensed practical or vocational

nurses. when Medicare was Implemented, registered nurses comprised only

one-third of a hospital's nursing service personnel; they now account for

about 98 percent.

The higher proportion of registered nurses on the hospital staff Is largely

attributable to a widespread perception among hospitals that they are treating

sicker patients than five years ago. In the AiA's recent hospital nursing

personnel survey, Increased patient acuity was reported by the vast majority

of hospitals of all types, of all sites, in all regions, and in both urban and
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rural areas -- though especially In urban areas. Clearly with the decline In

admissions since 1983, and a concomitant Increase In outpatient services,

many short-stay, low-cost, and low-intensity admissions have not taken place.

Consequently, patients In the hospital are likely to be on average sicker and

require more intensive services. Shorter lengths of stay also Increase the

Intensity of patient care. Hospitals are under pressure to ensure that

patients receive all the care they need during their hospitalization, but

facilities have less time to prepare the patient for discharge and to search

for appropriate post-hospital placement. More skilled personnel are needed to

provide comprehensive patient care, Including patient education, discharge

preparation, discharge planning, and medical utilization and quality review,

all of which require technical knowledge and sound clinical judgment. -

The second factor suggesting more severe shortages in the future Is that fewer

people have been entering the profession since 1983. Enrollment declines have

been sharp enough to prompt several major training centers to shut down their

nursing schools. The American Council on Education noted a 50 percent drop

since the aid 1970s -- most sharply since 1983 -- in first-year freshman women

who plan careers in nursing. Declines In federal support for nursing schools

and nursing students could mean further enrollment declines. In addition,

with 1987 budget reconciliation law changes requiring Medicare to Increase

requirements for registered nurse staffing in nursing homes, the new demand

from outside hospitals could create an additional drain on the nurse supply

available to hospitals.

WHAT HOSPITALS ARE COINS

Hospitals are trying to find Innovative ways to cope with the shortage of

nurses. Within the lizi of available resources, some are trying to attract

nurses with higher salaries. Valley Community Hospital of Dallas, Oregon, has

had some success reducing its turnover rate by creating a wage differential

for undesirable night and weekend shifts. Some facilities are restructuring

the role of the hospital nurse to make better use of the high skills offered

by the registered nurses and confer routine and non-clinical functions on

ancillary staff. Other Institutions are attempting to Improve the work

environment and make nursing In the hospital more attractive to lower nurse

turnover, Improve recruitment, and contribute to attracting now entrants Into

nursing.

Introducing new structure to nursing delivery entails a major comnitment on

the part of the Institution, but hospitals are rising to the challenge.
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o Hartford Hospital, Hartford, Connecticut, has created a multi-level

"clinical nursing assistant" program to provide specialized assistance to

registered nurse staff by performing some of the non-clinical functions.

o Riverview Medical Center, Red Bank, Hew Jersey, implemented a

collaborative model of nursing practice which, through integrated record

keeping and "grand rounds" by a multi-disciplinary team of physicians,

nurses, social workers, and physical therapists, makes the nursing role

more attractive by Increasing the nurse's responsibility for the

patient's care plan, making better use of the nurse's clinical expertise,

and improving cornunication among staff.

o The Boston-based Hew England Medical Center hospitals have undertaken an

ambitious case-management program that uses the primary nurse to

organize, direct, evaluate, r-' revise the care plan for patients

throughout the stay In the Institution and through other levels of care

beyond the hospital stay.

o Cedars-Sinai Medical Center In Los Angeles has implemented a

comprehensive retention and recruitment program designed not only to

create a more congenial work environment but to meet the professional

development needs of Its nurses. In addition to a staff nurse advisory

board, nurse productivity practice committee, and nurse recognition

awards program, Cedars-Sinai has Implemented specialized in-house

clinical training programs, a mobile skills laboratory, and career

advancement training.

o Memorial Mission Hospital in Asheville, North Carolina created its own

critical care nurse training program for new nurse graduates to meet an

unmet need for critical care nurses and to address the career development

concerns of its own nurses.

Other hospitals provide child care for working parents to make it possible

forsome of the many part-time nurses to increase their hours. One

researcherhypothesizes that a marginal increase in the number of hours logged

by the 500,000 part-time registered nurses -- representing over one-fourth of

the nursing pool -- could substantially affect the supply of

full-tIme-equivalent nurses.

CONGRESS' ROLE

but an Individual hospital can only do so rrt to affect an industry-wide

dysfunction In the nursing labor market, particularly If enrollment In nursing
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schools continues to fall. Hospital efforts to make the nursing profession

appear more attractive may help, but they cannot do It alone. There are two

Important roles for Congress to play.

In the long term, Congress must reassert Its conmuitment to support for nursing

education. Federal funding support for nursing schools and students fell from

$160 million In 1973 to $56 million In 1988. Additional federal funding could

help attract qualified individuals In undergraduate nursing programs or could

be targeted to support educational mobility opportunities to enable licensed

practical nurses to acquire the nursing education needed for registered nurse

licensure. Funding and financial aid for entry level nurse education are

essential but should not eclipse funding for advanced training to enhance the

skill level of the nursing pool. AHA surveys indicate that a majority of

hospitals have vacancies for nurse managers, and the need continues to grow

for nurse specialists that can contribute in an increasingly technology

intensive delivery system.

Funding for demonstration projects to test new nursing practice models and

Improve the working conditions of nurses, and funding to encourage the

development of child care programs and parental leave that can increase the

participation of part-time nurses are also worth considering. These could

make a substantial contribution to alleviating the shortage.

Of course, making funds available to educate additional nurses will not solve

the problem unless hospitals are able to pay nurses the competitive salaries

needed to attract people Into the profession. Adequat- mnpensation, work

environment improvements, and special programs for retention and recruitment

of nurses, will clearly not be possible if hospitals are Inadequately paid for

delivering care. Congress can do a great deal In this regard In view of Its

role In financing health care services.

The principal thing Congress should do Is ensure adequate Medicare payments to

hospitals. Facilities should receive annual updates reflecting the Inflation

actually faced by hospitals. But, the actual update factors over the past

five years have been consistently below HCFA's marketbasket estimate, creating

a cumulative shortfall of more than 11 percent. In addition, even If the

updates were at the level of the marketbasket calculation, Medicare rates

would still be Insufficient. Because HCFA computes the index using a blend of

hospital and non-hospital wage data, Increases In nurses wages are

systenatically underrepresented by current estimates of hospital inflation.

Thus updates at even the marketbasket level would still understate actual
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hospital Inflation arid Impose additional downward pressure on nurses' wages.

Congress should direct HCFA to base the labor component of the sarketbasket on

hospital wages alone rather than en a combination of hospital and non-hospital

wages, and should ensure that Medicare price updates reflect actual increases

in hospital Inflation.

Mow that Medicare PPS third year cost data are available, It is clear that

despite Increases In hospital productivity, Increased case six and higher

Intensity of services have driven per-case costs upward since the first year.

Moet analysts today, Including the Prospective Payment Assessment Commission,

project hospitals' FY 1988 PPS payments to be below costs, with negative

margins In the aggregate. Mospitals'cannot continue very long to absorb

losses on such a large portion of patient revenue as Medicare reor ents.

Hospitals will surely not be able to respond effectively to the nurse shortage

when operating under a deficit.

In addition to ensuring adequate Medicare payments, Congress could help

stimulate private-sector health Insurance coverage for workers and their

dependents, and could expand financing of care for the medically Indigent who

are unable to obtain private health coverage. The federal government must

Insist on adequate provider payment for Medicaid services using Its Increased

flexibility In setting payment levels granted under 1981 budget reconciliation

low.

CONCLUS ION

Todays nursing shortage does not appear to be I Ike other nursing shortages.

Longstanding trends Increasing hospital demand for nurses, including an

increase In patients' average severity of illness and budget cuts that have

forced reductions In the hospital labor force, have induced hospitals to

Increase registered nurse staffing relative to other hospital personnel. At

the same time, for a variety of social, demographic, and economic reasons,

fewer women are entering schools of nursing, threatening sharp declines In the

nurse supply.

Hospitals are being asked to respond with higher wages and innovative

management of nursing and ancillary personnel, and they are doing what they

can. But hospitals are going to manage the challenges of providing for sicker

patients In less time, of improving patient satisfaction during

hospitalization, and of Improving the work environment for nurses to keep them

on the job, Institutions must be given adequate resources. Hospitals have to

find a way to reconcile these competing pressures. Congress can help by

ensuring adequate Medicare payments.
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Senator HEINZ. Thank you, very much. And I thank you for an
excellent statement, and rest assured that I think there will be a
lot of interest in both your and the National Association's testimo-
ny.

Mary Naylor.

STATEMENT OF MARY NAYLOR, PH.D., F.A.A.N., R.N., ASSOCIATE
DEAN AND DIRECTOR OF UNDERGRADUATE STUDIES, UNIVER-
SITY OF PENNSYLVANIA, SCHOOL OF NURSING
Ms. NAYLOR. On behalf of the members of the American Associa-

tion of Colleges of Nursing and the Pennsylvania Nurses' Associa-
tion, I am pleased to have the opportunity to present testimony to
this committee related to the nursing shortage.

Senator Heinz, your commitment to quality health care for the
elderly is very well recognized and deeply appreciated by the nurs-
ing community. I had the good fortune to learn of this commitment
first hand, as mentioned earlier, when I worked with your staff for
several months in 1985 and 1986. As a result of this experience, I
know that you and the members of this committee understand the
pivotal role that nurses play in delivering quality, affordable
health care.

An acute shortage of qualified nurses exists in this country, with
far-reaching implications for the health of this Nation. This situa-
tion is compounded by a significant decrease in nursing school en-
rollments and a dramatic decline in the national pool of high
school and college students indicating an interest in nursing. These
major changes in the current and future supply of nurses are oc-
curring at a time when the need for highly sophisticated, compe-
tent, caring nurses is more urgent than at any other period in
nursing history.

A major factor contributing to clinically caring nurses today and
for years to come is the rapid growth of the elderly population in
this country, most notably, the frail elderly. An adequate supply of
nurses willing and able to dedicate themselves to the special needs
of populations such as the elderly is critical to the development of
a cost-effective continuum of health services.

I come to the committee today, therefore, with a series of recom-
mendations which are designed to assure quality health care for
the elderly and for all citizens of this country by strengthening the
nursing profession's ability to recruit and retain bright men and
women. The Pennsylvania Nurses' Association will furnish this
committee with documentation to support these recommendations.

My first set of recommendations are directed toward enhancing
the work environment of nurses.

I believe that the Division of Nursing should support the demon-
stration and evaluation of innovative models of nurse managed
care for the elderly and other high-risk patient populations who re-
quire an affordable continuum of quality health services including
acute, transitional, and long-term care.

Nurse managed care presents opportunities for the nursing pro-
fession to address the issues of allocation of scarce resources, appro-
priateness and effectiveness of care, cost containment and profes-
sional accountability. Further, nurse managed care systems pro-
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mote autonomy and job satisfaction. Nurses are uniquely qualified
to coordinate and monitor the complex needs of those groups of pa-
tients who require managed care.

Second, the Division of Nursing should support the demonstra-
tion and evaluation of major changes in the organization and prac-
tice of nursing in hospitals which are designed to increase the re-
tention of qualified nurses.

The 1987 American Hospitals Association Nursing Personnel
Survey showed that 20 percent of nurses at the average hospital
had been employed for less than 1 year. The AHA's Division of
Nursing estimates that if 20 percent of the 800,000 nurses working
in U.S. hospitals are recruited to a new work environment each
year at an average cost of $20,000 per nurse, nurse turnover is re-
sponsible for an aggregate annual cost to hospitals of $3 billion. Im-
proving nurse retention could go a long way toward reducing va-
cancies at the institutional level as well as contributing to improve
quality of care through a more stable, experienced professional
nursing staff.

A broad consensus has emerged in recent years that resolving
the Nation's nursing crisis requires restructuring the organization
and practice of nursing in hospitals. Both the National Commission
on Nursing sponsored by the Hospital Research and Education
Trust and the congressionally mandated study of nursing conduct-
ed by the Institute of Medicine, National Academy of Sciences con-
cluded that nursing roles require restructuring to improve nurses'
satisfaction with their work and make more efficient and effective
use of the unique skills and expertise of nurses, as well as to retain
experienced nurses in clinical care.

Since these two blue ribbon reports were issued in the early
1980's, some hospitals around the country have begun to experi-
ment with various strategies to enhance the attractiveness of hospi-
tal nursing. However, few of these efforts have been adequately de-
scribed, and there is almost no systematic evaluation of the impact
of these innovative programs on nurse retention or cost.

Third, the National Center for Nursing Research should identify
as a priority and receive additional funding for studies which in-
volve cross industry comparisons of the use of various incentives
and staffing patterns to enhance nursing staff retention.

There is little doubt that lack of control over working hours is
the single most unattractive aspect of hospital nursing. Obviously,
hospitals and nursing homes must have nurse coverage on a 24-
hour basis. There are many other industries that operate on this
basis who seem to have successfully addressed the 24-hour staffing
requirement. A cross industry comparison of the costs and benefits
of 24-hour staffing policies and practices as well as other labor
practices would substantially improve our understanding of their
potential applicability in hospitals.

The following recommendations are designed to support the edu-
cation of nurses:

Hospitals, other employers of nurses, and schools of nursing
should be supported in their efforts to provide incentives for diplo-
ma and associate degree nurses to pursue more advanced degrees
in nursing, specifically the Bachelor's degree in Nursing and the
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Master's degree in Nursing, because of the dramatic need for
nurses with these levels of education in the workforce.

Major factors contributing to the increasing demand for nurses
educated at the undergraduate and graduate levels include in-
creased acuity and complexity of patients' needs in hospitals, nurs-
ing homes and home care settings resulting from the introduction
of the prospective payment system, and continued technological ad-
vances in health care. Projected needs for full-time registered
nurses with baccalaureate degrees are about twice the projected
supply for 1990 and 2000. For nurses with graduate degrees, the re-
quirements are about three times higher than the projected supply.
This represents a deficiency of 619,000 nurses prepared at the un-
dergraduate and graduate levels. Existing and new baccalaureate
and graduate nursing programs would need to more than double
their enrollments in order to achieve the desired number of profes-
sional nurses by the year 2000.

Hospitals, other employers of nurses, and schools of nursing
should receive Federal and State support to establish work-study
and work-grant programs designed to attract new students into the
nursing profession.

This recommendation recognizes the unique nature of the popu-
lation choosing nursing as a career, often older students with
major family responsibilities and limited access to traditional fi-
nancial aid options.

A work study program would enable students to work during the
summer and school years as nurse assistants in hospitals, nursing
homes, or other health care settings. This program could provide
tuition support, and at the same time, enable students to develop
essential skills in the care of special patient populations. A work-
grant program would enable nursing students to devote more of
their time to study by receiving tuition support while attending
school. In return for tuition, students would agree to work for a
period of time after graduation in hospitals, nursing homes, or
other health care settings.

Third, the authorization of the Nursing Student Loan Program
needs to be increased and restrictions currently associated with
this program eased in order to more effectively address the finan-
cial burden of nursing students.

And finally, we need to increase advanced nurse training appro-
priations. Special priority should be given to those advanced nurse
training programs that prepare clinical specialists and nurse prac-
titioners for the care of patient populations with special needs in-
cluding the elderly.

Today and in the foreseeable future, this Nation will face multi-
faceted problems in caring for our elderly, for the chronically ill
and for those Americans who have limited access to health care.
Recent research has demonstrated that nurses can provide quality,
cost-effective care to many segments of the population-young
mothers with very low birthweight infants, young men and women
with AIDS, individuals with chronic mental and physical illnesses,
and the frail elderly and their families. Nurses have made life and
death differences in health care settings throughout the country.
The nursing profession must continue to attract bright, committed
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men and women to fully contribute to our Nation's quest for excel-
lence in health care.

The health of Americans requires intelligent, sophisticated, and
caring nurses to offer health services at the lowest cost and highest
quality. Legislation must enable this to occur. Nursing is a nation-
al resource and properly used can significantly help to address the
health problems we are facing today and anticipating tomorrow.
Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Mary Naylor follows:]

88-594 - 89 - 3
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6 April 1988
by Mary D. Naylor, Ph.D. P.A.A.N., R.N.

Associate Dean and Director of Undergraduate Studies
University of Pennsylvania, School of Nursing

Introduction

On behalf of the meshers of the American Association of Colleges of Nursing

and the Pennsylvania Nurses' Association, I an pleased to have the opportunity

to present testimony to this Committee related to the nursing shortage.

Senator Heinz, your commitment to quality health care for the elderly is well

recognized and deeply appreciated by the nursing community. I had the good

fortune to learn of this commitment first hand when I worked with your staff

for several sonths in 1985 and 1986. As e result of this experience, I know

that you and the members of this Committee understand the pivotal role that

nurses play in delivering quality, affordable health care.

An acute shortage of qualified nurses exists in this country, with far

reaching implications for the health of this nation. This situation is

compounded by a significant decrease in nursing school enrollments and a

dranatic decline in the national pool of high school and college students

indicating an interest in nursing. These major changes in the current and

future supply of nurses are occurring at a tine when the need for highly

sophisticated, caring nurses is more urgent than at any other period in

nursing's history.

A major factor contributing to the increased demand for competent,

clinically caring nurses toddy and for years to cone is the rapid growth of the

elderly population in this country, most notably, the frail elderly. An

adequate supply of nurses willing and able to dedicate themselves to the

special needs of populations such as the elderly is critical to the development

of a cost-effective continuum of health services.

I cone before this Committee today, with a series of recommendations which

are designed to assure quality health care for the elderly and for all citizens

of this country by strengthening the nursing profession's ability to recruit

and retain bright men and women. The Pennsylvania Nurses' Association will

furnish this Committee with documentation to support these recommendations.

A. Nursing Practice

My first set of recommendations are directed toward enhancing the work

environment of nurses.

1. The Division of Nursing should support demonstration and the

evaluation of innovative models of nurse managed care for the elderly and

other high risk patient populations who require an affordable continuum of

quality health services including acute, transitional and long-term care.
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Nurse managed care presents opportunities for the nursing profession to

address the issues of allocation of scarce resources, appropriateness and

effectiveness of care, cost containment and professional accountability.

Further, nurse managed care systems promote autonomy and job satisfaction.

Nurses are uniquely qualified to coordinate and monitor the complex needs

of those groups of patients who require managed care.

2. The Division of Nursing should support the demonstration and

evaluation of major changes in the organization and practice of nursing in

hospitals which are designed to increase the retention of qualified

nurses.

The 1987 AbA Hospital Nursing Personnel Survey showed that 20 percent

of nurses at the average hospital had been employed for less than one

year. The ABA's Division of Nursing estimates that if 20 percent of the

000,000 nurses working in U.S. hospitals are recruited to a noe work

environment each year at an average cost of 520.000 per nurse, nurse

turnover is responsible for an aggregate annual cost to hospitals of $3

billion (Connie Curran, ABA). Improving nurse retention could gom* long

way toward reducing vacancies at the institutional level as well as

contributing to improved quality of care through a sore stable, experienced

professional nursing staff.

A broad consensus has emerged in recent years that resolving the

nation's nursing crisis requires restructuring the organization and

practice of nursing in hospitals. Both the National Commission on Nursing

sponsored by the Hospital Research and Education Trust and the

Congressionally mandated study of nursing conducted by the Institute of

Medicine, National Academy of Sciences concluded that nursing roles require

restructuring to improve nurses' satisfaction with their work and make more

efficient and effective use of the unique skills and expertise of nurses,

as well as to retain experienced nurses in clinical care,

Since these two blue ribbon reports were issued in the early 1980's

some hospitals around the country have begun to experiment with various

strategies to enhance the attractiveness of hospital nursing. HNowever, few

of these efforts have been adequately described and there is almost no

systematic evaluation of the impact of these innovative programs on nurse

retention or costs.

3. The National Center for Nursing Research should identify as a priority

and receive additional funding for studies which involve cross industry

comparisons of the usie of various incentives and staffing patterns to

enhance nursing staff retention.
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There is little doubt that lack of control over working hours is the

single most unattractive aspect of hospital nursing. Obviously, hospitals

and nursing hones must have nurse coverage on a 24 hour basis. There are

many other industries that operate on this basis who seem to have

successfully addressed the 24 hour staffing requirement. A cross industry

comparison of the costs and benefits of 24 hour staffing poliries and

practices as well as other labor practices would subhtantially improve our

understanding of their potential applicability in hospitals.

B. Nursing Zducation

The following recommendations are designed to support the education of

nurses.

1. Hospitals, other employers ot nurses and schools of nursing should be

supported in their efforts to provide incentives for diploma and associate

degree nurses to pursue more advanced degrees in nursing (B.S.N. and

h.S.N.) because of the dramatic need for nurses with these levels of

education in the workforce.

Major factors contributing to the increasing demand for nurses educated

at the undergraduate and graduate levels include: increased acuity and

complexity of patients' needs in hospitals, nursing hoaes and hone care

settings resulting from the introduction of PPS and continued technological

advances in health care. Projected needs for full-time registered nurses

with baccalaureate degrees are about twice the projected supply for 1990

and 2000. For nurses with graduate degrees, the requirements are about

three times higher than the projected supply. This represents a deficiency

of 619,000 nurses prepared at the undergraduate and graduate levels.

Existing and nec baccalaureate and graduate nursing programs would need to

more than double their enrollments in order to achieve the desired number

of professional nurses by the year 2000.

2. Hospitals, other employers of nurses and schools of nursing should

receive federal and state support to establish work-study and wort-grant

programs designed to attract new students into the nursing profession.

A work-study program would enable students to work during the summer

and school years as nurse assistants in hospitals, nursing homes or other

health care settings. This program could provide tuition support, and at

the some time, enable students to develop essential skills in the care of

special patient populations. A work-grant program would enable nursing

students to devote more of their time to study by receiving tuition support

while attending school. In return for tuition, students would agree to

work for a period of tine after graduation in hospitals, nursing hoses or
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other health care settings. This recommendation recognizes the unique

nature of the population choosing nursing as a career--older students,

often with major foxily responsibilities and limited access to traditional

financial aid options.

3. The authorization of the Nursing Student Loan Program (ISLP) needs to

be increased and restrictions currently associated with this progras eased

in order to more effectively address the financial burden of nursing

students.

The increased funds for the Nursing Student Loan Program could be

earmarked as a payback option. Students who receive conies from this

Program could elect to pay the loon back through traditional means or

through service to special populations. Currently, students can receive a

maximum of $10,000 (S2,S00/per year for up to four years) under this fund.

The NSLP has had no new monies added to this revolving fund for the past

several years. This program has been reauthorized to include only those in

'exceptional financial need." To receive funds, students' resources must

not exceed 5St of the costs of attending school. Because of these and

other restrictions. nany schools of nursing no longer participate in this

program. Increased support for and restructuring of the NSLP could

significantly ease the financial burden of nursing students.

4. My final recommendation is to increase advanced nurse training

appropriations. Special priority should be given to those advanced nursing

education progrsms that prepare clinical epecialists and nurses

practitioners for the care of patient populations with special needs

including the elderly.

Summary

Today and in the foreseeable future, this nation will face multifaceted

problems in caring for our elderly, for the chronically ill and for those

americans who have limited access to health care. Recent research has

demonstrated that nurses can provide quality, cost-effective care to many

segments of the population--young mothers with very low-birthweight infants,

young men and women with LIDS, individuals with chronic mental and physical

illnesses and the frail elderly and their families. Nurses have made life and

death differences in health care settings throughout this country. The nursing

profession must continue to attract bright, committed men and women to fully

contribute to our nation's quest for excellence in health care.

The health of kmericans requires intelligent, sophisticated and caring

nurses to offer health services at the lowest cost and highest quality.

Legislation must enable this to occur. Nursing is a national resource and

properly used can significantly help to address the health problems we are

facing today and anticipating tomorrow. Thank you.
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Senator HEINZ. Mary, thank you very much. That was excellent.
Dr. Willging.

STATEMENT OF PAUL WILLGING, PH.D., EXECUTIVE DIRECTOR,
AMERICAN HEALTH CARE ASSOCIATION

Dr. WILLGING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman. We have prepared a
written statement. With your permission, I will only briefly sum-
marize it today.

Senator HEINZ. Without objection, the entire statement will be
part of the record.

Dr. WILLGING. Thank you, Mr. Chairman, for the opportunity to
testify today. I represent 9,000 nursing homes across the country as
the executive director of the American Health Care Association.
One slight correction, Mr. Chairman, we represent both nonpro-
prietary and proprietary nursing homes, and in fact, are the larg-
est nonproprietary representative body in the city of Washington,
DC, as well.

Senator HEINZ. Which do you have more of?
Dr. WILLGING. We have more proprietary nursing homes because

the industry is structured more toward proprietary homes; 70 per-
cent of all nursing homes are investor homes.

Ten days ago, Mr. Chairman, the ninth largest nursing home
company in the United States filed bankruptcy in the bankruptcy
courts in California. For the last three-quarters, the largest nursing
home care company in the United States has posted losses. Hill-
gate, a company headquartered here in the State of Pennsylvania,
geriatric and medical centers, has begun to post losses.

I raise this not to ask for sympathy for the financial plight of
nursing homes. That clearly is not your concern. That is our con-
cern. I raise it, however, in terms of a basic premise that needs to
be made. The nursing home industry is in the most precarious fi-
nancial position it has ever experienced in its 20- or 30-year histo-
ry. That precarious financial situation is largely a function of the
nursing shortage. And ultimately, and this is where you are con-
cerned, Mr. Chairman, the industry, in the disarray currently
being faced by the nursing home industry can only ultimately see
the impact on the residents requiring service.

I'd like to make that statement and explain it in some detail. I'd
also like to suggest that when one looks to the nursing shortage in
this country, one looks for the potential solutions of that shortage,
one has to recognize some very basic differences between the acute
care setting and the long-term care setting. We are two completely
different industries, and our concerns, our needs and then poten-
tially the solutions are equally different.

First, how is the nursing shortage so seriously bankrupt, essen-
tially, in the nursing home industry, and how does that impact ul-
timately on patient care?

Essentially when a nursing home, be it a corporation, an individ-
ual proprietary facility, a non-proprietary facility, cannot achieve
the levels of nursing required, both in terms of its own require-
ments for high quality care, as well in terms of as basic Federal
and State standards, when those nurses are not available, it looks
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to the temporary nurse, it looks to the pool for its registered
nurses.

The second largest nursing home corporation is Hill Haven. It
houses a large number of facilities on the east coast. It bills 40 per-
cent of its nursing hours every year to a pool of registered nurses,
40 percent, at premiums, two, three, four times, in some cases, with
very difficult requirements, two, three, and four times times the
rate that we pay the staff nurses.

An industry which is traditionally operated on very narrow mar-
gins, and I recall testifying before you once before Mr. Chairman,
and you suggested that the grocery store industry had even nar-
rower margins, but I think we would agree 1 or 2 percent is cutting
it very tight.

When it then reaches an unanticipated high cost, energy, or in
this case, the nursing issue, obviously, it has difficulties, and those
difficulties have become clearer and clearer over the past few
years, this, even prior the Omnibus Budget Reconciliation Act back
in 1987, which has placed major new staffing requirements on the
nursing industry. And staffing requirements, I think we would all
agree, are all at the root. It's almost intolerable, given the acuity
levels of today's nursing home patients, that facilities in certain
States can get by with only one shift of nurses and that just li-
censed personnel.

Indeed, we were disappointed, Mr. Chairman, not to have been
able to support the desire expressed both by you and your col-
league, Congressman Walters, and the State of Pennsylvania per-
haps moved even beyond what was ultimately enacted by Congress,
but as we looked at the shortage in terms of supply, and as we look
at the difficulties in terms of reimbursement, we recognized that
we were going to have a difficult enough time adhering even to the
fairly dramatically increased requirements that were contained in
OBRA 1987, much less, despite are own ultimate desire, to remove
24-hour registered nursing requirements.

Indeed, I can guarantee today, Mr. Chairman, that once the
nurse staffing requirements of OBRA are finally implemented in
the early 90's, we will see massive numbers of nursing homes in
this country terminating the Medicare and Medicaid not because of
a lack of desire, but simply because the nurses are not there. Even
when the nurses are there, the nature of the medical reimburse-
ment program does not allow sufficient reimbursement to pay the
nurses' salaries.

Let me, if I could, briefly move to what I think some of the solu-
tions have got to be.

As I suggested, the nursing home industry is dramatically differ-
ent in its utilization of nursing personnel than the acute care in-
dustry. Most nurses in the acute care settings are registered
nurses. Most nurses in the long-term care setting are licensed prac-
tical nurses or licensed vocational nurses. In some States, for exam-
ple, Oklahoma, the ratio of LPN's to RN's is 5 to 1. LPN's are the
lifeblood of the long-term care industry, not necessarily by prefer-
ence, but again, as a result of the marketplace within which it has
had to operate.

And as we look to solutions, if we look to solutions dealing only
with the availability of registered nurses in this country, the solu-
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tions have not helped long-term care. The solutions have not im-
pacted favorably on the care provided our residents until we can
deal with the issues of supply of RN's and the reimbursements.

Second, as we look to solutions, let us not ignore the advances
and innovations that have taken place in the academic setting in
terms of the workplace. The demonstrations that we have. They
are important. But as you have suggested in your own public state-
ments, ultimately this Nation has got to deal with the underlying
issue, the underlying issue of resources.

I'm always amazed at those that would have us believe that the
nursing shortage issue is a highly complex issue. It is not a highly
complex issue; 20 or 30 years ago, young women, it was considered
primarily a women's profession, had two or three choices when
looking for fulfilling a rewarding professional career. They could
become teachers, they could become either nurses, some of the Sis-
ters told me they could become nuns. In this country that has
changed. Thank God, it has. And now, women have as many oppor-
tunities as do their male counterparts. One of the basic differences
is that nursing still will reward inadequately both financially and
in terms of professional esteem.

We have got to deal with the issue of resources. There are no two
ways around that problem.

And when we get to the area of long-term care, particularly in
the nursing home industry, we need to recognize that until we are
along at an even keel with the rest of the health care sector, we
will never be able to recruit, attract, and retain the nurses we
need. We have got to as a Nation ask ourselves whether we will
continue to allow State Medicaid programs to balance their budgets
on the back of long-term care residents.

The data is explicitly clear, Mr. Chairman. The average charge
in a nursing home makes 23-percent less than the average charge
nurse in a hospital. The average staff nurse in a nursing home
makes 19-percent less than a staff nurse in a hospital. And after
we in the nursing home industry have been able to deal with the
psychological hurdles that a potential candidate brings to bear
when looking at the possibility of working in a nursing home, and
those psychological hurdles you know about do spring up, the per-
ceptions of nursing homes are not that favorable in this country.
The same is true of nurses.

And once we have attracted that nurse, once we have shown her
that with her experience that she will only make 80 percent of
what she could make in a hospital, that is one of our most critical
issues, and one we have got to urge you and your colleagues to deal
with, a much more systemic, much more economically based issue
that until it is resolved, will continue to not just provide con-
straints in the resolution of this issue, but indeed exacerbate it.
Thank you very much.

[The prepared statement of Dr. Willging follows:]
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Good morning. I am Dr. Paul Willging, executive vice president

of the American Health Care Association (AHCA), the largest

organization representing America's long term care providerm.

ASCA's membership exceeds 9,000 nursing homes which prnvide

care for over 950,000 chronicaiiy ill patients each day.

It is, indeed, a pleasure to appear before your filid hearing,

mr. Chairman, to discuss what we in the industry consider to

be one of the most important issues racing the long term care

industry -- the shortage of nurses.. I an especially pleased
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that you have chosen to examine this problem because of your

strong past support for increasing nurse staffing requirements

for long tern oare facilities. Now that Congress has raised

nurse arsffing standards in the recent reconoiliation bill,

I command you for your interest in assuring that the supply

of nurses in sufficient to meet those new federal nursing require-

ments.

Let me first say that the nurse shortage problem is not

just a ahort term or opolical phenomenon for the long term oare

industry. The nurse shortage problem is real, it is chronic,

and it exists in all geographic areas where long tern care is

provided. And frankly, it is handicapping our ability to provide

quality care.

Let me document our problems with a few details. Much

concern has been expressed about the registered nurse (RN) vacancy

rate in hospitals which has risen to 13.6 percent. A recent

survey of our membership revealed that 58 percent of all long

term care facilities reported vacancies for RNs. One-third

indicated a need for RNs just to meet current minimum federal

standards for staffing. Yet the shortage is not just limited

to RNso Seventy-eight percent of long term care facilities

indicated a nignificant shortage of RNs in their service areas,

and 79 percent reported a shortage of licensed practical nurses

(LPNs). Recruitment has become much more difficult than in

the past, and almost one-half of our member facilities report

it taken over three months to fill RN vacancies.

Most deficiencies found by state and federal surveyors

inspecting nursing homes relate to lack of adequately prepared

staff. In light of the new staffing requirements recently enactec,

we are very concerned that staffing pressures will only worsen.

How are nursing homes coping with the nurse shortage crisis?

Staff shortages and high turnover have forced long term care

facilities to rely more heavily on nursing pool agencies for

temporary employees. In a recent Massachusetts study, almost

two-thirds of long term facilities in the state reported they

rely on nursing pools to cover RN vacancies. One-third indicated

they are forced to use them *frequently. This is not a favorable
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trend, and there is little doubt that it impacts negatively

on the quality of care.

Short-term employeea do not provide the continuity that

is an essential part of quality care for long-tern patiento.

Temporary nurses often have inadequate training, are more expensive,

and orten are not available for weekend and other undesirable

shifts. Clearly, nursing pools are not a viable replacement

for qualified and trained staff that have a stake in the quality

of care provided to residents.

A number of state studies document rather dramatically

the growing problem long ters care providers are having wite

nursing pools. Until recently, these agencies had assumed a

relatively minor and useful role in assisting nursing homes

and other heath care providers with their short-term staffing

needs. The nursing ahort-.e has changed the nature of the market-

place relationship considerably.

Now, nursing pools compete for scarce personnel driving

up the hourly charge for pool nurses to the point of double

or even triple that of in-house nurses. Pool rates not only

have profound impacts on labor costs incurred by facilities,

but such salaries create resentment among stafr nurses who work

side-by-side with pool nurses earning substantially more for

the same job. According to a recent Florida study, projections

estimate that the additional costa of nursing pools and some

overtime will cost the state Medicaid program as much as $15.7

million during the 1988-89 fiscal year.

Alternatively, nursing homes, as well as hospitals, are

looking to other countries with commensurate nursing education

programs, such as Canada, Ireland, the United Kingdom anc the

Philippines, to recruit RNs to work in their facilities. It

often takes two years for a foreign nurse to relocate In this

country, and clearly this is not a viable long-term solution

to the nursing shortage problem.

The future availability of nursing personnel is not promising

either. Toe moot recent report on nursing from the Department

of Health and Human Services revealed that in 1983, 121,000

professional nurses worked in nursing homes, and it predicts

that in 1990, 500,000 wili be needed. By the year 2000, over
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one million RNs will be needee sn long term care facilities.

Bear in mind thac these projections do not reflect the new nurse

staffing requirements signed into law in December. Yet, all

evidence points to declining enrollment in nursing programs,

declining interest in nursing careers among college students,

and a shrinking pool of females age 18-24 -- the population

most likely to enter the nureing profession.

The proportion of inoeming freshman who are interested

in nursing am a career declined by 50 percent in the lat decade.

An a result of declining interest in nursing, many of the tbree-year

diploma schools, which supply 41 percent of the nation's working

RNs and 60 percent of the long term care RSa, have closed.

In fact, based on current enrollment and attrition statistics,

American colleges will graduate more physicians than degreed

nurses in 1990.

While there are more nursing homes than hospitals in this

country and more nursing hone patients than acute hospital patients,

only 7.1 percent of all employed RBs work in nursing hones.

Yet the need for ENS is increasing more rapidly in long-term

health care than any otuer health field -- the projected ratio

of nurses in the year 2000 employed in hospitals versus nursing

hoses is 40 to 36 percent. Although future growth in nursing

hoses appears to be in long-term care, it has been difficult

to attract RNs into the nursing hose setting. Traditionally,

nursing homes have been the practice sett,_ of last choice

for RBs, despite the great need for R~s in long tern care facilities.

The etiology of our nursing shortage is complex. From

our view, however, two major factors are paramount and must

be addressed if we are to find workable solutions. First, nealte

care, especially long term health care, is predominantly publicly

financed. Federally- and state-imposed rates determine our

parameters for nurses' salaries. These 3al-aries are, by and

large, seriously inadequate, especially for experienced nurses,

and in view of the other more lucrative options open to nurses.

hursing homes, with their lower salary levels, have traditionally

found it difficult to compete with hospitals. The explosive
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growth in alternative health care delivery systesa and comnunity-

based treatment settings nakes conpetition for already scarce

RHa even aore intense.

Salary data provide inaight into the recruitment problem.

BRa in nursing hoses earn an average of 23 percent laee as head

curaes and 19 percent less as staff nurses than those in hospital

settings. The lava of economics have not been repealed for

health care. If e do not adequately coepensate our professional

staff, we will be without that professional staff to care for

the elderly and chronically ill in nursing hones. As long as

long tern care providers are locked into historical rates set

In a cost-conacioua environment. we will continue to have difficulty

attracting and keeping the nest capable nurses. , am suggesting

that the very principles of health care financing must be revised

with an eye toward quality, not just budget consciousness.

Second, finances aside, we, as eapisyersaand censunera

of health care, oust treat nurses as valuable resources. We

mast give these professionals the respect they deserve and a

supportive work environment in which they can practice to their

potential. We east give then the resource needed-to deliver

quality nursing care. We nust minimise papervork burdens and

non-nursing functions and let nurses coneentrace en assessment

of patient needs, planning, coordination and delivery of patient

care.

Several legislative proposals have been offered this year

to address the nursing manpower shortage. I applaud these efforts

and, in addition, I would like to suggest other potential legislative

initiatives for your consideration.

Legislation introduced by Senator Kennedy and passed by

the Senate, S. 1402, and its House companion introduced by

Congressman Wyden, has two eapecially attractive provisions.

First, the bill establishes nurse recruitment centers where

we can target junior high, high school, college and older candidates

with information on the nursing profession and nursing education

programs. Second, the bill would expand the valuable rk of

the Robert Woods Johnson Teaching Hursing Hone Program and encourage

schools of nursing to launch special efforts in gerontologacal

nursing and establish nursing homes as a clinical setting.
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Sunnort for LPN Programs

Licensed practical and vocational nuraes, (LVUa) are the

lifeblood of long term care facility nursing services. They

are hands-cn, bedside nurses that provide much of the direct

patient care in nursing homes. We are alarmed at efforts to

discontinue LPN educational programs and to limit the practice

of LPNs and LvNs. We recommend public financial support of

OUc0esfrul licensed practical-vocaticnal nurse educaticnas programs.

We further recommend that federal statute and regulations not

limit, in any way, the scope or service of these nurses. Rather,

governing of the practice of nursing should remain at the state

level.

Permit Qualified Foreign-Trained Nuroes to Practice in the U.S.

As an interim, temporary measure to meet nursing home patients'

nursing needs, many long term care providers are locking outside

the boundaries of this country for nursing staff. Tne barriers

and red tape associated with recruiting foreign-trained nurses

are formidable. AHCA respectfully requests consideration of

policies whicon would streamline tee entry of qualified nurses

into this country. We are not suggesting waiving basic educatiunac,

testing or salary safeguards built into the process of utilizing

foreign professionals. We are suggesting an examination of

the guidelines and barriers to nurses from such countrien as

Canada, the United Kingdom and Ireland, where nurses receive

comparable education and are interested in working in America.

Loan Forgiveness for LTC Nurses

Years ago, student nurses who received their education

through the federal Nurse Training Act loan program were able

to cancel up to half of their student loans by working in certain

clinical settings. We believe this idea should be renewed and

aimed at practice In long tern care facilities because of the

special problems we have in attracting new graduates. This

program would help the overall supply of nurses by supporting

students for whom financial limitations pose a barrier to nurse

education. It would help schools of nursing by nelping to recruit
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from student experiences and greater professional visibility.

They would also serve as important mechanisms for needed faculty

development activities and increased program emphasis on geron-

tological nursing.

Wage Pass-Throuxh

Additional educational funding itself is an insufficient

response to attracting and retaining nurses in nursing homes

if facilities are not adequately reimbursed for the care toey

deliver, thus enabling them to pay competitive salaries. In

order to pay competitive salaries, dECA supporns a wage paas-through

concept that a number of states are in the process of pursuing.

States should he required to adjust their Medicaid rates to

provide a direct pass-through for wages to allow nursing hone

nurse salaries to be raised to parity with hospital nurse salaries.

We feel this is the most significant action that Congress could

undertake to force the Medicaid payment system to allow a decent

wage for nursing honme nurses -- a wage that is high enough to

compete with other professionals and commensurate with their

skills and knowledge.

Mr. Chairman, I would like to commend you for your timely

hearing on the nursing shortage crisis. The availability of

nurses ia critical to the ability of nursing hobes to provide

for the present and future long term care needs of our elderly,

additional bright candidates. And, I assure you, the financial

incentive would benefit the patients and residents needing care

in America's nursing homes.

The Need for LTC Clinical Practice in Nursing Rducation

The lack of involvement between schools of nursing and

nursing homes is an important factor in the lack interest among

nursing students in nursing hose careers. When faculty members

do not advocate the importance of gerontological nursing and

nursing students have no clinical experienne in long tern care

settings, it is rare that nursing students select nursing hones

as their desired practice setting.
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We advocate expanded federal funding of education programa

that encourage clinical affiliations between nursing schools

and nursing homes, from univeraity baccalaureate degree programs

to comnunity college associate degree nursing programs. Nursing

school affiliations would bring a new source of potential recruits

to the nursing bome setting because the famnliarity of the setting

and I look forward to working with you in your efforts to aedress

this serious health care problem.
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Senator HEINZ. Thank you very much, Paul. Dr. McNeal.

STATEMENT OF GEORGE McNEAL, M.D., CHIEF OF STAFF, VA
MEDICAL CENTER, PHILADELPHIA, PA

Dr. McNEAL. Thank you for inviting me. Because of the hour and
because of the excellent testimony, I would just like to comment on
my testimony rather than reading it in its entirety. So with your
permission, I would like to submit it.

Senator HEINZ. Without objection, your entire testimony will be
part of the record.

Dr. McNEAL. I would like to focus on the Philadephia VA Medi-
cal Center and its up-coming efforts to meet the need of our aging
population. We are a tertiary care medical center. We have about
500,000 to 550,000 veterans that we are concerned with. Of those,
about 25 percent are 65 or older. That's about 140,000. By 1992, we
expect that number to rise to 286,000.

Other witnesses have spoken to the factors that are related to
the supply of nurses, and so I won't mention those. I will focus on
what is an on-going project here.

We have, coming on line in less than 1 year, a 240-bed nursing
home. In addition, we have under construction also a clinical addi-
tion. These will raise our total number of beds to 768, of which 40
percent will be in the extended care area, that is, intermediate
care, and as I've alluded to, 240 beds in a nursing home.

I think that in the public sector we have to be mindful of the
public trust, and it is my perception that we can not be out of the
leagues in terms of nurses' salary. Our salaries are really tagged to
wage surveys of the community, and we try to meet the average.
That puts us in the position of lagging in terms of competitiveness,
and being perhaps in the 50 percentile as far as competitiveness on
salary.

We've had to turn then to trying to make our environment more
attractive to nurses, specifically with regard to the nursing home.
It is our decision to make it a teaching nursing home affiliated
with the School of Nursing at the University of Pennsylvania. We
will offer graduate programs for nurses. We plan to have teaching
at all levels in that environment, so it will really be a model, and a
continuation of models that are already in place throughout the
country.

Also, our emphasis in our nursing home will be on rehabilitation.
We recognize that there will be some patients for which it will be
their home, but the major thrust will be in rehabilitation and re-
turning those veterans to their communities.

We have tried, then, within this framework to be as creative as
we possibly can, in attracting and retaining nurses in terms of
scholarships, of stipends for graduate nurse technicians, trying to
create innovative rolls for nursing such as nurse administered clin-
ics, and clinical specialists. We have experimented with shifts
trying to make them more attractive to single parent families.

We will have over 151 positions that we will have to fill in our
nursing home, and it is through these mechanisms that we hope to
be not only competitive but successful.
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I would say in conclusion, that obviously there is a nursing short-
age. We are part of a public sector. The rules of public policy that
govern us is slightly different than the private sector. I would say
that we have to compete largely in terms of job satisfaction, en-
hancement, career opportunities, and professional awards for
upward mobility. Thank you.

[The prepared statement of Dr. McNeal follows:]
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WRITTEN TESTIMONY TO BE PRESENTED BEFORE

THE SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

WEDNESDAY APRIL 6. 1988

PHILADELPHIA, PENNSYLVANIA

1. The Philadelphia VA Medical Center finds itself in a very unique
position within the Delaware Valley. It is the primary tertiary care facility
for 550,731 Veterans, approximately 251 or 140,000 of whom are aged 65 or
older. By the year 1992 this number will increase to 286,000. These veterans
are now at the age where health care is a primary and very difficult issue in
their lives.

2. As the veteran population ages, new and dramatically different
methods of caring for them must be created. This involves a medical and
nursing staff not only skilled in caring for geriatric patients, but also very
much Interested in geriatric and extended care programs

3. The demands placed upon a nurse caring for geriatric and extended
care patients is much different than those caring for acutely ill patients.
Physical and mental outcomes are not as dramatic. Improved patient outcomes
take much longer to achieve The gpriatric and extended care veteran patient
requires a special kind of nurse that is more difficult to recruit.

4. Not only do we find the 'pool" of nurses becoming smaller through
competition from new career fields, but we also find that the traditional role
of the nurse within the health care system is changing. Nurses, with their
knowledge and experience of the medical field, find many new careers are open
to them. Some careers outside the traditional nursing role are in law,
insurance, and automated data processing. Within the medical field, nursing
roles are expanding to include educational and teaching roles, clinical
practice, independent practice, quality assurance, risk management, and review
of the utilization of hospital services.

5. Within our geographic area, there are over 69 hospitals and acute
care medical facilities. In fact, this area has one of the largest numbers of
such facilities in the entire nation. The available 'pool' of nurses is
shared among these facilities. When one facility creates a new innovative
program that attracts nurses another facility within the area will lose nurses
because the 'pool" remains constant. In fact, this "pool" becomes smaller
each year due to closures of nursing programs and schools and the expanded
roles for women in the workforce.

6. The problems created by the nursing shortage for the Philadelphia VA
Medical Center in meeting the health care needs for our growing aging patient
population can be best illustrated by our Nursing Home and Clinical Addition
Projects. Currently under construction is a 240 Bed Nursing Home Care Unit
and a Clinical Addition to the main facility. At the completion of these
projects, the Philadelphia VAMC will have a total of 768 beds, 401 of which
will be extended care beds. This will create a very significant increase in
not only the need for additional nursing staff, but nursing staff of a
particular kind. The Nursing Home Care Unit will require an additional
nursing staff of over 151 FTEE. The total allowable nursing staff for the
Philadelphia VAMC will increase from the current level of 358 FTEE to 509
FTEE. Even today, however, in staffing for acute units only, we consistently
have approximately 20 nursing vacancies. All of these positions must be
filled from the nurses available within our geographical area.

7. The Philadelphia VAMC must overcome many limitations in recruiting
for this new nursing staff. The average salary and fringe benefit rates are
generally lower even when special salary rates are considered. In addition,
we are not able to offer other benefits which are extremely attractive to
today's working and single parent families. Those benefits include totally
paid health benefits and total tuition reimbursement. These are some of the
issues which create difficulty for our recruiting.

8. In order to be competitive in attracting nurses, we have become as
creative as possible. At the Philadelphia VAMC we are using several different
approaches.

While limited in comparison to our neighbor hospitals, we offer
financial assistance and tuition reimbursement to our nursing
staff. The VA has scholarship programs for both future nurses and
nurses who wish to expand their knowledge. We understand that the
VA has proposed legislation to expand tuition reimbursement to
include courses leading to a degree in nursing.
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The VA has funded a clinical practicum in gerontology at the
graduate level.

Our Integrated Hospital Computer System allows our nursing staff to
devote more time to direct patient care.

We have innovative role assignments such as nurse administered
clinics and clinical specialist positions. Me have allowed creative
staffing patterns where, rather than the typical eight hour shift,
the nurse may work an expanded twelve-hour tour thus giving more
time for family life. There is a great deal of attention focused on
improving the distribution of workload (outside of the specialty
areas) so that no one unit has the most critical cases. By using
nursing staffing guidelines, we are able to rearrange staff to even
more appropriately staff specific units.

We are in the process of opening an intermediate care unit which
will permit more appropriate staffing, not only within extended
care, but for acute care as well.

We offer special salary rates for nurses and also have evening and
night differential pay. The Philadelphia VAMC maintains an
aggressive Incentive awards program.

As previously stated, we are constructing a 750,000 square foot
Clinical Addition which will support all of our Outpatient Services
as well as Operating Suites. ICUs, Laboratory, Radiology and other
support services. This addition will make our physical facilities
an exciting and modern medical center in which to work.

Due to open in one year is a 240 bed Nursing Home Care Unit. This
will greatly increase the capacity to provide for the rehabilitative
and extended care needs of our aging veteran population in our
catchment area and offers new career opportunities for nurses.

Although parking is temporarily a severe problem, it will soon be
improved with the addition of a 530 car parking garage currently
under construction.

Lastly, the Veterans Administration is able to offer to nurses the
opportunity to develop their careers in the largest medical system in the
free world. A nurse joining the Philadelphia VA Medical Center has
mobility throughout the continental United States, Puerto Rico, Alaska,
and Hawaii.

9. In summary, while we recognize that there is a true nursing shortage
that effects all health care institutions in the Delaware Valley, the impact
on the Philadelphia Veterans Administration Medical Center is more severe.
The information that I have presented is an indication of what steps we have
taken to increase our ability to retain nurses and compete more effectively In
recruiting new nurses. We remain concerned however, about our ability to
maintain an adequate workforce. particularly with the facilities that are
coming on line.
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Senator HEINZ. Let me ask Mr. Pepper. Mr. Pepper, we had a
discussion in the previous panel, and you mentioned in your testi-
mony the issue of DRG rates and the hospital market basket does
not adequately reflect nursing costs and wages. The Prospective
Payments Commission, however, contends that the market basket
is sound and has said in written testimony that the adjustments of
the DRG rates or hosptial market basket to reflect nursing costs
would have a minimal effect on hospital reimbursement. How
much of a difference do you think a nursing adjustment would
make, and would it be worth doing if it had only limited payoff?

Mr. PEPPER. Sir, I know that the Government agencies do not
always agree with our industry analysis of what is adequate pay-
ment and what is not adequate payment. And we do not have time
to get into that agrument. However, certainly Medicare reimburse-
ment is inadequate. Over the last 5 years it's been about 11 percent
of the cumulative--

Senator HEINZ. That's not what I was asking about. I was asking
about the adjustment or--

Mr. PEPPER. If it were adjusted, how much of an adjustment
would you need?

Senator HEINZ. I'm not talking about the update. I'm not talking
about the annual update. I'm talking about whether within the re-
straints that have occurred almost without exception for, each of
the last 3 or 4 years, having a nursing adjustment, would that
make any difference? I understand we all want more money.

Mr. PEPPER. Yes, sir.
Senator HEINZ. But I'm talking about--
Mr. PEPPER. Let me see if I can understand your question. Is

your question whether if there were a specific nursing adjustment,
would it make a difference or whether--

Senator HEINZ. Yes. ProPAC says it would not make a difference.
Maybe you haven't looked into that. If you have not had the
chance to look into it, I'll go on to my next question.

Mr. PEPPER. I think given the time you should go on to your next
question, because it would be a matter of how much.

Senator HEINZ. Maybe you can look into that and let us know.
Mr. PEPPER. We would be delighted to comment.
Senator HEINZ. All right. Another comment that ProPAC made

was this, that in the early days of the Prospective Payment
System, DRG's, hospitals cut back on practical nurses, orderlies,
and expanded the responsibilities of the RN, which is what our
first panel testified to. To what extent is the hospital's need for
more registered nurses simply a result of that kind of cutback to
lower cost of either nurses or other support personnel?

Mr. PEPPER. That's an interesting theory, and we've had some
testimony to that effect. As a hospital administrator, I will tell you
that that most hospital administrators do whatever they can to
make sure that their RN's are not doing tasks that are not directly
related to patient care. One of the great problems, however, is that
accreditation standards, regulatory standards and so forth in-
creased the documentation that the nurses must do along with the
malpractice climate. So that nurses today are spending a great
amount of their time in documentation and paperwork that s re-
quired to meet quality standards that they didn't before.
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We're working on systems, automated systems to try to help that
out. But I'm much more concerned about that kind of task change
than I am with the delivering of trays and water pitchers and so
forth.

Senator HEINZ. I understand that. I'm just trying to ascertain
whether that's a component of the problem.

Mr. PEPPER. I don't believe it is as much a component as the
change of severity, which I think is the greatest--

Senator HEINZ. I understand that. And I think the record is very
clear that the severity and the depression is the principal factor.
But to the extent that there is a contributing factor that imposes
10 or 15 or 20 percent more demand on a nurse than heretofore is
a significant, if not determining--

Mr. PEPPER. I would not deny that there must be some contribut-
ing factors, if that's what you're saying.

Senator HEINZ. I'm just really trying to get an idea of the scale
of the factor. Is it 5 percent or 10 or--

Mr. PEPPER. I would estimate if the workload has increased 5
percent, it's too much, but I will not say that it is 10 or 15 percent.

Senator HEINZ. So you don't think it's that high?
Mr. PEPPER. I think severity is the worst.
Senator HEINZ. That's not the issue. The issue is-I agree with

you, severity is clearly an issue. The question is, is it 5 percent or
is it more in the scale of 10 or 15 percent?

Mr. PEPPER. I do not believe anyone has accurately measured
this.

Senator HEINZ. It might be worth looking into. The anecdotal tes-
timony on that that we've had seemed quite logical, and logic
doesn't always mean truth.

Mr. PEPPER. It may produce it at any rate.
Senator HEINZ. That's right. Let me ask Mary Naylor. Mary,

you've basically testified to a series of incentives for people to both
enroll and presumably graduate from nursing programs of one
kind or another. Our previous panel of witnesses-Patricia Prescott
in particular-said, well, supply side of economics is not what is
needed here. How do you respond to that?

Ms. NAYLOR. Actually my testimony really spoke to enhancing
the work environment.

Senator HEINZ. It did, and I don't mean, to ignore that, but you
have also--

Ms. NAYLOR. I believe that what is needed is a two-pronged ap-
proach to addressing the issue. Without major change in the work
environment--

Senator HEINZ. Nothing will work.
Ms. NAYLOR. Nothing will work. Simultaneously, however, we

have to begin to reach out to qualified students and to increase the
nursing pipeline. We need a pool of qualified nurses capable of
working in those environments which are experimenting with new
strategies. Supply-and-demand side strategies need to go hand in
hand.

Senator HEINZ. But Patricia's point was, if you supply a lot more
nurses--

Ms. NAYLOR. I agree.
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Senator HEINZ. Nurse entrants, two things can happen, both of
them bad. One, that you depress or prevent from rising to competi-
tive levels, starting salaries; and second, that creates a great temp-
tation to substitute new entrants into the nursing profession for re-
tention. So if you don't want to pay more because you can't or
whatever the reason may be, you say goodbye to that nurse and
quickly grab a new one that is cheap.

Ms. NAYLOR. I agree that we need to undertake major restructing
in the work market in order to even hope to recruit and retain
quality nurses.

We're in the position we're in now because our work environ-
ment was not at all conducive to attract bright men and women.
By the same token, if we do not continue our efforts to recruit
qualified individuals, hospitals will seek other types of providers to
deliver nursing services. So I think that we need to aggressively
begin to look at ways in which we can simultaneously develop an
environment which will sustain the bright men and women in
nursing and hospitals and also maintain a pipeline so that we have
that kind of personnel that would be needed to work in those envi-
ronments. Otherwise, we'll have no profession.

Senator HEINZ. So you feel we need to do both?
Ms. NAYLOR. Absolutely.
Senator HEINZ. Let me ask Dr. Willging, you make the point that

the nursing home payments under Medicaid and Medicare are not
sufficient to compete with hospitals and nurse wage deficits and so
forth. Yet, as I understand it, your own survey shows that 41 per-
cent of nursing homes report no nurse vacancies. Is that correct?
And if so, how have those homes avoided the shortage problem?

Dr. WILLGING. Well, the shortage problem does have its peaks
and valleys across the country. More critically, I think, the nursing
home industry, dependent as it is on Medicaid has its reimburse-
ment peaks and valleys across the country I suspect we have a
fairly serious problem-I wish I had the State-to-State data with
me-in a State like Arkansas with a rate of $31.51 a day for daily
skilled care. A problem less serious in the States such as New York
where the Medicaid Program pays on average $92 per day for daily
skilled nursing care.

There's also the question that if one is capable and willing and
desires trying to track primarily the private pay patients, it's diffi-
cult, because 65 percent of all patients in this country in nursing
homes are Medicaid patients, there's also less of a problem because
one can then through private pay patients bring those rates up.

Senator HEINZ. Let me ask this, would it be possible for you to
give us the data on where the nursing homes that do not have
nurse shortages are, so that we can correlate them with Medicare
and Medicaid reimbursement paid, and probably even more impor-
tantly-overall reimbursement. There are those exceptions to the
rule with nursing homes that still have a substantial proportion of
private pay patients. I think it would be very helpful to understand
the issue to see those factors-location, percentage of patient distri-
bution Medicare and Medicaid and private pay relative to and
their correlation with shortages. It may be random, it may be cor-
related, and it may not be possible, but perhaps we could learn
something.
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Dr. WILLGING. Well, it may be correlated and possible and we
still won't understand it, but we'd still try to conduct the survey.

Senator HEINZ. But at least we'll know the depths of our igno-
rance.

Dr. WILLGING. Correct.
Senator HEINZ. I would appreciate that.
There's been a lot of testimony today about the need to improve

the status of the nurses on the job, improve the conditions in which
they work. Would you agree with that?

Dr. WILLGING. I think there's no question. I think while it's clear
to me that the public policy has a role to play, particularly in the
area of wages, salaries, and incentives, we in our industry have a
job to do as well. We to some extent have contributed to our prob-
lems, particularly in terms of image in the workplace. We have not
reached out to the community. We have not as an industry reached
out to help the nursing schools. We have not gone out of our way
to try to make it clear to those who are contemplating a career
choice in nursing that the nursing home can, in fact, be a desirable
place to work. So, yes, you are absolutely correct, and there's an
area where we have some more to do. We cannot simply shift
blame to some other sector of society.

Senator HEINZ. What kinds of retention problems do nursing
homes have?

Dr. WILLGING. Well, we have retention problems even more seri-
ous than the hospital industry. I believe the data shows that the
hospital industry, there is a retention factor of only about 80 per-
cent after a year. It goes down to 70 percent after a year in the
nursing home industry. And I suspect it correlated on the same
basis as the other issues.

The Department of Health and Human Services recently pro-
duced a study which did get into the whole area of retention, and
as one would anticipate, the factors are the obvious ones. They
relate again to salary, relate again to autonomy, the ability to
work as a nurse as opposed to carrying someone else's water and so
forth. There are a number of factors. There are three or four basic
causal factors that impact not just on recruitment but equally on
retention.

Senator HEINZ. Now, you mentioned that you experienced short-
ages of both LPN's and RN's?

Dr. WILLGING. Correct.
Senator HEINZ. I assume that you feel that we should improve

our incentives for people to enter into both the LPN programs and
the RN programs?

Dr. WILLGING. We feel we have no choice. Until we can resolve
the shortage issue and the reimbursement issue with respect to
RN's in nursing homes, if indeed we did not have adequate supply
of LPN's as well, the issue would be just as serious or as equally
disastrous.

Senator HEINZ. Is there a Federal role in doing something about
LPN's?

Dr. WILLGING. I believe there can be a Federal role. I believe
that it's not equalizing the same authorizing legislation that one
works with in terms of the more traditional nursing programs, but
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certainly in terms of vocational education, which is what we're
talking about.

And I think there is some societal impact as well, because tradi-
tionally LPN's have come out of the economically disadvantaged
sectors of society. By bringing that individual initially into the
LPN programs, I think we can also work with the schools of nurs-
ing to make sure there is a career path through ultimately the 4-
year RN program and starting with the 2-year associate degree
program. So I think there are a variety of benefits not just related
exclusively to the nursing industry.

Senator HEINZ. In Pennsylvania half of the LPN programs in the
last, what, 6, 7 years have closed.

Dr. WILLGING. The LPN programs have been cut in half not just
in Pennsylvania but across the country. Diploma schools which
provided most of our RN's during the course of the past 10 or 15
years are being cut back dramatically. This is simply one aspect of
the entire problem. BS programs have also been cut back. Duke
University, Boston, have all cut out their 4-year programs.

Senator HEINZ. And the main reason for that is what?
Dr. WILLGING. The main reason for that, I believe, in my simplis-

tic economic approach to things is that as a young lady now looks
to making a career choice, and I don't know why one should criti-
cize this, one looks at potential reimbursement as well as reward-
ing professional responsibilities.

Senator HEINZ. What is the average entering pay for an LPN?
Dr. WILLGING. For an LPN it's around $6 to $7.50, varies again

across the country. An RN in the nursing home industry, the aver-
age is around $8 to $10 across the country.

Senator HEINZ. And that range is what, $16,000 or $17,000 a
year?

Dr. WILLGING. I'm a lobbyist in political science. I have to think
hard when it comes to multiplying and dividing. If you're at $7 an
hour, it's $14,000 a year.

Senator HEINZ. And the average salary creeps up a bit, I guess?
Dr. WILLGING. Creeps up a bit. We have the same depression, of

course, in our nursing home industry as is the case in hospitals.
Senator HEINZ. Going back to the RN issue, if we increase the

incentives for people to enter the nursing profession, to go to any
of the programs that produce RN's, and neither the hospitals nor
the nursing homes make the kinds of improvements that you sug-
gest are needed and the others suggest are needed, what's going to
happen?

. Dr. WILLING. What's going to happen is as the panel suggests,
we won't solve the problem. We do have both the demand and
supply problems, although I do believe that those who argue it's
mostly demand and not supply are saying they don't want a solu-
tion that might cost money.

Senator HEINZ. Let me ask George McNeal, Dr. McNeal, you've
got an interesting problem. You're opening a new VA hospital in
March of 1989.

Dr. McNEAL. That's correct.
Senator HEINZ. How are you going to do the staffing?
Dr. McNEAL. Well--

88-594 - 89 - 4
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Senator HEINZ. We just heard that there's liable to be nothing
available.

Dr. McNEAL. It's going to be a problem. We will probably open it
in modules, in 60-bed modules. I'm sure some of the staffing will
come from the acute care facility that we have, and the rest we
will simply have to compete with others as has been testified.

Senator HEINZ. What about your nursing home? It seems to me
that you're in real trouble.

Dr. McNEAL. Yes, that is the facility that I'm talking about, the
240-bed nursing home. We'll need over 150 nurses. It's a problem, a
challenge.

Senator HEINZ. We are running a little over. I just want to kind
of summarize, unless there's any additional comments any of you
would like to make.

What I think we've learned is that the nursing shortage both in
nursing homes and in hospitals is critical. That it has a very seri-
ous impact on patient outcome and that impact will, if unad-
dressed, become more serious and contribute to the total break-
down of the delivery of what we conceive to be quality health care.

Second, as to solution, there are two main components of that so-
lution. The first is that the retention problem is serious and likely
to get worse because the trends underlying the retention problem,
which is more and more work being imposed on fewer and fewer
people with better and better choices to go elsewhere, are not going
to go away. They are likely to continue in terms of costs, because
the Federal budget deficit is unlikely to, I'm sorry to say, magically
go away, and so forth. The trends causing the problem of making
retention difficult are unlikely to suddenly get better. Therefore, it
is imperative that hospitals and nursing homes understand that
they and they alone are a vital part of the solution. Only they can
impact the work climate in nursing homes and in hospitals which
is a serious part of the problem.

It may very well be that the DRG system is inadequate to take
into account the severity of illness, the nursing component, al-
though ProPAC's testimony on the latter point throws that into
question.

Finally, it appears to me that simply increasing the supply of
nurses through a variety of incentives would in a sense be self-de-
feating unless the health care industry as a whole addresses the re-
tention problem. It seems to me that simply addressing retention
without increasing supply is unrealistic. Not simply because halt-
ing the retention drain would not provide enough nurses, but the
demands on the health care profession are likely to continue to in-
crease, and the shortages today are very real. As a result, it seems
to me that we in Congress would do well to sufficiently increase
and at the same time to target existing educational funds to train-
ing staff for nursing homes, critical care, emergency room care,
and other difficult settings that presently show the greatest short-
ages of nursing.

Additionally, I would like to see if it would not be possible that
older worker employment funds could also be targeted to recruit
people to work as health aides in hospitals and nursing home set-
tings.
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It seems to me that we have to do more to attract people into
nursing programs generally and to target those people in the areas
of greatest need. But if we do that and the health care profession
as a whole, the managers and hospital administrators and nursing
home administrators don't do their part, we will not solve the prob-
lem, and we will continue to hear an increasing number of stories
of people who died, had heart damage, suffered broken hips and
dislocated shoulders and perhaps worse because there just weren't
enough well-trained, well-intentioned well-meaning people to go
around.

I want to thank all of you at this time for an extremely fine con-
tribution. I thank you for being a part of this and other efforts.
And, Paul, you're becoming a very experienced witness in front of
this committee.

Mary, you have seen it from both sides.
Perry, I thank you for some extremely able testimony.
And Dr. McNeal, we wish you more than good luck. We want to

help you in every way we can, because you have what I might call
a 100 percent nursing shortage.

Thank you all very much.
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In the last two years, hospitals, nursing homes, and home
health agencies have reported increasing ditticulty attracting
and retaining qualified nurses to fill vacant starf positions.
While cyclical nurse shortages have plagued the American health
care system since the 1940's, there are indications that this
particular nurse shortage may be more serious than previous
shortages because or the ractors contributing to it.

A unique aspect of the current nurse shortage is that It
has triggered intense reactions from nurses themselves,
precipitating In several locations strikes and work stoppages.
Three recent actions have been particularly noteworthy:

* USC-County Medical Center Nurses Strike. On January 26,
3,200 nurses at USC-County Medical Center in Los Angeles
staged a waikout protesting low wages, Inadequate nurse
starring, and consistent mandatory overtime. One of
their demands was that the facility hire 1,000 more
nurses, enough to bring the facility to par with legal
nurse starring standards.

* New York -Sick Outse In February or this year, 4,000
nurses in 4 New York City area hospitals (Montrlore
Medical Center, Manhattan; Woodhull Medical/Mental
Health Center, Brooklyn; Bronx Municipal Hospital
Center, Bronx; and Lincoln Medical Center, Bronx) staged
"sick outs- protesting the poor quality or care that was
being provided In these racilities because or nurse
understafring in all hospital settings.

The current nurse shortage may be more serious than
previous shortages for several reasons. First, the current
nurse shortage is widespread. Dats rrom the American Hospital
Association (ANA) and the American Health Care Association
(AHCA) survey data point to a growing shortage or nurses in a
variety or settings. In hospitals, the average RN vacancy rate
was 11.3 percent in 1987, nearly double the 6.3 percent vacancy
rate in 1985. Nursing homes rind themselves In an even more
desperate situation with 57 percent or ANCA facilities reporting
vacant RN positions. Thirty-two percent or nursing homes do not
even have enough R1e to meet minimum starfing standards.

Ctrrent 04 vacancy Rate
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(source: ANA Report or the Hospital Personnel Survey. 1987)

According to ARA testimony berore the Senate Finance
Committee on October 30, 1987, "... the current shortage is
particularly serious because it cuts across all types or nurses,
types or hospitals and regions or the country."

(89)
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Second, the current nursing shortage exists despite the
tact that there are more nurses in the population and a higher
ratio or nurses to patients than ever before. In 1985, there
were 1,531,000 active registered nurses in the U.S. population,
more than 600,000 more than there were a decade ago. At the
same time, there were more nurses per patient than ever before.
Over the last decade, the nurse to patient ratio has nearly
doubled from 50 nurses to 91 nurses per 100 patients.

Actie Registered aNwses0-I

awj

)e,,
(source: U.S. Bureau of the Census 1988 Statistical Abstracts of
the United States)

Third, although the current shortage exists in the midst of
a maximum supply, there are new signs that the future supply of
nurses has begun to decline. While the 1985 graduating nursing
class was the largest in history, fewer and fewer students are
expected to enter nursing schools in the coming years.

WHY IS THERE A NURSE SHORTAGE NOW?

Rapid changes in the way medical care is provided have
contributed to a dramatic increase in the demand for nursing
care in traditional settings, an increase in the level of
nursing skills required in these settings, and a proliferation
of competing uses for trained nurses. At the same time,
improvements in working conditions, pay, and professional status
have failed to keep pace. The result has been a shortage in
highly-skilled nurses, problems in the allocation of existing
nurses, and now a beginning exodus of nurses from the profession
that are creating the visible signs of the nurse shortage.

Experts offer several explanations for the current nurse
shortage:

1) Increasing Hospital Demand: The demand for specialty
nurses in hospitals has grown in recent years to meet the needs
of a sicker patient population. This change in patient
population is a result of both advances in medical technology
and changes in hospital reimbursement.

m Advances in medical technology have kept patients alive
longer with more severe illnesses requiring a more
intensive level of nursing care. They have also
increased the level of skill required to monitor and
manage patients.

* Medicare's Prospective Payment System (PPS) has
encouraged shorter hospital stays. Nursing services
previously delivered in a longer time span must now be
condensed into a shorter stay. Hospitals have begun to
fully staff RNs around the clock to provide nursing
services before the patient is discharged.

* Shorter hospital stays associated with PPS have led to
much of the less-intensive care being provided in out-
patient and community settings. As a result, the
remaining hospital population has a higher concentration
of the sickest patients. AHA's survey data shows that
81 percent of hospitals reported that their patient
populations were more acutely 111 in 1986 than in 1985.
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* Hospitals have sought, in the wake of FPS, to reduce
costs by reducing ancillary nursing personnel --
expanding the range or taske that have to be performed
by the registered nurses on stafr.

Nursing shortages have been most severe in the hospital
units that deal with the moat acutely Ill. AMA's 1987 hospital
survey shows that:

* 90 percent or medical surgical units report RN vacancies
which require 60 or more days to till;

* 80 percent or intensive care and critical care units
report RN vacancies which require 60 to 90 days to fill;

* 70 percent ot operating rooms and emergency rooms report
RN vacancies which require 60 days to till.

2) Increasing Demand in Non-Hospital Settings:

Non-hospital nursing settings have expanded in recent years
- particularly as a result ot the shitt or patients out or
hospitals in response to Medicare's PPS. This increase in
patient load has created a growing demand for nurses generally,
and more-skilled nurses specitically in nursing homes and home
health agencies. For example, the home health care market alone
has grown from 1,275 to 6.005 providers between 1966 and 1986.
This growth in non-hospital demand has increased the demand tor
registered nurses overall, resulting in more competition between
hospital and non-hospital settings for the existing supply ot
nurses.

To date, there is no evidence that the allocation of
registered nurses has been measurably affected by the shift in
care to non-hospital settings. The percentage of RNs working in
hospitals (68 percent) has remained rairly constant, largely
because or the increasing intensity ot care and higher nurse-
patient ratios in hospital settings, as shown in 1977 and 1984
surveys conducted by the Public Health Service, Division or
Nursing:

* 68.1 percent or practicing RNs are working in hospitals,
compared to 62.7 percent in 1977;

* '7.7 percent are in nursing homes and extended care
tacilities, compared to 8.3'pereent in 1977

* 6.8 percent are in community and public health, compared
to 7.3 percent in 1977;

* the remainder (10.8 percent) are working in nursing
education, student health services, private duty nursing
or self employed, compared to 13.7 percent in 1977.

3) Demand for Nurses in Other Health-Related Settings is
Increasing:

The substantial growth in health-related activities has
opened up competitive job opportunities that are now attracting
nurses out or traditional medical settings - reducing the pool
ot nurses willing to work in hospitals and nursing homes. A
host or new case-management, utilization review, and quality
assurance activities in recent years has greatly expanded the
Job opportunities for highly-trained health professionals
outside or the traditional medical settings. These new jobs
with health insurance plans, peer review organizations, and
private agencies frequently afford nurses the opportunity to
work for higher pay, with more manageable hours, and less-
stressful working conditions than they can rind in hospitals and
nursing homes. The result is a group or active registered
nurses who are not willing to till vacancies In the more
specialized and Intensive sectors of the health care system.

4) Attrition or Nurses tfro the Profession

Although 80 percent or registered nurses are actively
participating in the workforce, a comparison or recent nursing
graduates to increases In active registered nurses suggests that
nurses have begun to leave the tield in large numbers. -In 1979,
the number or nurses added to the profession was roughly equal
to the number or nursing graduates - indicating that most nurses
already in the protession were staying. By 1985, an intusion or
82,000 new nurse graduates increased the profession by only
45,000, indicating a loss or 37,000 nurses in a single year.
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( source: U.S. Bureau Of the Census 1988 Statis~tical Abstracts of
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Nurses contend thast the substantial attrition from thenursing profess Ion 1 result Or the comrbination Ofrlow-paye
diffic "lt working c ond Itions, and lack Of professionalpesteem.

UCyclical shortages and the traditional supply side resAbsr have
contributed to the wage and career-ladder compression seen in
the field of nursing. Emphasis on recruitment by hospitals
offeri ng entry bonuses with no comensurate bonuses for existing
staff can actually contribute to the problem of high turnover
rates. At a national average starting salary of $21,000/year,
nurses begin at a pay level comparable to many other
professionals. However, within 7 years the pay scale peaks at
roughly $7,000 more than starting salary.

In addition, tne expuaesion of non-traditional career
opportunities for women has helped to encourage women to leave
traditional careers like nursing for a more-lucrative second
career.

5) Decline in the Plow of New Nurses:

The annual flow of new entrants into nursing has reached a
peak in recent years, and is- now showing signs or a long-term
decline. One factor causing this decline is that the population
in the 1a to 24 year old age cohort that accounts for most new
nursing students is shrinking. By 1990, the size of that age
cohort will have declined by 14 percent from 1980 levels.

Another factor limiting new entrants is that nursing has
become a less popular career choice among those entering college
today. For example, a 20 year UCLA study of the career
intentions of first time college freshmen has revealed a
significant drop in interest of freshman students in the field
ir nursing.

ULA StUZy Of Freshman Declaring
Interest in Mursing Carer
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(source: UCLA, 'i American Freshman: 20 Year Trends, 1966-85)
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Nursing education today occurs at a wide variety of levels

leading to a number of different certifications:

* Licensed practical nurses and geriatric practical nurses
have an average of 18 months of clincial, largely on-
site training.

* Registered nurses come through a variety of education
routes: (Statistics from the National League for
Nursing)

- 2-3 year Associate Degree -- these programs are
largely based In community colleges. Emphasis on
basic science courses and clinical training.
Graduates currently comprise 25.1 percent of the
nurse force.

- 3 year hospital-based Diploma Degree -- education
is basic sciences and more emphasis on clinical
training. Graduates currently comprise 41.8
percent of the nurse force.

- 4-5 year college or university-based Baccalaureate
Degree -- emphasis is on the theoretical as well
as some clinical background as well as liberal
arts coursework. Graduates currently comprise
23.9 percent of the nurse force.

Graduates with any-of these degrees are eligible to

take the nurse registry examination. Upon passing that,
they are conferred with the title "registered nurse,"

despite the differences In their educational background.
Frequently, the hospital starting salary is the same
regardless of education.

* Certified nurse practionera generally have master's or
doctorate degrees In advanced nursing care and are
certified to do basic patient diagnosis, and some
prescribing of medications. This field is also broken
into specialities, such as geriatric nurse practioner,
nurse midwives, certified nurse anesthetist, etc.

One final factor limiting the pool or new entrants into

nursing is the elimination of lower levels of training and

lower-skilled nursing Jobs that once permitted minority and
disadvantaged populations to enter the nursing profession.
Traditionally, the licensed practical nursing program (LPN) has

been the avenue through which those unable to afford to attend

college or graduate schools could enter the nursing field;
Minorities have been much more likely to work as practical

nurses than registered nurses. In 1984, 16 percent of all
practical nurse students were Black, compared to only 4 percent
of all registered nurses.

Efforts to emphasize higher levels of training In nursing

have led to an erosion in funding for LPN training and to the

closing of a number of programs across the country. In
Pennsylvania, State relmbursement for LPN training in secondary

schools and community colleges has dropped substantially in

recent years. In the last seven years, the State has reduced
its reimbursement to LPN student from 98 percent to only 38
percent of their tuition. In the last 2 years alone, half of
the remaining 98 LPN programs in Pennsylvania have been closed.

The result of the closing of LPN programs is to divert

minority and disadvantaged- students away from the nursing
profession. Minorities currently are unlikely to enter college
and graduate nursing programs, and are frequently not encouraged
by guidance counselors to pursue a career In nursing.

Overall, there has already been a noticable decline in

nursing school enrollments.
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WHAT IS THE EFFECT OF THE NURSE SHORTAGE?

When hospitals experience difficulty filling vacancies in
their nursing staffs, they often respond by taking actions that
make working conditions even worse for the remaining nurses, and
may, in fact, contribute to attrition from hospital settings and
from the nursing profession.

* Mandatory Overtime. When faced with inadequate staffing
for a shift, some hospitals will first ask if any or the nurses
on the current shift are willing to work overtime to cover the
next shift. If there are no volunteers, nurses will be selected
and required to work the next shift. In instances, such as
those in New York City and Los Angeles, these practices
continued over a period of time have resulted In provoking
organized demonstrations against the practice or strikes.

* Temporary Agency Nurses. Many, hospitals will fill
voids in their nursing staffs with temporary agency nurses.
When this practice is used on an on-going basis, may reduce the
quality of patient care as well as affect the morale of the
remaining staff nurses.

The lack of staffing continuity from using temporary nurses
is a problem for patient care. Temporary nurses, who lack a
familiarity with the patients, may fall to notice small but
significant changes in patient conditions. In addition,
temporary nurses are a drain on the on the full time nursing
staff because they must learn the layout, procedures, and
patient histories of a new facility before they can begin to
care for patients independently.

The use of temporary nurses may also be demoralizing to the
staff nurses. Temporary nurses may get paid more and work more
manageable hours than the fulltime staff. Staff nurses, who do
the same work for lower wages and on the unpopular shifts, may
justifiably feel mistreated. Many staff nurses quickly catch on
to the advantages of working for an agency, leave facility
employment to work for agencies, and in some cases, turn around
and return to their original workplace at higher pay and with
better hours. This situation is particularly demoralizing for
the remaining staff nurses.

* Operating Understaffed. With the combined impact of
increased medical technology and shortened inpatient hospital
stays, patients are sicker and require a higher level of nursing
skill and care. If a unit operates without enough nurses to
adequately care for the patients, especially in the intensive
care, critical care and emergency units, it runs the
considerable risk of not having enough staff to attend to
multiple emergencies -- not an uncommon occurance in these
units. Furthermore, with increased responsibilities for a
variety of hospital functions being placed on nurses, there is
little time to do more than provide cursory care.

Nurses who are forced to work when the staffing levels are
below determined safe standards are, as explained, at a much
higher risk for errors which could result in suit being filed
against the insitution and charges against the nurse. In
response to this, many unions representing nurses have
Instituted programs for nurses to notify their supervisors and
sometimes hospital administrations that the staffing conditions
are unsafe.
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Compounding the increased patient care demands on nurses is

the move by a significant percentage of hospitals to decrease
their ancillary personnel staffs. This means that RNs are also
filling the staff gaps for housekeeping, nurses aids, and
orderlies.

* Rotating less experienced or undertrained nurses into
specialty care units. Filling shirt vacancies by rotating other
non-specialized nurses seriously compromises the quality of care
received by patients in those wings. Specialty units, such as
critical care, neonatal, and cardiac care units, typically are
for patients with conditions that require specialized knowledge
of treatments and demand continual monitoring. A non-
specialized nurse could provide these patients with cursory
care, but will not be well-enough trained to spot or manage
complications which frequently arise among the patients on these
wings. In addition, inexperienced or undertrained nurses require
on-going supervision from the veteran nurses, increasing the
workload for veteran nurses.

* Rushing patients through or past specialized units. In
order to keep the nurse/patient ratio within acceptable limits,
hospitals may move patients through the understaffed high
skilled nursing units and onto the regular medical floors as
quickly as possible, or just skip these units altogether. In
hospitals which employ these practices, unspecialized nurses on

the medical floors are dealing with higher patient acuity levels
than they are trained to handle.

* Closing specialized beds. As a last resort, a hospital
will close specialized beds and sometimes entire units. Most
commonly, this occurs in critical care units. When it happens,
elective surgeries will be post-poned, and those patients who
cannot be delayed will be transferred or detained In other
monitored or specialized units, placing an increased burden on
the nurses in the remaining units. In January of this year,
none of the 11 hospitals in Louisville. Kentucky could accept
critically ill patients because every hospital had closed
intensive care unit beds for lack of enough nurses to staff
them.

WNAT IS TEE FEDERAL GOVERNIENT'S ROLE?

Since World War II and the implementation of the Civilian
Nurse Corps, the Federal government has participated in
recruiting new nursing students into the field by offering
educational benefits. It is now thought by many that this
approach, while easing the immediate strain, actually has helped
to exacerbate the problem in the long run.

The primary method the Federal government uses to recruit
new nurses into the field is by offering special loans for
nursing students. These are revolving funds that are made
available to nursing students at a reduced interest rate. The
money that is repaid is then returned to the fund and made
available to other nursing students. Over the last decade, the
amount available annually for nursing student loans has been
increased twice. In 1987, the U.S. Health Resources and
Services Administration (HRSA) made $20.5 million in new loans
available for nursing students.

NIM[G STUDENT LOAS
Funds A,1.1lble by Fiscal Yewr
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Bureau of the Census 1988 Statistical Abstract of the United
States)
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The Federal government also helps to subsidize graduate
nurse education in the form of grants to both schools and
students. These grants fund nurse traineeships and fellowships,
advanced nurse training, nurse practitioner training, general
scholarships and NEOG's, and special projects. The amount of
direct grant money has declined over the last decade. In 1987.
HRSA made $50.8 million in nurse education grants.

GRANTS FOR MASE EDUCATION
By Fiscal Yea r

TeMedicare sse ando Medicide r~nreimusmntaefequnl cinted as
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nursing services into the DRO system is complex and may have
inadequacies, particularly for high nursing intense categories
such as burns. However, the hospital update factor has been
designed to accurately reflect local labor costs, including
nursing. Furthermore, the argument can be made that cyclical
shortages existed before the iMplementation of the Prospective
Payment Syatem, when Medicare was paid by fee for service.

The traditional government response to nurse shortages has
been to increase the amount Of money available for student
loans. Some experts contend that this supply side approach to
the problem has been counterproductive. Frequently, additional
Federal money has begun to produce new nurses at the end of a
cyclical shortage, creating short-term surpluses Of personnel.
Increasing the supply of Rhs in this context may have further
depressed wages, exacerbating the volatility Of the nurse labor
marke t.

POSSIBLE RESPONSES:

Options for a Federal response could include:

o Targeting post-secondary nurse education funds for non-
typical nursing students such as men and minorities to
offset the decline of licensed practical nursing which
has served as an avenue into registered nursing for low-
income and monority students.

o Target training funds and providing loan forgiveneas for
Rns who will agree to practice in the most di Ifcult and
least desirable specialties and settings.

o Target portions Of existing Federal employment funds
(such as Community Services Employment for Older

dr Americans funds) to subsidih e ancillary health care
personnel to be located in difficult settings and
improve the efficient utilsation Or exirsting RH'gs .
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o Require that HHS adopt standards for hospital-based
specialty nurse training, and require that hospitals
comply with the standards as a condition for
participation in Medicat'e.

o Establish separate accounting in Medicare reimbursement
for nursing services.

Equally important are private and non-profit efforts which

should focus on stabilizing the field of nursing by not only

addressing the challenge of recruiting new nurses into the

field, but also retaining the ones we already have. Retention

incentives will also serve to make the field of nursing more

appealing to both traditional and non-traditional (older

students and those seeking to change careers) students. These

Incentives include things like flexible benefits packages (such

as options for day care, pensions and health benefits), flexible

scheduling with bonus pay for unpopular shifts, career ladders,

and -decompressed" pay scales.
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Item 2
PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION
300 7th Street, S.W. Washington, D.C. 20024 (202) 453-3986

Str H. Altman. P.D.
Chairmn

Donad A. Yo.n., M.D.
Ere.rie Diector

STATEMENT FOR THE RECORD

FOR THE

SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

APRIL 6, 1988

BY THE

PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT ASSESSMENT COMMISSION

The Prospective Payment Assessment Commission (ProPAC) is pleased

to providethis background statement for the April 6, 1988

hearing of the Senate Special Aging Committee on the nursing

shortage. This statement addresses ProPAC's activities on the

relationship between nursing and the Medicare prospective

payment system (PPSJ.

ProPAC Background

The Commission was established by Congress at the same time as

PPS. ProPAC's mandate is to monitor the implementation and the

impact of the Medicare hospital payment system, and to make

recommendations for necessary changes. This mandate is fulfilled

primarily through a series of reports to the Secretary of Health

and Human Services and the Congress.

ProPAC's annual March report to the Secretary provides detailed

recommendations for changes needed to update and revise PPS in

the upcoming fiscal year. Our June annual report to the Congress

describes the impact of PPS on the American health care system.

Our November annual report to the Congress comments on the

Secretary's regulatory actions under PPS. Periodically, ProPAC

also issues other technical reports on specific subjects.

since its inception, ProPAC has addressed a series of issues

related to nursing. The Commission has given priority to

addressing appropriate nursing issues. Several staff members and
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Commissioners are nurses. While it is not the Commissions role

or responsibility to address directly the subject of the

Committee's hearing today, we hope that our statement will assist

in bringing more information to bear on this important subject.

ProPAC Analysis of Nursing Issues

The Commission examines nursing from several perspectives. One

of our primary concerns is the appropriateness of payments under

the prospective payment system. Since nursing is a critical

component of hospital care, it is important that the payments

appropriately cover nursing costs.

ProPAC has two major responsibilities related to DRG payment

policy. The first relates to recoimending payment updates each

year. The second relates to modifications that are needed in the

diagnosis-related groups (DRGs) used as the basis of PPS

payments.

Hospital Market Basket

One of the basic components in its annual payment update is a

measurement of the change in the cost of items hospitals purchase

to provide care, called the hospital market basket. Wages and

salaries represent the largest single component of the market

basket, accounting for 56 percent of hospital costs. A large

percentage of hospital wages is for nurses. The'wage component

of the market basket does not measure changes in nursing wages

directly, however. Changes in nursing wages and other

professional and technical workers wages are measured by a blend

of overall hospital and economy wide wage measures. The

Commission, in its April 1, 1985 Report to the secretary,

recommended that this blend of internal and external wage

measures be used to evaluate changes in hospital wages in the

market basket.

The Commission has been concerned that the wage and salary

component of the market basket be carefully analyzed and

monitored to assure that changes in nursing wages are

appropriately reflected in the market basket. Previous analysis

by the Commission concluded that the market basket is basically

sound. Several past recommendations for change have been

implemented, and ProPAC believes that the market basket is an
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appropriate measure of hospital input prices, including nursing

and other wages.

The Commission is concerned, however, about the sensitivity. of

the market basket to large changes in nursing wages. It is the

Commission's policy to correct in the subsequent year for errors

in the past year's market basket forecast. We will continue to

carefully monitor this important area, and will undertake

additional review or recommend corrections if necessary..

Nursing Costs and the DRG Weight

The DRG classification system that underlies the prospective

payment system classifies every Medicare patient, based upon

diagnosis. Payments are based on the relative weights

established for each DRG. One of the earliest and most important

questions addressed by the Commission was the extent to which the

DRG weights accurately reflect variations in nursing costs.

Because of limitations in the data used to calculate the weights,

average daily nursing costs are assumed to be constant across the

DRGs. This assumption was said to be contradicted by evidence of

variation in nursing requirements or "intensity" across DRGs.

Over the past three years, ProPAC initiated a series of

activities to study this question. -This included intramural and

extramural research, careful review of studies sponsored by other

organizations, and the convening of a technical panel to review

all of the accumulated evidence.

All of this activity resulted in a conclusion by the Commission

that adjusting the DRG weights to reflect variation in nursing

intensity would have minimal effect on DRG-specific payments and

an even smaller effect on aggregate hospital payments. Thus, the

Commission decided against initiating a major effort to develop

nursing intensity adjustments to the DRG weights. The Commission

would be pleased to provide detailed information about the

research undertaken and the conclusions of the technical panel to

anyone who wishes to contact us.
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Other PPS Monitoring

ProPAC monitors the more general impact of PPS on the U.S.

health care system. we find, however, that PPS is not the only

major new system to which hospitals and other providers must

adjust. Many payors have instituted new capitated or managed

care systems, bringing much greater pressure to bear on

providers. These pressures, along with more competition, have

resulted in new management initiatives and a vastly changed

health care environment. Among other areas of importance, ProPAC

th-refore tries to keep abreast of changes in the management and

delivery of care in hospitals and other settings.

The Commission collects data on hospital employment and staffing,

including information about nursing. Our monitoring has shown a

number of interesting trends in nurse staffing. For example,

according to the AHA, nurse vacancy rates doubled between 1985

and 1986 even though hospitals employed a record number of RPs.

Moreover, between 1983 and 1986, the number of RNs employed in

short stay hospitals per 100 inpatients increased by about 20

percent.

Hospitals also appear to be increasing their nursing skill mix by

replacing other nursing personnel with RNs. This is illustrated

by the fact that between 1983 and 1986 the number of RNs employed

in hospitals increased by about 35,000 while the number of other

nursing personnel decreased by about 125,000. Increases in

nursing wages also appear to be starting to accelerate. Interest

in nursing as a career choice, however, is declining.

The Commission believes that this type of data should be reviewed

when considering nursing issues. We will be presenting our

findings regarding the impact of PPS on the American health care

system in a report to Congress in June. This report will contain

informatire 'n a wide array of topics related to PPS, hospitals,

and patient care.

We will continue to monitor available data, and will be

developing some additional data ourselves in the context of the

special research projects we undertake. One of our major

research projects in the coming year will study hospital costs
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determinants. In an effort to identify the components of cost

variation, this study will examine staffing variations,

including nursing.

The Commission is also extremely pleased that the Secretary of

Health and Human Services has appointed a special advisory

commission to review the nursing shortage and provide further

information and action steps. The Commission is chaired by a

ProPAC Commissioner, Dr. Carolyne Davis, who has provided

leadership on these issues for us. We believe that Dr. Davis'

Commission provides the best current forum for discussion and

consideration of this issue, and we have pledged our assistance

and support to the Commission.

Summary and Conclusion

ProPAC will continue to devote staff resources to the study of

nursing issues as they relate to our responsibilities. We look

forward to future research and data which will assist in further

refining nursing issues, and we will reassess our priorities as

new issues emerge. e appreciate this opportunity to explain our

responsibilities and activities in this area, and will be pleased

to assist the Committee in its work in the future.
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Item 3

TESTIMONY DELIVERED TO

SENATE COMMITTEE ON AGING

HEARINGS, PHILADELPHIA, PA

APRIL 6, 1988

Nursing shortages are a cyclic and chronic problem. Data

suggest the current shortage is much the same as that in the

early 80's except for one critical difference, falling nursing

school enrollments. Enrollments have been decreasing since

1983-1984, and these declines (5.3% in 1984; 8.1% in 1985;

11.1% in 1987) are expected to accelerate in the foreseeable

future. (Rosenfeld, 1987). Falling enrollments and declining

ability levels of those entering nursing indicate there will be

substantially fewer nurses and they will have less, rather than

more, ability than do those in the existing pool (Green, 1987).

In the present situation, we are moving toward a dynamic labor

market shortage, where the falling enrollments, if they

continue, will produce an imbalance in supply and demand.

There are two types of shortage -equilibrium and dynamic -

and nursing has experienced both. Equilibrium shortages, such

as we experienced in 1980, result when nurse labor markets are

not fully competitive; that is they are oligopsonistic. In

oligopsonistic markets a few employers, in this case hospitals,

dominate the market and wages do not freely rise to balance

supply and demand. Employers often want a greater supply than

prevailing wages will purchase. (Prescott, 1987).

Although economic theory suggests different responses

toward different types of shortage, the federal posture toward

nursing shortages has been the same regardless of whether the

shortage was of the dynamic or equilibrium type. Efforts to

address the problem have been through money to subsidize

nursing education with the intent of increasing the supply of

nurses entering the labor market.

While nursing education is in need of federal support to

increase the proportion of basic practitioners prepared at the

Baccalaureate level and increase the percentage of nurses with

graduate education, subsidizing basic nursing education has not

solved shortage problems in the past. In fact, when the

shortage is primarily of an equilibrium type with artificially

constricted salary levels, a focus on increasing the supply may
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actually make the problem worse by further suppressing wages

which in a properly functioning market would rise to attract

new recruits to the occupation.

To Correct equilibrium shortages, wages must be allowed to

rise freely to balance supply and demand. To correct dynamic

shortages, such as the one that may be developing as a result

of falling enrollments, wages also must rise so that nursing is

an attractive occupational choice relative to other options.

With the declining pool of eighteen year olds and the ever

increasing number of attractive career options open to young

people of today in business, computer technology, law and

medicine, the economic and psychic rewards of nursing will have

to increase dramatically if we are to have an adequate supply

of nurses prepared to function in the technologically complex

health care system.

Federal policies which encourage hospitals, as the

dominant employers of 70% of the Registered Nurses, to increase

the economic and psychic rewards for nurses are needed. Rather

than address the shortage primarily through the educational

system, policies directly influencing the hospital labor market

are needed. Given concerns for cost containment, hospitals

must be encouraged to internally reallocate resources. At the

present, many hospitals continue to lump nursing costs together

with other costs in a room and board rate, and consequently

they have no clear understanding of how much nursing even

costs. Identifying nursing costs as distinct from the room and

board cost of hospitals is a needed step so that hospitals can

institute variable billing for nursing services, and payors can

identify the nursing care component in reimbursable services.

HCFA should be encouraged to require hospitals to collect and

report data on nursing intensity and hours of nursing care

delivered so that a national data base to establish nursing

care costs can be developed. Identifying the true costs of

nursing should lead to more efficient use of nurses in

hospitals.

Encouraging hospitals to develop differentiated wage

structures which reward nurses based on education and

experience, and staffing patterns which use and pay nurses

based on their level of practice, would address both the

economic and psychic rewards for nursing. Major role
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restructuring of nursing within hospitals, with economic

incentives attached to that restructuring, is badly needed.

Today the differential between a beginning and an experienced

nurse remains very thin, with staff nurses in practice 5 years

or less averaging approximately $22,000 per year and nurses

with 6 to 10 years experience averaging $25,000 and gaining

little thereafter.

Partial funding for these changes can be found by making

indirect costs associated with nursing educational programs

eligible for Medicare Passthrough support. At this time

indirect costs are allowed for medical but not nursing

education (AACN, l98s; Petrie, 1981). While the total amount

of Medicare Passthrough support for nursing education is

unknown, it is thought to be approximately 200-300 million

dollars. According to the Congressional Budget Office, in

fiscal 1987 medical education received 1.1 billion in direct

and indirect subsidy. Given that the Nation has an established

physician surplus and that nursing is moving toward a serious

dynamic shortage, a more equitable distribution of passthrough

monies in support of nursing is warranted. Such monies should

be used to support graduate nursing education and to encourage

a differentiated wage structure tied to education and

experience and designed to increase hospital retention of

nurses. Supporting nursing at the level of the hospital as

well as through subsidy of nursing education will help correct

problems in the delivery system which contribute to nursing

shortages. In particular use of Medicare Passthrough funds to

encourage a differentiated wage structure will help assure that

nurses with ten years of experience earn more than the new

graduate.

Future trends point to an aging population with

increasingly complex health care needs. The technology of care

and its specialization are also increasing. Today's general

hospitals are like the intensive care areas of 20 years ago,

and the acuity level of patients in nursing homes now

approximates that previously seen in hospitals. Table 1

indicates that the number of intensive care days is on the

increase while the days of routine care decline.
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To competently meet future patient needs, nurses require

more and better focused education. In many acute care settings

nurses' aides and licensed practical nurses are not utilized

because they do not have the skills needed. Currently many

LPNs' are being encouraged to seek the additional education

needed to obtain Registered Nurse licensure. Federal support

for such programs is needed until existing practitioners are

upgraded. However, retraining is more costly and less

efficient than is initial training at entry level and federal

support, especially for minorities, to enter nursing at the

Registered Nurse level is needed. Currently approximately 8%

of Registered Nurses are minorities (predominantly black) and

18% of LPN's are from minority groups. (ANA,. 1985). Federal

support for minorities to enter nursing as Registered Nurses

will help prevent them from being sidelined into non promotable

positions at the bottom of wage scales.

In summary, the existing pool of nurses is on the decline.

The average age of licensed Registered Nurses is 39 years and

within the next 20 years a large number of these nurses can be

expected to retire. At this time the number of new recruits

entering nursing is decreasing in number and ability. Unless

substantial changes with long range impact on wages and working

conditions are made to make nursing attractive in comparison

with other occupational choices, there will be fewer nurses to

care for an aging population with increasingly complex health

care needs.

I'd like to end with a personal observation. For years

hospitals have treated nurses much like disposable supplies

rather than a valued resource to be developed and nutured.

Nurses have been underpaid, overworked and their contribution

to patient care devalued. Hospitals have used up nurses,

replacing "burned out" staff with bright new recruits each

year. Nurses have tolerated these conditions in large part

because they had few alternative options. That is no longer

true, and to meaningfully address the roots of the shortage

hospitals have to decide that it is time they stop abusing

nursing.
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TABLE 1

Adult Medical-Surgical Services
Routine and Special Care Days

All Connecticut General Hospitals

% Diff. Special % Diff.
Fiscal Routine Previous Care Previous
Year Davs Year Days Year

19821 2,477,557 + .093 1,73324 +3.93

19832,3 2,431,631 - .185 1,78330 +2.89

19844 2,273,474 -6.150 1,83637 +2.98

1985 2,067,421 -9,060 1,83892 +0.14

1986 1,880,413 -9.050 1,83544 -0.18

TOTAL 23.1% 8.4%

1. TEFRA passed September 1982

2. Schweiker Report 1982

3. Prospective Payment passed 1983

4. All but one of Connecticut Hospitals on Prospective
Payment 1984

Source - Connecticut Hospital Association
Courtesy - John Thompson

Yale University
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Item 4

US SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING
HEARING ON "VANISHING NURSES: DIMINISHING CARE"

APRIL 6, 1988

NURSES DESCRIBE HOSPITAL CONDITIONS

Five nurses, from different areas of the nursing field, speak
out about their experiences as nurses in understaffed hospitals.

Nurse I: Linda Desmond, working in a hospital in Hazelton,
Pennsylvania arrived at work-for the 3-11 shift and found that
she and two nurses aides, one of whom was pregnant, were the
only ones there to-care for 8 critical care patients, 3 of whom
were on respirators. There were several close callsil ,

Nurse II: Charlotte Lacey, 23 years of experience, working in
med/surgery ward at Brownsville hospital in Brownsville,
Pennsylvania, reports that one night she had to work a double
shift, and take care of 30 patients all with IVs. The only
staff there to help her were 2 RNs, 2 LPNs and 1 nurse aide.
She commented, "the nurses are getting frustrated because they
can't do everything they know they should be doing."

Nurse III: Nursing veteran of a teaching hospital in
Pennsylvania, made an insightful comment about the nursing
situation, "we're getting very high tech, hut there are not
enough fingers to push the buttons."

Nurse IV: Maria Talamo, eleven years experience as a coronary
care nurse working in critical settings, currently working for a
temporary agency observed that in the intensive care unit of
five hospitals patients were being staffed two patients per
nurse regardless of acuity of patients. "With this sort of
staffing," Talamo said, "nurses are unable to deliver intensive
rehahilitation which would speed recovery and reduce
complications."

Nurse V: Cheryl Griffin has been in nursing for 20 years. Worked
part time in a surgery unit of a small urban Philadelphia
hospital, encountered situations where units were staffed with
10-13 patients per RN and nurse aide. "Nurses aide can not
change dressings, or take orthopedic patients in and out of
bed," said Griffin, "therefore, the staff nurse who has already
has 10-13 patients to care for must think supervise and document
everything they do without enough time to do it all and care for
the patients."
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Itm 5

NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HOME CAREIR
919 C STREr N E. STANTON PAON }l Ali
WASHIINCGNDC. M2 1.
(202)547.7424

STATEMENT OF

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HOME CARE

SUBMITTED TO THE

SENATE SPECIAL COMMITTEE ON AGING

SENATOR JOHN HEINZ, RANKING MEMBER

APRIL 6, 1988

SENATOR HEINZ AND MEMBERS OF THE COMMITTEE:

J

THE NATIONAL ASSOCIATION FOR HOME CARE (NAHC) IS THE NATION'S

LARGEST PROFESSIONAL ORGANIZATION REPRESENTING THE INTERESTS OF

HOME HEALTH AGENCIES, HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE ORGANIZATIONS AND

HOSPICES WITH APPROXIMATELY 5,000 MEMBER ORGANIZATIONS. WE WISH

TO COMMEND YOU FOR HOLDING THIS HEARING TO FOCUS ON THE NURSING

SHORTAGE. THIS IS AN ISSUE OF CRUCIAL IMPORTANCE TO HOME CARE

PROVIDERS AND THE MEDICARE BENEFICIARIES THEY SERVE.

HOME CARE SHORTAGE OVERVIEW

THERE IS AN ACUTE HOME CARE SHORTAGE OVERVIEW PERSONNEL SHORTAGE

IN HOME CARE TODAY. THE SHORTAGE INCLUDES REGISTERED NURSES,

PARAPROFESSIONAL WORKERS AND THERAPISTS. THE SHORTAGE IS REACHING

CRISIS PROPORTIONS AND IS SERIOUSLY THREATENING THE ABILITY OF

HOME CARE AGENCIES TO DELIVER QUALITY SERVICES. THIS IS A

NATIONAL SHORTAGE AND NOT CONFINED TO URBAN OR RURAL COMMUNITIES.
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THROUGHOUT THE NATION HOME CARE AGENCIES ARE EXAMINING THEIR

COMMITMENTS TO THE ELDERLY AND LONG TERM CARE POPULATIONS AND ARE

BEING FORCED TO CUT BACK ON SERVICES. THESE AGENCIES SIMPLY DO

NOT HAVE THE NECESSARY PERSONNEL AND/OR THE FINANCING TO MEET

THEIR COMMITMENTS. NAHC IS CURRENTLY CONDUCTING A SURVEY TO

DETERMINE THE NATURE AND EXTENT OF THE SHORTAGE AND WILL SHARE THE

FINDINGS WITH THE COMMISSION UPON COMPLETION. HOWEVER, EARLY

RESULTS DO INDICATE A CRITICAL SHORTAGE OF NURSING PERSONNEL

THROUGHOUT THE UNITED STATES.

ALTHOUGH THE SHORTAGES IN HOME CARE AFFECT SEVERAL CATEGORIES OF

PERSONNEL, FOR THE PURPOSES OF THIS HEARING WE WILL FOCUS ON THE

SHORTAGE OF NURSING PERSONNEL WHICH INCLUDES REGISTERED NURSES,

LICENSED PRACTICAL OR LICENSED VOCATIONAL NURSES. AND

HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDES. THE SHORTAGE PROBLEMS OF THESE

CATEGORIES ARE INTERRELATED IN TERMS OF CAUSES AND SOLUTIONS.

THE REGISTERED NURSE

FOR HOME CARE PROVIDERS, A SHORTAGE OF REGISTERED NURSES, AT A

TIME WHEN PATIENT CASE LOAD AND ACUITY LEVELS ARE INCREASING,

ALONG WITH ADDITIONAL PRESSURES FOR AND EMPHASIS ON QUALITY

ASSURANCE, IS DISASTROUS. HOME CARE PROVIDERS ARE NOW COMPETING

WITH OTHER EMPLOYERS FOR A DWINDLING NUMBER OF NURSES TO FILL

THEIR STAFFING NEEDS. DURING PREVIOUS PERIODS OF NURSING

SHORTAGE, COMMUNITY AND HOME HEALTH SERVICES ACTUALLY BENEFITTED

FROM THE FLIGHT OF BACCALAUREATE NURSES -- IN PARTICULAR, FROM THE

HOSPITAL TO THE COMMUNITY SETTING. IT NOW APPEARS THAT HOME CARE

AGENCIES ARE EXPERIENCING SOME OF THE SAME NURSE RECRUITMENT AND

RETENTION PROBLEMS THAT HAVE PREVIOUSLY PLAGUED HOSPITALS.

EXPERIENCED NURSES ARE SCARCE, AND NURSES WITH COMMUNITY HEALTH

AND ACUTE-CARE EXPERIENCE -- NECESSARY TO CARE FOR TODAY'S MORE

ACUTELY ILL HOME CARE PATIENT -- ARE EVEN MORE SCARCE.

THE OUTLOOK FOR COMMUNITY AND HOME HEALTH SERVICES IS NOT

PROMISING. DURING PREVIOUS SHORTAGE YEARS, NURSES LEFT HOSPITAL

EMPLOYMENT FOR POSITIONS IN COMMUNITY NURSING. THE LURE OF

COMMUNITY AND HOME HEALTH POSITIONS WAS NOT SALARIES, AS WAGES

WERE OFTEN LOWER IN COMMUNITY SETTINGS. INSTEAD, HOME CARE

OFFERED REGULAR WORKING HOURS, NO SHIFT WORK, WEEKENDS OFF AND,

MOST IMPORTANT, A SETTING THAT WAS MORE NURSING ORIENTED,

GENERALLY DEVOID OF PHYSICIAN DOMINATION AND ONE THAT FOSTERED

INDEPENDENT DECISION-MAKING, AUTONOMY AND GREATER PROFESSIONAL

SATISFACTION.
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CHANGES IN HOME CARE' DELIVERY SYSTEM

TODAY, MANY OF THESE ATTRACTIONS ARE ABSENT FROM THE COMMUNITY

SETTING. NURSES WORK EVENINGS, WEEKENDS, AND EVEN NIGHT SHIFTS.

THE PATIENT ACUITY LEVEL HAS BECOME SO HEAVY THAT NURSES'

FRUSTRATION LEVEL IS ON A PAR WITH THAT OF THEIR COLLEAGUES WHO
WORE IN ACUTE CARE SETTINGS. PATIENTS WHO WERE ONCE THOUGHT TO BE

TOTALLY UNMANAGEABLE AT HOME ARE NOW PART OF A NURSE'S USUAL CASE

LOAD. THE AMOUNT OF PAPERWORK HAS ALSO DRAMATICALLY INCREASED.

IN ORDER TO MANAGE THEIR CASE LOADS AND ESCALATING PAPERWORK, MANY

NURSES LEAVE THE AGENCY EARLY IN THEIR SHIFT, VISIT THEIR PATIENTS

AND TAKE THEIR PAPERWORK HOME TO COMPLETE. THIS CANNOT BE

DELEGATED, GIVEN THE NATURE OF REQUESTS FOR HOME CARE INFORMATION,

AND IT UNDULY CUTS INTO TIME APPROPRIATELY SPENT IN PATIENT CARE.
OFTEN, FOLLOWING SUBMISSION OF EXCESSIVE PAPERWORK, NURSES BECOME

EVEN MORE DISCOURAGED AS THE PATIENT CARE THEY PROVIDE IS
FREQUENTLY AND ARBITRARILY DENIED FOR REIMBURSEMENT BY FISCAL

INTERMEDIARIES WHO DO NOT RECOGNIZE THE VALUE OF THEIR
PROFESSIONAL JUDGMENTS.

MANY HOME CARE AGENCIES HAVE GROWN FROM SMALL CONCERNS TO LARGE

CORPORATES AND NURSES ARE MOVED FURTHER AWAY FROM DECISION-MAKING

PROCESSES. IT APPEARS THAT THE PROBLEMS OF THE HOSPITAL INDUSTRY

THAT DROVE NURSES AWAY ARE-NOW PART OF HOME CARE. AND, HOME CARE

SALARIES ARE OFTEN NOT COMPETITIVE WITH HOSPITAL SALARIES.

THE SHRINKING POOL OF BACCALAUREATE NURSE GRADUATES POSES REAL
PROBLEMS FOR COMMUNITY-BASED AGENCIES. NURSES WITH RSN DEGREES

FORM THE BULK OF COMMUNITY HEALTH STAFF BECAUSE THE BACCALAUREATE

NURSING PROGRAMS HAVE USUALLY PROVIDED THE EDUCATIONAL AND

CLINICAL EXPERIENTIAL BASE FOR NURSING PRACTICE IN THE MORE

INDEPENDENT COMMUNITY SETTING. THIS IS DIFFERENT FROM THE
HOSPITAL SETTING AND REQUIRES AN UNDERSTANDING OF COMMUNITY

SYSTEMS, PUBLIC HEALTH PRINCIPLES AND A FAIR AMOUNT OF INDEPENDENT
NURSING JUDGMENTS. WITH THE ADVENT OF THE DRGS AND MORE HIGH-TECH

SERVICES BEING PROVIDED IN THE HOME, AGENCIES HAVE TURNED

INCREASINGLY TO NURSES WITH STRONG HOSPITAL EXPERIENCE. SINCE

THESE NURSES OFTEN LACK COMMUNITY HEALTH EXPERIENCE, IT TAKES A

LOT OF EDUCATION ON THE AGENCY'S PART TO ORIENT THEM AWAY FROM

RELYING ON HOSPITALS AND PHYSICIANS FOR SOLUTIONS TO PROBLEMS THAT
TRULY INVOLVE NURSING MANAGEMENT, CASE MANAGEMENT AND NURSING

DECISION-MAKING IN THE HOME SETTING. CONVERSELY, SOME EXPERIENCED

HOME CARE STAFF ARE OVERWHELMED BY THE ACUITY AND HIGH-TECH NEEDS

OF PATIENTS DISCHARGED "QUICKER AND SICKER" FROM HOSPITALS SINCE

THE ADVENT OF THE HOSPITAL DRG SYSTEM.
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THE LICENSED PRACTICAL NURSE

LICENSED PRACTICAL OR VOCATIONAL NURSES FORM ONLY A SMALL PORTION

OF HOME CARE PERSONNEL. GENERALLY HOME CARE AGENCIES CANNOT

UTILIZE THE SKILLS OF THE LPN BECAUSE OF LICENSURE RESTRICTIONS

AND EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION. WHEN THEY ARE EMPLOYED IN HOME CARE

THEY ARE OFTEN UNDERUTILIZED AND FREQUENTLY PERFORM TASKS MORE

APPROPRIATELY ASSIGNED TO THE HOMEMAXER-HOME HEALTH AIDE. THERE

IS NO ROOM FOR ADVANCEMENT. THEIR ROLE AS TECHNICAL NURSES IS IN

LIMBO, OWING TO THE CONTROVERSY OVER WHAT GROUP IN NURSING WILL

INHERIT THE TECHNICAL ROLE. AS THEIR SCHOOLS ARE CLOSING, THEIR

POTENTIAL FOR PLAYING A FUTURE ROLE IN HOME CARE WILL BE EXTREMELY

LIMITED UNTIL THERE IS SOME RESOLUTION OF THE EDUCATIONAL

REQUIREMENTS FOR LPNS.

THE HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE

THE ROLE OF THE HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE HAS BECOME INCREASINGLY

IMPORTANT SINCE THE ADVENT OF MEDICARE AND MEDICAID. IN MANY

WAYS, THE HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE IS THE BACKBONE OF HOME CARE.

FOR THE PATIENT, IT IS THE HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDE WHO SPELLS

THE DIFFERENCE BETWEEN INSTITUTIONALIZATION AND DEPENDENCY, AND

CARE AT HOME AND INDEPENDENCE. THESE WORKERS PERFORM A VARIETY OF

TASKS IN THE HOME, FROM PERSONAL CARE TO MEAL PREPARATION AND

LIGHT HOUSEKEEPING. IN SPITE OF THEIR VALUABLE SERVICES,

HOMEMAKER-HOME HEALTH AIDES ARE AMONG THE LOWEST PAID HEALTH-CARE

WORKERS, PLACING THEM AT OR BELOW THE POVERTY LEVEL. AS A RESULT,

TURNOVER IS HIGH AMONG THESE EMPLOYEES. A WORKING PARENT DOES NOT

MAKE ENOUGH TO PAY FOR CHILD-CARE. THEY RAVE TRANSPORTATION

PROBLEMS, BECAUSE AN AUTOMOBILE IS ECONOMICALLY OUT OF THEIR REACH

AND PUBLIC TRANSPORTATION IS NOT ALWAYS ACCESSIBLE TO MANY

PATIENTS' HOMES. IN ADDITION TO LOW WAGES, HEALTH INSURANCE AND

OTHER EMPLOYEE BENEFITS ARE NOT UNIVERSALLY AVAILABLE AND

EMPLOYMENT IS OFTEN ON A PART-TIME BASIS. IT -IS NO WONDER THAT

MANY WORKERS LEAVE HOME CARE TO WORK IN THE GREENER PASTURES OF

RETAIL SALES AND FAST-FOOD CHAINS.

IN A RECENT U.S. DEPARTMENT OF HEALTH AND HUMAN SERVICES REPORT ON

HOME HEALTH AIDE SERVICES FOR MEDICARE PATIENTS, INSPECTOR GENERAL

EUSSEROW CONCLUDED: "RECRUITMENT, HIRING AND RETENTION OF HOME

HEALTH AIDES ARE MAJOR PROBLEMS FOR MANY AGENCIES WHICH OFFER LOW

PAY AND LIMITED BENEFITS. THESE AGENCIES DO NOT ATTRACT THE MOST

RELIABLE EMPLOYEES AND EXPERIENCE A VERY HIGH TURNOVER RATE."
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EVEN IN INSTANCES WHERE WAGES ARE ADEQUATE, THE HOMEMAKER-HOME

HEALTH AIDE HAS FEW OPPORTUNITIES TO ATTAIN A MINIMAL DEGREE OF

JOB SATISFACTION. THERE IS LITTLE OR NO ADVANCEMENT, THEY ARE

ISOLATED FROM THEIR PEERS BECAUSE THEY WORK ALONE IN THE HOME AND,

AS THE INSPECTOR GENERAL'S REPORT INDICATED, THE SUPERVISION AND

SUPPORT THEY RECEIVE FROM PROFESSIONAL STAFF IS OFTEN INADEQUATE.

PROFESSIONAL STAFF HAVE PROBLEMS KEEPING UP WITH HOMEMAKER-HOME

HEALTH AIDES BECAUSE OF THE HIGH TURNOVER AND ABSENTEEISM.

SOLUTIONS - WAGES AND FINANCING

THE MOST OBVIOUS AND SHORT RANGE SOLUTION TO THE CURRENT SHORTAGE

IS TO INCREASE SALARIES AND WAGES FOR HOME CARE NURSING PERSONNEL.

IT IS WELL KNOWN THAT SALARIES FOR REGISTERED NURSES NAVE NOT KEPT

PACE WITH EITHER THE COST OF LIVING OR THE SALARIES OF OTHER

FEMALE-DOMINATED PROFESSIONS. MANY LABOR EXPERTS BELIEVE THAT THE

CONTINUED LOW SALARIES FOR REGISTERED NURSES ARE THE KEY ELEMENT

HOLDING DOWN SALARIES OF PARAPROFESSIONAL HEALTH CARE WORKERS.

LOW SALARIES ARE TIED TO THE DEVALUING OF A SERVICE, WHICH IN TURN

LEADS TO POOR IMAGE AND LOW JOB SATISFACTION.

RAISING SALARIES AND WAGES FOR HOME CARE NURSING PERSONNEL WILL BE

DIFFICULT, IF NOT IMPOSSIBLE, WITHOUT CONCOMITTANT INCREASES IN

MEDICARE AND MEDICAID RATES. ALTHOUGH HOME CARE IS NOT CURRENTLY

UNDER THE PROSPECTIVE PAYMENT SYSTEM, HOME CARE COST LIMITS HAVE

BEEN IN PLACE SINCE WELL BEFORE DRGS. THESE LIMITS HAVE

TIGHTENED. THE MARKET BASKET WAGE AND LABOR INDEX USED FOR HOME

CARE COST LIMITS IS COMPLETELY OUT OF TOUCH WITH THE COST OF

LIVING AND PREVAILING COMMUNITY WAGES. RETROACTIVE DENIALS FOR

SERVICE AND THE GRAMM-RUDMAN CUTS IN COST REIMBURSEMENT NAVE HAD A

DEVASTATING EFFECT ON HOME CARE REVENUES. UNLIKE HOSPITALS, HOME

CARE COSTS ARE PREDOMINANTLY SALARY COSTS. HOME CARE AGENCIES DO

NOT RAVE THE OVERHEAD OR CAPITAL EQUIPMENT COSTS INCURRED BY

INSTITUTIONS. THERE IS SIMPLY NO ROOM FOR INCREASING SALARIES.

WAGES AND BENEFITS MUST BE INCREASED FOR NURSING PARAPROFESSIONAL

WORKERS. THIS MEANS THAT NOT ONLY MUST MEDICARE INCREASE COST

LIMITS FOR HOME CARE BUT MEDICAID MUST DO SO AS WELL. AN INCREASE

IN MEDICAID REIMBURSEMENT RATES IS ESSENTIAL TO ANY ADJUSTMENT IN

WAGES FOR PARAPROFESSIONALS WHO SERVE A LARGE PROPORTION OF THE

MEDICAID POPULATION. AT THE VERY LEAST, POTENTIAL WORKERS MUST BE

ABLE TO CHOOSE WORK FOR WAGES AND BENEFITS THAT ARE BETTER THAN

WELFARE.
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LONG RANGE ECONOMIC SOLUTIONS MUST INCLUDE A RETHINKING OF WHERE

WE AS A NATION SET OUR HEALTH CARE FINANCING PRIORITIES. THE

EMPHASIS HAS BEEN ON ACUTE CARE, WITH A PITTANCE GOING TO

PREVENTION AND LONG-TERM CARE. CHILDREN, THE POOR, THE DISABLED

AND THE ELDERLY, OUR MOST VULNERABLE POPULATIONS, ARE ALSO THE

MOST IN NEED OF PREVENTIVE AND LONG-TERM CARE SERVICES. IT IS NO

COINCIDENCE THAT NURSING SERVICES ARE CLOSELY LINKED TO THESE

GROUPS.

ROLE OF EDUCATION

INCREASING ACCESS TO EDUCATIONAL PROGRAMS FOR ALL LEVELS OF

NURSING PERSONNEL IS ANOTHER SHORT RANGE SOLUTION. FEDERAL

SUPPORT FOR PROFESSIONAL NURSING EDUCATION HAS DECLINED FROM AN

ALL-TIME HIGH OF $160.6 MILLION IN 1973 TO $53.3 MILLION IN 1987.

THERE IS NO QUESTION ABOUT THE EFFECTIVENESS OF THE NURSE TRAINING

ACT IN STIMULATING UNDERGRADUATE NURSING ENROLLMENTS. THERE IS A

CLEAR POSITIVE RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN THE NUMBER OF DOLLARS GOING TO

BASIC NURSING EDUCATION FUNDS HAVE DROPPED FOR ALL PROGRAMS,

FUNDING FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS HAS BEEN CUT THE MOST.

NURSES HAVE TRADITIONALLY COME FROM MIDDLE CLASS AND EMERGING

MIDDLE CLASS FAMILIES. TODAY, FOR MANY OF THESE FAMILIES, COLLEGE

IS OUT OF REACH. STUDENT LOANS ARE NOT READILY AVAILABLE AND THE

LONG RANGE PAY-OFF IN TERMS OF EARNING POWER IS ABSENT FOR THE

NURSE. IT IS EVEN MORE DIFFICULT FOR MINORITIES AND ECONOMICALLY

DISADVANTAGED INDIVIDUALS TO ACHIEVE THE GOAL OF COLLEGE.

SCHOLARSHIPS, TRAINEESHIPS, GRANTS AND LOANS MUST BE MADE

AVAILABLE TO UNDERGRADUATE NURSING STUDENTS AND TO

PARAPROFESSIONAL STUDENTS. IT IS ENCOURAGING TO SEE THE MANY

STATE LEGISLATURES THAT CURRENTLY HAVE LEGISLATION PROPOSING SUCH

PROGRAMS. AT THE FEDERAL LEVEL, CONGRESS WILL BE CONSIDERING THE

REAUTHORIZATION OF THE PROFESSIONAL NURSE EDUCATION ACT. THERE IS

SOME INDICATION THAT THERE WILL BE PROVISIONS THAT ADDRESS THESE

ISSUES.

IT IS IMPORTANT THAT EDUCATIONAL FUNDING FOCUS ON A NURSING

PARAPROFESSIONAL AS WELL AS REGISTERED NURSE PROGRAMS. ALTHOUGH

MANY NURSE EDUCATORS BELIEVE THAT CAREER LADDERS ARE AN

INAPPROPRIATE ROUTE FOR PROFESSIONAL EDUCATION, FOR MANY POTENTIAL

NURSES, CAREER LADDERS ARE THE ONLY WAY THEY CAN ATTAIN THE

ULTIMATE GOAL OF COLLEGE. CAREER LADDERS OFFER THE OPPORTUNITY

FOR ADVANCEMENT AND CAN DO MUCH TO ENHANCE WHAT HAS BEEN PERCEIVED

AS A DEAD-END JOB.
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HQMECNABR

LONG RANGE SOLUTIONS IN EDUCATION SHOULD INCLUDE SOME RESOLUTION

OF THE ROLE OF NURSING PERSONNEL AT VARIOUS LEVELS AND THE

EDUCATIONAL PREPARATION, LICENSURE AND CERTIFICATION NECESSARY FOR

EACH LEVEL.

THE SOLUTIONS FOR THE SHORTAGE, LIKE THE REASONS FOR THE SHORTAGE,

ARE NOT NEW. INCREASED WAGES, FEDERAL AND STATE SUPPORT FOR

NUSING EDUCATION AND NURSING SERVICES. TODAY'S NURSES AND NURSING

PARAPROFESSIONALS WANT INCOME, RESPECT, AUTONOMY AND IMPROVED

WORKING CONDITIONS; THE RESTRUCTURING OF THE ENTIRE HEALTH CARE

DELIVERY SYSTEM, IN THE LONG RUN, WITH THE GREYING OF AMERICA AND

THE IMPENDING CRISIS IN LONG-TERM CARE, MAY WELL BE THE ONLY

ALTERNATIVE.
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